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A. PREFACE

It gives us immense pleasure in submitting Re-Accreditation Report to the 

National Assessment and Accreditation Council. The process of preparation of RAR 

helped us for self-evaluation of our progress and also to understand how far we have 

realised and reached our objectives. 

After Accreditation the College opted for Autonomous Status as 

recommended by the Peer Team and thus the College obtained greater opportunity to 

specialise in the areas of teaching, learning and research. Our consistent effort in the 

process of achieving the mission and vision helped us to foster global competency 

and value system among the students. Freedom gained to restructure the curriculum 

resulted in promoting the employability skills and career orientation among the 

students.  The growth of the infrastructure facilities on par with academic progress 

has promoted the use of ICT tools which ensures the effective institutional 

functioning.

The College was founded in the year 1921 with the social commitment to 

provide cost effective, quality education in an educationally backward region.  In its 

ninety third year of service, the College has emerged as an affordable research 

institution with M.Phil. and Ph.D. programmes in several faculties and accelerated 

the gross enrollment ratio of the students. The programmes developed to meet the 

present day societal needs with participation of teaching-learning community 

contributes to the holistic growth of the Nation.

Thanks to the far-sightedness of the founding fathers of the Vaniyambadi 

Muslim Educational Society, the exemplary services of various Office-Bearers over 

the years and the present dynamic team comprising Mr. T. Md. Mubeen, B.E., M.Sc. 
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(Engineering), the President, Dr. Anwarullah Hajee, M.B.B.S., the General Secretary, 

Mr. L.M. Muneer Ahmed, B.Sc., Secretary and Correspondent and the immediate 

predecessors Mr. C. Khaiser Ahmed, B.Sc., General Secretary and Mr. Ghani Md. 

Jaweed, B.Sc., Secretary and Correspondent, who did the foundation work, as well as 

the members of the College Committee and the Executive Committee, the reputation 

of the College is being sustained to benefit present and future generations.

Dr. K. Prem Nazeer, the Principal and Prof. P.R. Mohamed Saifullah, the Vice 

Principal have been a constant source of inspiration and encouragement in the 

preparation of this Re-Accreditation Report. Dr. Major Syed Shahabuddeen, 

Principal, Islamiah Women’s College, is instrumental in bringing the Re-

Accreditation Report in its finest form.

In keeping pace with the tradition of consistent upgradation and expansion, we 

submit ourselves for the Re-Accreditation to grow further into a Centre of 

Excellence. 

The College is doing yeomen service to the entire humanity without any 

discrimination based on caste, creed, colour, religion or region. This sincere effort in 

achieving Re-Accreditation will help the College to march on its roadmap towards 

the University status.

We pray to the Almighty Allah to shower His mercy, blessing and guide us in 

the straight path to empower us to deliver to the future generations.

Steering Committee
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PREPARATION OF RE-ACCREDITATION REPORT

The College Management formed a Steering Committee with the following 

members of the staff to prepare the Re-Accreditation Report:

1. Dr. K. Prem Nazeer Principal

2. Mr. P.R. Mohamed Saifullah Vice-Principal and Coordinator

3. Dr. K. Subramani Member

4. Mr. S. Shaik Khader Nawaz Member  

5. Dr. M. Aboobucker Sithique Member

6. Mr. Abul Fazal Member 

Further, seven sub-committees were formed to assist the Steering Committee 

in the preparation of reports relating to various criteria.  The list of sub-committee 

members are as follows:

I. Curricular Aspects

Dr. H.Abdul Jaffar Ali

Mr. M. Syed Muzammil

II. Teaching, Learning and Evaluation

Mr. A.Mohamed Ali

Mr. M. Athaullah Basha

III. Research, Consultancy and Extension

Dr. K. Mohanasundaram 

Dr. H.S. Muthu Mohamed

Mr. B. Towfeeq Ahmed

IV. Infrastructure and Learning Resources

Mr. G. Vengada Krishnan

Mr. M.A. Mohideen Abdul Khader

Mr. N. Syed Siraj Ahmed

V. Student Support and Progression

Mr. A. Md. Sabeelullah Roomy
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VI. Governance and Leadership

Dr. H. Nisar Ahmed

Mr. K. Manzoor Ahmed

Dr. P.K. Mohamed Imran

VII. Innovative Practices

Mr. A. Md. Sabeelullah Roomy

The Heads of the Departments have taken all the efforts in coordination with 

other members of their departments to provide the inputs.  The Steering Committee 

members acknowledge with gratitude the motivation and support rendered by Dr. 

Major Syed Shahabuddeen, Principal, Islamiah Women’s College, Dr. Mohammed 

Galib Hussain, Emeritus Professor and Prof. (Late) V.M. Nazeer Ahmed, Controller 

of Examinations.  Coordinators of various support services have helped in the 

collection and compilation of the data relating to their spheres of activities.  The 

Superintendent of the College and the non-teaching members of the staff provided all 

assistance to the Steering Committee in the preparation of this Re-Accreditation 

Report. The Steering Committee also acknowledge the services of Mr. Mohammed 

Tameem for doing the computer work and shaping the format of the Report 

meticulously.

Steering Committee
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B. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

At the dawn of the 20th century there was not a single college in the whole of 

South India managed and maintained by Muslims in accordance with their tradition 

and culture in imparting secular education. As an outcome of the All India Muslim 

Educational Conference held at Madras in 1903, the enlightened and philanthropic 

Muslims of Vaniyambadi translated the message of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan of 

imparting secular education into action. They established the Vaniyambadi Muslim 

Educational Society (VMES) which was registered in 1905 as a society under the 

Societies Registration Act XXI of 1860.

In 1915, the Vaniyambadi Muslim Educational Society resolved to establish 

the Islamiah College, and the foundation stone of the college was laid by His 

Excellency Lord Pentland, the then Governor of Madras Presidency. With princely 

donations from the Muslim philanthropists, the College was started in 1919 and got 

recognition in July 1921. In 1946, the college was raised to the position of First 

Grade Degree College offering instructions in the two-year degree courses in B.A. 

Economics and B.Com. Though its name is “Islamiah College”, it is absolutely and 

totally secular and holds a true national out-look. From its very inception, it has 

drawn members in its establishments, staff and students from all communities.

According to the new educational set-up in 1956, the University of Madras 

granted permission for the opening of the three-year Degree Courses in B.A., B.Sc. 

and B.Com. The College which had a humble beginning in 1919 has now grown into 

a full-fledged P.G. and Research Institution catering to the needs of the rural lot who 

would have otherwise not dreamt of taking a Research Degree. Consequent to the 

establishment of Thiruvalluvar University, this College has been affiliated to 

Thiruvalluvar University from the academic year 2003-2004. During the same period 
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it has been assessed and accredited by National Assessment & Accreditation Council 

(NAAC), Bangalore with “A” grade.

In order to keep pace with national institutions and sustain the quality 

consciousness among the stakeholders of the institution, we went for Autonomous 

Status in the year 2010. As a first step towards excellence, we hereby submit our 

Reaccreditation Report (RAR), recording all our progress since 2004. We are proud 

to present the outstanding achievements of our students, staff members and the 

Management in the last five years, which are reported in accordance with the 

guidelines laid down in the NAAC Manual on Reaccreditation. 

Curricular Aspect

The aim of the college is to foster in the teachers, students and through them 

in society, the attitudes and values needed for developing “good life” in individuals 

and society and also to promote the knowledge output for socio-economic change 

and sustainable development through innovation in teaching, learning and research 

activities. The main objective of the College is to provide modern and secular 

education to uplift the weaker sections of the society both educationally and 

economically. The Vision and Mission of the college is conveyed to every 

stakeholder of the institution clearly. The curriculum developed mainly focuses on 

the development of the people in and around the region and ultimately in the 

development of the nation. Every constituent of the College was actively involved in 

the entire process. The goals and objectives of the institution were foremost while 

choosing various subjects. 

The Curricula for various courses are designed in such a way that it comprise 

of both knowledge and skill proportion to satisfy the present societal/global 

requirements. The knowledge component in the curriculum is improved by including 

the modern developments in arts and science. For most of the programmes, the skill 

proportion is more than 50%. Apart from the practical classes, the skill development 
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is enhanced through the problem-solving exercises, case studies, field trips and 

project works. All the undergraduate students compulsorily undergo communicative 

English, soft skill development at the entry level. The combination of knowledge and 

skill proportion ensures employability to our students. In addition to those 

Communication laboratories, special coaching for public service examinations and 

the entrepreneurial development cell ensures employability. Students also take part in 

the extracurricular activities like NCC, NSS, Sports, Rotaract, Red Ribbon, Youth 

Red Cross, Enviro Clubs, etc. Further, staff and students also enhance their 

competence in English language and undergo training programme conducted by the 

U.S Consulate General office at Chennai. These efforts not only ensure them the 

employability skills but also help them acquire overall development in their 

personality. 

The Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) is actively involved in the 

analysis of the quality of the programmes offered and other developmental activities 

of the college. The suggestions of the IQAC are implemented in the subsequent 

years. Feedbacks were obtained from stakeholders of the college and accordingly 

changes have been incorporated in the curriculum. New courses were introduced for 

quality enhancement and sustenance. The Mentoring System helps the students to 

gain counselling from the course teachers to improve their academic and personal 

development. Feedback obtained through the Mentoring System helps to re-evaluate 

and restructure the course more effectively. Faculty members are encouraged to 

undergo Orientation/Refresher Courses and several teachers obtained Ph.D. degree 

from reputed Universities on FIP. Faculty members are encouraged to take several 

minor/major research projects funded by the UGC. 

The Governing Body and Academic Council of the College used to consult 

academic peers whenever a new course or elective subject was introduced. As the 

College is situated in a place best known for the leather tanning industry and 

business, we are running courses like Commerce, Business Administration, 
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Chemistry etc. to develop talented young professionals to administer the leather units 

not only in Vaniyambadi but also in the entire Palar Valley region. Industrialization 

induced us to start science courses like Physics, Biochemistry, Biotechnology and 

Computer Science. Two decades ago, the College took a great leap forward by 

upgrading itself as a research centre. The alumni of our college are holding important 

positions in politics, administration, research institutions, industries, educational 

institutions, business sectors etc., not only in India but also all over the world. Thus, 

our college plays a major role in the regional and national development.

Teaching – Learning and Evaluation

Our admission policies are highly transparent and based on merit cum 

reservation, as per the norms of the government. The reservation policy not only 

accommodates minority sections of the society but also the disadvantaged 

communities, differently-abled students, economically weaker sections and sports 

persons. The college takes special care of disadvantaged communities in the form of 

conducting UGC sponsored remedial coaching classes, special coaching classes for 

competitive examinations etc. We are adopting separate strategies for advanced and 

slow learners. The advanced learners and slow learners of a subject are identified by 

the mentor concerned, based on their performance in Continuous Internal Assessment 

(CIA) and end-semester examinations. They are also identified, based on their active 

participation, involvement, performance in the class room/practical lab and 

accordingly subject-wise and paper-wise strategies are adopted.

Regarding the teaching and learning process, all our academic programmes 

are well defined and planned. The academic calendar of the college contains 

information like the names of office bearers of VME society, governing body, 

academic council, finance committee, teaching and non-teaching staff members and 

the list of co-ordinators of various committees and clubs. This facilitates the students 

to approach any member of the staff according to their requirements. The calendar 
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also contains college rules, fee structure, information on tests and examinations, 

details of fee concessions and scholarships, particulars of associations, prizes and 

hostel. The grant of autonomy made the entire teaching and learning process student-

centric. Curricula and syllabi are framed in accordance with the need of the society 

and students’ feedback help us to make modifications. Participatory learning, 

personal guidance and use of modern teaching techniques are predominant in our 

teaching and learning process. 

The College general library is one of the best libraries in our University area. 

We have a total collection of around 64,000 books in different fields comprising arts, 

science, commerce, religion, philosophy, literature, technology, computers etc. The 

College is privileged to have INFLIBNET and INFONET facilities, courtesy to the 

UGC. All the PG students, research scholars and the members of the faculty make 

optimum utilization of these resources for the teaching-learning process and research 

work. Members from neighbouring colleges and industries also have access to these 

facilities. The quality of teaching is decided not only by the technology and materials 

used but also by the quality of the teaching staff. The College takes great care in 

appointing the teachers, permitting them for career advancement programmes, 

orienting them for autonomous and quality enhancement programmes.

The best practice followed in this College is the maximum utilization of the 

best teachers, who have recently retired from service, as academic and administrative 

advisers and research advisers. Yet another best practice is the preference in 

appointment of our alumni who have qualified for the post in order to uphold the 

culture of the college. Since we are a century old college, we have robust 

examination system recently computerized. Due to this reason, this college has been 

selected as centre for the conduct of many examinations like TNPSC, IDE, 

University of Education, Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU), Indira 

Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) etc. The reputation of the college is 

maintained for a long period because of the fact that we have well organized teaching 
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– learning – evaluation programmes. We have external component in evaluation 

process to maintain objectivity and impartiality in evaluation.

Research, Consultancy and Extension

Research is vibrant with more than 9 devoted departments and 140 dedicated 

research scholars working round-the-clock in the campus. College Research 

Committee, under the supervision of Principal has been set up by the College. It is 

guided by a UGC Professor Emeritus. It monitors exploratory research and assess 

manpower requirements leading to integrated educational planning, curriculum 

development and instructional material development in the thrust areas of arts, 

commerce, science and technology. Faculty is encouraged for research by the 

Research Committee of the College and it acts as an academic platform for the 

research scholars.

Funding for research is limited since the College is under Grant-in-Aid. 

However, the fact that almost all the faculties are research degree holders is proof of 

the potential for research in the campus. It is to be added here, that a versatile 

research institute for arts and science is the need of the hour for rural students of this 

district. The ban on starting up of new aided courses is still in force that induces the 

Governing Body of our College to start many research programmes under unaided 

pattern. The benevolent management is constantly funding the purchase of 

equipments and books. The UGC and DST Grants support and sustain our research 

programmes.

The College has taken a number of steps to strengthen the areas of Research, 

Consultancy and Extensions. These include undertaking sponsored major and minor 

research projects, streamlining doctoral-level research process, admission to Ph.D. 

through Departmental Research Committee (DRC) and College Research Committee 

(CRC). The College facilitates publication of research papers in referred Journals 

before submission of Ph.D. thesis and in undertaking consultancy and extension 
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activities. Our faculty is competent enough and undertakes the consultancy 

assignments for the problems related to the local industries. For enhancing the 

consultancy services, the following efforts are in progress.

• Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with various organizations/ 

industries 

• Periodic meeting with the Industrial experts.

• Establishment of an advanced instrumentation laboratory.

• Round-the-clock Broad-band facility for scholars for better interaction.

• Free access to e-journals and e-books.

The institution has produced in a short span of five years 27 Ph.D., 229 

M.Phil. degrees and has one major research project besides three minor research 

projects. In addition, the faculty and research scholars are involved in independent 

research projects. Our mission towards research started two decades ago gaining 

momentum gradually. Though we have to go a long way to reach new peaks in the 

field of research and development, our faculty and scholars are confident enough to 

achieve our vision and mission.

Infrastructure and Learning Resources

All required infrastructural facilities and learning resources are housed in an 

area of 42 acres of land situated in the heart of the town half a kilometer away from 

railway station, bus stand and national high way (NH-46). This facilitates the 

students to access the college from anywhere in the district even from the remote 

villages like Pudurnadu, Yelagiri and Jamunamarathur hills where Schedule Tribes 

are thickly populated. We have well-furnished and ventilated class rooms, fully 

equipped laboratories and library, air-conditioned Seminar Hall, auditorium, 

Multimedia Halls, Indoor Stadium and swimming pool (under construction) and a 

modern administrative block etc. Some excellent infrastructure facilities like DST-

FIST sponsored laboratory, LAN connectivity to all departments with internet 
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facility, centralized generator, automated office and examination section, smart 

classrooms and language lab facility for ICT enabled teaching and learning tools etc. 

are available. We propose to have Wi-Fi internet centre for students and 

Sophisticated Common Instrumentation Centre (SCIC) for research scholars soon. 

The other common features are Bank, Hostel, Mosque, Canteen, Student Centre, 

Book Shop, Health Centre (gymnasium).

Recognizing that the real need of every human being is self actualization, the 

college offers the scope for self expression through its various clubs – the Enviro 

club, Consumer Club, Rotaract Club, Red Ribbon Club to name a few. The NSS and 

the NCC contribute to the physical and social development of the individual – team, 

leadership and social engineering. In order to have comprehensive learning, we have 

IGNOU Convergence Centre and MANUU study centre to facilitate the possibility of 

getting dual degree for the rural lot. The Placement and Guidance Cell of the College 

offers the students’ facilities like soft skills, communication skills, numerical skills 

and personality development to improve their employability. Campus recruitment

programmes were regularly conducted by IT, Banking and Core sectors. Apart from 

regular education, Physical Education plays a major role in our college. The 

Department of Physical Education prepares students’ to participate in events on a 

regular basis. The College has enough space for conducting 21 sports and games with 

all its infrastructural facilities like basketball, badminton and volley ball courts; 

football, hockey and cricket fields. The college has established a cricket and martial 

arts academy in order to involve national level experts and to train our students and 

local sports enthusiasts. 

Students support and Progression

Our institution recognizes that the growth of the college hinges on the 

progress of the students, which ultimately leads to the progress of the nation. A 

number of facilities are available for their support and progression. The institution 
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has efficient evaluative systems to monitor students’ progress and take necessary 

measures for their educational improvement. More than 20 scholarships and awards 

are instituted for the deserving students. Loan schemes are also floated for the needy 

students. A large number of scholarships are also awarded to the students of the 

dispossessed/depressed community. Last year scholarships awarded to the SC/ 

ST/OBC students alone by the government were to the tune of 33,66,602/-. We have 

students’ insurance facility for all the students and the sum assured is Rs. 1 lakh each. 

Our welfare schemes not only give importance to financial help but also to academic, 

cultural, social and health supports to the student community.

The results of the College are consistently higher than the University average. 

The ratio between the dropout and success rate is always in proper fraction. Our 

institution has taken utmost care and devotion to include advanced papers that 

improve employment prospects of the students. All undergraduate students of our 

college have to undergo training in soft skills as part of English curricula. All the 

departments have taken care to include job-oriented courses like e-Commerce, 

Tourism, Journalism, Nanotechnology, Electrical and Electronic Appliances, Clinical 

Biochemistry, Aqua Culture, Leather Chemistry etc., to be part of the curricula.

Employment of students has received highest priority from our institution. The 

Career Guidance and Placement Cell organises regular seminars to improve the 

employable skills of the students. Seminars are conducted regarding personality 

development and entrepreneurial skills. The career guidance and placement cell 

regularly display the advertisements regarding recruitment opportunities. Campus 

interviews are arranged by placement cell in order to facilitate placements for 

students. Various Departments have interface meetings with different R & D labs of 

national institutes which enable the students to do their project work and help them in 

further employment.
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There are about 30 support services to fine tune the growth and responsibility 

of the student community. Prospectus, college calendar and website contain complete 

details like courses offered, fee structure, faculty details, facilities available like 

library, labs, hostel, career opportunities for different courses of study, rules and 

regulations concerning conduct of students and examinations, Prizes awarded to 

students, extra and co-curricular activities available like N.C.C, N.S.S, sports etc. 

The Alumni constitute intellectual capital of the college. Ours is a century-old 

college that naturally has long history of successful and illustrious alumni excelling 

in almost every field, like religion, education, administrative services, politics, armed 

forces, science and technology, music, dance, performing arts, media, sports, 

industry, law and business etc. We are trying our level best to systematically track 

our alumni, who are spread all over the globe. They provide continuous moral and 

financial support to the institutions by extending their meaningful support to their 

Alma Mater.  

Governance and Leadership

Our vision and mission are clearly stated and informed to all stakeholders of 

the institution. It is implemented in every functioning of the system. Head of the 

institution is functioning as a transformational leader. He understands peoples’ mind, 

heart and the individual skills. The structures of all the statutory and non-statutory 

bodies are framed in such a way that there is a democratic participation and 

superposition of members to carry out the policies of the college committee without 

any transmission loss and therefore the coordination among the bodies is naturally 

incorporated within the system. The powers and the functions of each authority and 

body are well defined to ensure administrative decentralization. The proposals are 

generated at the grass root level and after careful consideration and deliberations, the 

recommendations of various bodies go to the Governing Body for final decision. The 

college has, four-tier academic-cum-administrative structure to make the functioning 
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of the College most effective: Board of Studies, Academic Council, Finance 

Committee and Governing Body.

The College Secretary and members of the Management visit the College 

frequently and discuss with the Principal, the Deans, the Office Superintendent and 

meet the teaching and non-teaching staff members. The College Secretary also 

convenes the formal meetings of the staff members at least twice a year to discuss the 

academic, administrative and financial issues. He usually discusses the quality related 

issues like teaching and research, implementation of the UGC schemes, departmental 

initiatives, and student related issues etc. Three-tier planning (management level, 

college level and department level) is adopted for the progress of the institution and 

every agenda of planning is adopted in their respective committees and executed 

systematically. 

Human and infrastructure resources are optimally utilized and adequate 

budget planned for all activities in advance. Teaching and non-teaching staff 

members are regularly sent for skill upgradation and training programmes. General 

facilities like computer, internet, software packages, LCD and OHP projectors and 

ICT teaching aids, digital library are provided to the members of the staff. The 

college evaluates the teachers on their teaching and research performance and non-

teaching on secretarial performance based on Self Appraisal Reports (SAR) 

submitted every year and also at the time of promotion. This evaluation helps in 

ensuring academic accountability of members of staff on academic and 

administrative activities.  

Innovative Practices 

As per the recommendations of the NAAC Peer Team, the College has 

constituted an Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) to explore, suggest, develop 

and implement quality bench marks / parameters for various academic and 

administrative activities of the College. Every year IQAC recommends quality 
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improvement measures. On the basis of these recommendations, action plans and 

strategies are communicated to the stakeholders of the College. These 

recommendations are implemented by the College. 

The Governing Body is the highest decision-making authority of the College 

under the autonomous pattern. The academic council decides the quality of the 

curricula designed by the various Boards of Studies. The Curriculum Development 

Committee and Research Committee guide the Boards of Studies for setting up 

quality and socially relevant curricula, which is monitored by feedback mechanisms 

available within the system. 

The College administration always keeps tabs on the needs of the society, 

market requirements of the local industries; and accordingly converted and 

introduced many new courses to make the students more employable and to cater to 

the needs of the community in changing circumstances. Many teaching aids, software 

and teaching tools are purchased and faculties are encouraged to use ICT enabled 

teaching depending upon the needs of the topic. We have customized the proved best 

practices of different reputed institutions all over India on various issues. A 

comprehensive practice is adopted while framing the curricula and syllabi to impart 

holistic education. Inclusion of Environment and Value Education and Human Rights 

education in the first year of the UG and PG courses respectively is the first step 

towards holistic approach adopted by the institution. Introduction of non-major 

papers during the second year of the course offers adequate academic flexibility to 

the students to cross the conventional barriers. Even in the matter of research 

programs the College discusses issues related to local industries with captains of the 

industries. Our M.Phil. and Ph.D. programmes are designed according to the needs of 

the industries. In short, employability of its products and socio-industrial relevance of 

the courses are the hallmarks of the College.
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The College is situated in a region where most of the students and faculty hail 

from Minority, Most Backward, Scheduled Caste, and Scheduled Tribe communities. 

Majority of the students are from rural/ tribal background and many of them being 

first generation learners. They are from economically backward group. Special 

attention and remedial teaching in the departments ensure the academic development 

of such students. The institution is sincerely practicing the social affirmative schemes 

of the government in letter and spirit to uplift higher education of the socially-

backward communities. The College has undertaken various Schemes under the 

UGC XI plan for the socially and economically weaker sections of the students’ 

community, namely, Remedial Coaching Classes, Coaching Classes for Entry into 

Services, Career and Counselling and Equal Opportunity Centre. 

Every stakeholder has the opportunity to give his opinion. The IQAC gets the 

feedback from students and Mentors about the curricula, institution, and faculty once 

in six months, which also help to evaluate quality of academic programs. The 

representation of alumni and industrialists in boards of studies ensures the quality of 

the academic standard. The provisions for accommodating nominees from UGC, 

Government, University, and Management in all academic and administrative bodies 

pave the way for successful involvement in planning, implementing and evaluating 

the academic programs of the College. It is obvious from the fact that a large number 

of distinguished personalities from various fields appreciate the quality of the 

products of our College. The students, parents, alumni and the local media appreciate 

the activities of our College. The students’ satisfaction can be gauged from the fact 

that there has been continuous and steady increase in demand for various courses. 

Curriculum restructuring with the addition of add-on courses, introduction of the 

state of the art infrastructure are some of the measures taken by the College to 

improve the quality of the students. 

The College has started an innovative project: Centre for Honing Academic 

Skills. The main objective of the centre is to constantly upgrade the knowledge and 
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skill sets of the faculty members for teaching innovatively, writing books and papers 

creatively, researching scientifically and mentoring students lovingly. The Centre 

conducts regular programmes to enhance academic skills of the faculty. To give 

exposure to recent trends in research and interdisciplinary research methodologies, a 

seminar was organized; for motivating teaching faculty to write textbooks, an 

orientation program was conducted; to increase the quality of teaching using ICT and 

for mentoring the students, a training program was designed during the academic 

year 2011-2012.
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C. Profile of the Autonomous College

1. Name and address of the College: 

2. For communication: 

Designation Name Telephone 
with STD code 

Mobile Fax Email 

Principal Dr. K. Prem 
Nazeer

O: 04174-
235206

98946 
00924

04174-
232876

principal@islami
ahcollege.edu.in

Vice Principal
& Steering 
Committee
Co-ordinator

Prof. P.R. Md. 
Saifullah

O: 04174-
232619

94436 
30413

04174-
232876

principal@islami
ahcollege.edu.in

3. Status of the Autonomous College by management.
i. Government
ii. Private 
iii. Constituent  College of the University

4. Name of University to which the College is Affiliated Thiruvalluvar University, Vellore

5. a.  Date of establishment, prior to the grant of ‘Autonomy’   04-07-1921
b.  Date of grant of  ‘Autonomy’ to the College by UGC:  25-05-2010

6. Type of institution:

a. By Gender
i. For Men 
ii.  For Women 

iii. Co-education

b.  By shift                                          
i. Regular
ii. Day 
iii. Evening 

c. Source of funding
i. Government

ii. Grant-in-aid 
iii. Self-financing 
iv. Any other (Please specify)

Name: ISLAMIAH COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS)

Address: NEW TOWN

City: VANIYAMBADI State: TAMIL NADU

Website: www.islamiahcollege.edu.in

www.islamiahcollege.edu.in
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7. Is it a recognized minority institution?
Yes 
No

If yes specify the minority status (Religious/linguistic/ any other) and provide 
documentary evidence.

8. a. Details of UGC recognition:

Under Section Date, Month & Year 

(dd-mm-yyyy)

Remarks

(If any)

i.  2 (f) 1956

ii. 12 (B) 1957

(Enclose the Certificate of recognition u/s 2 (f) and 12 (B) of the UGC Act)

b.  Details of recognition/approval by statutory/regulatory bodies other than  UGC  
(AICTE,NCTE,MCI,DCI,PCI,RCI etc.)

Not Applicable

Under Section/clause Day, Month and Year 

(dd-mm-yyyy)

Validity Programme/
institution

Remarks 

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

9. Has the College been recognized  
a. By UGC as a ‘College with Potential for Excellence’(CPE)?    

Yes  No 
If yes, date of recognition : …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)

b. For its contributions/performance by any other governmental agency?
Yes   No 

If yes, Name of the agency NAAC and 
Date of recognition: 03.05.2004 (dd/mm/yyyy)

10. Location of the campus and area: 
Location * Semi-Urban
Campus area in sq. mts or acres 42 acres
Built  up area in sq. mts. 14,275 sq.mts.

(* Urban, Semi-urban, Rural, Tribal, Hilly Area, Any others specify)

Religious Minority
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11. Does the College have the following facilities on the campus (Tick the 
available facility)? In case the College has an agreement with other agencies in 
using such facilities provide information on the facilities covered under the 
agreement.  

 Auditorium/seminar complex 

 Sports facilities

 play ground 

 swimming pool  Under Construction

 gymnasium  

 Hostel 

 Boys’ hostels 

 Girls’ hostels

 Residential facilities 

 for teaching staff

 for non-teaching staff 

 Cafeteria 

 Health centre –
o First aid facility 

o Inpatient facility 
o Outpatient facility 
o ambulance facility
o emergency care facility  

Health centre staff –
o Qualified doctor       Full time        Part-time 
o Qualified Nurse        Full time        Part-time

 Other facilities  
o Bank 

o ATM 

o post office 
o book shops  

 Transport facilities 

 for students 

 for staff

 Power house

 Waste management facility 
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12. Details of programmes offered by the institution: (Give data for current  academic  year)
Sl. 
No.

Programme Level Name of the 
Programme/ 

Course

Duration
(years)

Entry 
Qualification

Medium of 
instruction

Sanctioned/
approved 

Student  intake

No. of 
students 
admitted

1 UG B.A.
B.Sc.
B.Com.
B.B.A.
B.C.A.

3
3
3
3
3

+2
+2
+2
+2
+2

English
"
"
"
"

140
440
210
70
50

67
304
207
69
47

2 PG M.A.
M.Sc.
M.Com.

2
2
2

UG
UG
UG

"
"
"

80
170
40

14
135
23

3 Integrated Masters -
4 M.Phil. Commerce

Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
Biochemistry
History

2
2
2
2
2
2

PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG

"
"
"
"
"
"

87

7
9
13
15
1
1

5 Ph.D. Commerce
Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
Economics

3
3
3
3
3

PG
PG
PG
PG
PG

"
"
"
"
"

120

23
5
10
29
5

6 Integrated Ph.D. -
7 Certificate e-Commerce 

& Footwear 
Technology

1 +2 " - 30

8 Diploma -
9 PG Diploma -
10 Any other (please 

Specify)
-

13. Does the institution offer self-financed Programmes?  

Yes  No 
If yes,  how many? 18

14. Whether new  programmes have been  introduced  during the last five years?

Yes  No

If yes
Number 8
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15. List the departments: ( Do not list facilities like library, Physical Education as 
departments unless these are teaching departments and offer programmes to students) 

Particulars Number Number of Students
Science

Under Graduate 
Post Graduate

Research centre(s)

7
6
4

304
135
82

Arts 
Under Graduate 

Post Graduate
Research centre(s)

2
2
1

67
14
6

Commerce
Under Graduate 

Post Graduate
Research centre(s)

3
1
1

207
23
30

Any Other (Business Administration)
Under Graduate 

Post Graduate
Research centre(s)

1
-
-

69
-
-

16. Are there any UG and/or PG programmes offered by the College, which are not covered 
under Autonomous status of UGC? Give details.

No

17. Number of Programmes offered under (Programme means a degree course like BA, MA, 
BSc, M Sc, BCom etc.)

a. annual system

b. semester system 22

c. trimester system

18. Number of Programmes with

a. Choice Based Credit System 22

b. Inter/multidisciplinary approach

c. Any other ( specify)

19. Unit Cost of Education 

(Unit cost = total annual recurring expenditure (actual) divided by total number of students enrolled ) 

(a) including the salary component 

(b) excluding the salary component  

20. Does the College have a department of Teacher Education offering NCTE recognized 
degree programmes in Education?
Yes No 

Rs. 28,170

Rs. 1,970
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If yes, 
a. How many years of standing does the department have? 

……… years

b. NCTE recognition details (if applicable)  
Notification No.: ……………………………………
Date: …………………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)

c. Is the department opting for assessment and accreditation separately? 
Yes No 

21. Does the College have a teaching department of Physical Education offering NCTE 
recognized degree programmes in Physical Education?
Yes No 

If yes, 
a. How many years of standing does the department have? 

……… years

b. NCTE recognition details (if applicable)  
Notification No.: ………………… Date: …………………………… 

c. Is the department opting for assessment and accreditation separately? 
Yes No 

22. Whether the College is offering professional programme? 
Yes No 

If yes, please enclose approval / recognition details issued by the statutory body 
governing the programme.  

23. Has the College been reviewed by any regulatory authority? If so, furnish a copy of the 
report and action taken there upon.   

NAAC Accredited – May 2004.

24. Number of teaching and non-teaching positions in the College
Positions Teaching faculty Non- teaching 

staff
Technical 

staffProfessor Associate 
Professor 

Assistant 
Professor 

*M  *F *M *F *M *F *M *F *M *F

Sanctioned by the  UGC 
/ University / State 
Government 

Recruited  
Yet to recruit

1
-

-
-

39
-

-
-

27
19

-
-

Sanctioned by the 
Management/Society or 
other authorized bodies

Recruited  
Yet to recruit

30
-

-
-

28
22

-
-

-
-

-
-

*M-Male  *F-Female
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25. Qualifications of the teaching staff
Highest 

qualification
Professor Associate 

Professor
Assistant 
Professor

Total

Male Female Male Female Male Female 
Permanent teachers

D.Sc./D.Litt.  
Ph.D. 1 - 23 - 5 - 28
M.Phil.  - - 15 - 21 - 36
PG  - - 1 - 2 - 3

Temporary teachers
Ph.D. 2 - 2
M.Phil.  24 - 24
PG  11 - 11

Part-time teachers
Ph.D.  
M.Phil.  
PG  

26. Number of Visiting Faculty/ Guest Faculty engaged by the College. 

27. Students enrolled in the College during the current academic year, with the following 
details:  

Students UG PG Integrated 
Masters 

M.Phil. Ph.D. Integrated 
Ph.D. 

D.Litt.
/ D.Sc.  

Certific
ate  

Dipl
oma 

PG 
Diploma 

M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F

From the 
state where 
the College is 
located 

645 - 172 - - - 46 - 72 7 - - - - 30 - - - - -

From other 
states of 
India 

2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

NRI students - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Foreign 
students 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Total 647 - 172 - - - 46 - 72 7 - - - - 30 - - - - -
*M-Male  F-Female

28. Dropout rate in UG and PG (average for the last two batches) 

UG                                                        PG

29. Number of working days during the last academic year. 180

30. Number of teaching days during the last academic year 1     8     0

60/year

2007-10 = 7.1
2008-11 = 4.9

2008-10 = 6.4
2009-11 = 5.1
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31. Is the College registered as a study centre for offering distance education programmes 
for any University?        Yes  No

If yes, provide the 
a. Name of the University Indira Gandhi National Open University
b. Is it recognized by the Distance Education Council? 

Yes           No 
c. Indicate the number of programmes offered 9

32. Provide Teacher-student ratio for each of the programme/course offered

33. Is the College applying for? 
Accreditation :        Cycle 1  Cycle 2          Cycle 3          Cycle 4
Re-Assessment:   

34. Date of accreditation* (applicable for Cycle 2, Cycle 3, Cycle 4 and re-assessment only) 
Cycle 1: 03.05.2004 Accreditation outcome – Accredited with ‘A’ Grade
Cycle 2: …………… (dd/mm/yyyy)  Accreditation outcome/results
Cycle 3: …………… (dd/mm/yyyy)  Accreditation outcome/results
* Kindly enclose copy of accreditation certificate(s) and peer team report(s)   

Cycle 1 refers to first accreditation; Cycle 2 and beyond refers to reaccreditation 

35. a. Date of establishment of Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) 
28.12.2004 (dd/mm/yyyy)

b. Dates of submission of Annual Quality Assurance Reports (AQARs).
(i)   AQAR for year 2004-05 on 20/04/2005
(ii)   AQAR for year 2005-06 on 12/04/2006
(iii)  AQAR for year 2006-07 on 12/04/2007
(iv) AQAR for year 2007-08 on 23/06/2008

36. Any other relevant data, the College would like to include. (Not exceeding one page) 
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D. CRITERION-WISE INPUTS

1.1 CRITERION-1: CURRICULAR ASPECTS

1.1.1 How are the institutional Vision/Mission reflected in the academic programmes of 
the College?

The Vision and Mission of the College are as follows:

 Provide more and better opportunities for higher learning and research.

 Diversify courses of studies to make them more relevant to present day societal and 
industrial needs.

 Synthesize arts and sciences with modern technological innovations and programmes.

The main objective of the College is to provide modern and secular education to the 
weaker sections of the society.  As the College is situated in an area which is basically 
business-oriented, commerce teaching was given the pride of place. Hence, B.Com. and 
B.A. Economics degree courses were introduced and most of the Commerce graduates  
made their mark all over South India in general and Vaniyambadi in particular. In fact 
Commerce and Islamiah College are synonymous.

With industrialization gaining momentum the need for science was felt very strongly and
the College started various science courses like Mathematics, Chemistry, Zoology and 
Physics. Not being content with ordinary sciences, the College went in for job-oriented
courses like Corporate Secretaryship, Biochemistry and Computer Science. 

As the College has become Autonomous, the stress is on employability. To make the 
graduates more employable and self-reliant, the College converted various conventional 
courses into modern job-oriented courses so that the graduates can stand on their own 
legs and become employment providers and not employment seekers. B.A. Industrial 
Organization was converted to B.B.A. and B.Sc. Zoology was converted to B.Sc. 
Biotechnology. Recently, to make our graduates to become entrepreneurs B.A. 
Economics and B.Com. Corporate Secretaryship were converted to B.Com. Finance & 
Accounts and B.Com. Computer Applications respectively. The results have been very 
good as the intake in these two courses have picked up.

Every household in the district can boast of a graduate, thanks to Islamiah College. The 
College felt the need for Post Graduate Studies as the graduates could not afford higher 
studies in Chennai or other places. So the College took the initiative to start P.G. courses 
with M.A. History in 1974. The process continued in subsequent years with the 
introduction of M.Com. M.Sc. in Maths, Chemistry, Biochemistry, Physics, Computer 
Science and Biotechnology. In fact ours was the first Mofussil College in the entire 
University of Madras area to get affiliation for a Post Graduate course. Today the College
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has grown to be a centre for Research offering both M.Phil. and Ph.D. programs in as 
many as seven disciplines.

Every constituent of the College is fully involved in the process and the Mission and 
Vision of the institution were foremost while choosing various subjects.

1.1.2 Describe the mechanism used in the design and development of the curricula. Give 
details on the process.

Only three years back we became an Autonomous institution and the process of 
designing the curricula started in right earnest. The need of the region was taken into 
account in introducing new papers which would ensure employability of the graduates. 
Tourism, e-Business, Mathematics for Competitive Examination, Maintenance of Home 
Appliances, Numerical and Computer Programming, Digital Electronics and 
Maintenance &  Repair of Television, Water Treatment & Analysis, Medicinal Chemistry 
and Agricultural & Leather Chemistry (based on the need of the region), Ornamental Fish 
Culture and Medical Biotechnology, Clinical Biotechnology and Medical Lab 
Technology, Islamic Banking and e-Commerce, Service Marketing, Managerial Skills 
and Personality Development besides Skills for Employment and English for Competitive 
Examinations were few noval courses designed taking into account the need of the region 
and through feedback from various stakeholders. 

1.1.3 How does the college involve Industry, Research bodies and Civil Society in the 
Curriculum design and development process? How did the college benefit through 
the involvement of the stakeholders?

The curriculum for every programme is designed by the Board of Studies of that 
particular discipline. In the Board of Studies, besides the faculty, members are drawn 
from various levels like Industry, Research Bodies, Specialized Institutions, Community 
Peers and Meritorious Alumni. Everybody contributes his might for the betterment of the 
curriculum design. They also contribute to the development of the institution. The 
students also do not lag behind and at the end of every year they give their valuable 
suggestions through their feedbacks. 

1.1.4    How are the following aspects ensured through Curricula design and development?

Employability
Innovations
Research

Employability: In rural areas students opt for higher studies only to find a suitable job. 
Our curricula have been designed to cater to the needs of the rural lot. While designing 
the curricula care is taken to see to it that every graduate becomes employable in his 
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chosen field.  Most of our graduates are absorbed in industries, commercial 
establishments and Government bodies.

Innovation: The College has taken steps to design the entire curricula in an innovative 
manner. The College has so far published several books in different disciplines. This has 
earned appreciation from academic peers of other colleges. A separate centre has been set
up to promote academic skills and books publications under the banner of “Centre for 
Honing Academic Skills”. Inter-disciplinary research encouraged by research 
departments to implement innovation.

Research: Research is an integral part of any institution. The curricula of P.G. courses 
are designed in such a manner that every student, after finishing his post graduation, 
wants to pursue research. The number of aspirants keeps growing year after year.  Most 
of the faculty members are themselves involved in research and many of them have got
Major or Minor Research Projects of the UGC and Tamil Nadu State Council for Science 
and Technology (TNSCST). The College is a recognized Research Centre of the 
Thiruvalluvar University for M.Phil. and Ph.D. in seven disciplines.

1.1.5 How does the college ensure that the curriculum developed addressed the needs of
the society and have relevance to the regional and national developmental needs?

All the curricula designed are national and regional centric. The College wants to 
contribute to the development of the nation by providing highly educated manpower. The 
curricula developed are socially relevant and takes into account the needs of the region. 
Vaniyambadi is predominantly agricultural and also a major chunk of leather industrial 
units are located in and around. Biotechnology lays stress on agriculture whereas 
Biochemistry and Chemistry contribute to the development of Leather Industry and at the 
same time the departments of Chemistry and Biochemistry have taken on themselves the 
responsibility of reducing pollution in the region. In the case of Business Administration 
and various Commerce courses, the College has provided managerial staff to all the 
leather units of not only Vaniyambadi but also the entire district besides some of the 
leading units in other parts of the country.

1.1.6 To what extent does the college use the guidelines of the Regulatory bodies for   
developing or restructuring the curricula? Has the college been instrumental in 
leading any curricular reforms which has created a national impact?

The development of new curricula or restructuring of the old curricula is done frequently 
by a systematic method.  The Boards of Studies of all the departments strictly follow the 
guidelines of the UGC.  The syllabi and curricula reforms are made by referring to the 
UGC and other premier Universities/Autonomous Institutions.  The autonomous status of 
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the College offers freedom to restructure the curricula with the objective of regional and 
national development.

1.2 Academic Flexibility

1.2.1 Give details on the following provisions with reference to academic flexibility. 

a) Core-Elective option:  

The College follows CBCS pattern in accordance with the policy of the State 
Government and guidance of TANSCHE. This permits both the UG and PG students to 
choose Electives from a wide range of Elective Courses offered by various departments 
of the College.  This pattern adopts an inter-disciplinary approach in learning. The skill-
based subjects in each discipline help the students to acquire inter-disciplinary skills in 
Applied Science and Humanities.

b) Enrichment courses:

Students are offered various enrichment courses along with their regular curricula. 
Students studying in regular courses are given the option of combining distance mode of 
education offered through IGNOU Convergence Scheme and Moulana Azad National 
Urdu University programmes in the campus itself.  

Commerce and Management students are given the option of combining a Certificate 
Course in e-Commerce and Footwear Technology under the UGC scheme along with 
their regular course.

Science students are also given the opportunity of combining a Certificate Course in 
Functional English.

c) Credit transfer and accumulation facility:

Under the CBCS pattern, the credit accumulation facility is available in all courses. The 
credit transfer is possible provided the migrant institution accepts the students with NOC 
within India.

1.2.2 Has any courses been developed specially targeting international students? If so, 
how successful have they been? If no, explain the impediments.

So far no student from outside India has sought admission in our College. However, 
efforts are underway for introducing MBA (Islamic Banking) by having tie up with 
International Islamic University, Malaysia and London based Universities.
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1.2.3 Does the College offer dual degree and twinning programs? If yes, give details.

The College does not have dual degree or twinning programs under the regular pattern.  
But students are given an opportunity to acquire dual degree via distance mode under
IGNOU Convergence Scheme.

1.2.4 Does the College offer self-financing? If yes, list them and indicate the policies 
regarding admission, fee structure, teacher qualification and salary are at par with 
the Aided programmes?

The College offers Self-financing programs at all the levels (UG, PG and   Research)

Courses Disciplines
B.A. English 
B.Sc. Software Computer Science
BCA Computer Application
M.A. English
MSc. Physics, Biotechnology, Biochemistry & Computer Science
M.Phil. History, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry & Biochemistry
Ph.D. History, Commerce, Mathematics, Physics & Chemistry

The admission process and teacher qualification are at par with the Aided programmes.

1.2.5 Has the college adopted the choice based credit system (CBCS)? if yes, how many  
programmes covered under the system.

The college adopted CBCS when it was introduced in the affiliating university   and all 
the programs are covered under the system

1.2.6 What percentage of programs offered by the college follows - Annual System, 
Semester System , Tri-Semester System?

All the programs offered by the college are based on the Semester System.

1.2.7 What is the policy of the college to promote inter-disciplinary programs?

The policy of the College is to encourage Interdisciplinary programs.

Inputs from Physics are incorporated in Chemistry; History is taught to students of 
Commerce; Management Science inputs are incorporated in the faculty of Commerce.

B.Com. Computer Application is an interdisciplinary course in Commerce and Computer 
Application was introduced in 2009.

Non-major Elective Subject is introduced compulsorily in all the programmes with a 
view to encourage and promote inter-disciplinary programmes. Under this scheme, a 
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student of Chemistry has to study a subject other than Chemistry compulsorily. It is either 
Computer course or Biological Science or even Humanities. 

All research courses encourage the students who are willing to do interdisciplinary 
research. For example, students of History of our College have done research for Ph.D. 
programmes on Tourism, Merchant Guilds, Temple Organisation etc. which are inter-
disciplinary to a greater extent.

1.3   Curriculum Enrichment 

1.3.1 How often the curriculum of the college reviewed for making it socially relevant and 
or job oriented/knowledge intensive and meeting the emerging needs of students and 
other stake-holders?

Curricula of the College are regularly reviewed every three years. The College 
Development Council discusses the changes in advance and recommend it to the Board 
of Studies concerned.

The Academic Council which meets twice a year reviews the curricula based on the 
recommendations of the Boards of Studies concerned and new courses are introduced. In 
view  of the emerging trends B.A. Economics has been converted to B.Com. Finance and 
Accounts. Like-wise B.Com. Corporate Secretaryship has been converted to B.Com.
Computer Applications. So was the case with B.Sc. Zoology to Biotechnology.  All the 
three courses are socially relevant, knowledge intensive, job-oriented and are very 
popular with the students in particular and the society in general.

1.3.2 How many new programmes have been introduced at UG and PG level during the 
last four years? Mention details.

BBA B.A. English Literature
B.Com. Finance and Accounts M.A. English Literature
B.Com. Computer Applications M.Phil. in Biotechnology
B.Sc. Software Computer Science Ph.D. in Physics
B.Sc. and M.Sc. Biotechnology

1.3.3 What are the strategies adopted for revision of the existing programmes? What
percentage of courses underwent a major syllabus revision?

Strategies Adopted: 1) Feedback from all stakeholders 2) Discussion in the CDC meeting 
3) The workshops organised for this purpose 4) Value addition in the Boards of Studies 
5) Adoption in the Academic Council.

The experts in the Boards of Studies along with people drawn from industries and other 
areas take a lot of interest in the programmes offered by the College and suggest revision 
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of  programmes. After a thorough discussions in various Boards, the syllabi are revised 
to suit the needs of students. Almost 60% of the courses had a major syllabi revision.

1.3.4 What are the value added courses offered by the college and how does the college 
ensure that all students have access to them?

The College offers one value-added course which is sponsored by the UGC. It is 
e-Commerce and Footwear Technology and it is open to all the UG students of the 
College.  The College is in the process of adding a few more value added courses.

1.3.5 Has the College introduced any higher order skill development programmes in 
consonance with the national requirements as outlined by the National Skill 
Development Corporation and other agencies.

The College in consonance with the National Skill Development Corporation has 
introduced Soft Skills, Environmental Education and Human Rights in various levels of 
UG and PG Programs.

1.4 Feedback System

1.4.1 Does the College have a formal mechanism to obtain feedback from students      
regarding the curriculum and how it is made use of?

Yes, the College has developed a mechanism to get feedback from students.  On the basis 
of the feedbacks, the Boards of Studies make changes in the curricula to meet the 
aspirations of the students.

1.4.2 Does the College elicit feedback on the curricula from national and international 
faculty? If yes, specify a few methods adopted to do the same (conducting Webinar, 
Workshop, Online Forum Discussion etc.). Give details of the impact on such 
feedback.

The College collects feedbacks from national faculties, academic peers through the 
Seminars and Workshops. The College is in touch with foreign faculty members for 
keeping taps on latest trends in various disciplines and the feedbacks obtained from 
national and international professors is incorporated in the curricula designing. 

Several workshops on the areas of art of textbook writing, thesis writing and mentoring 
students are organized. Seminars are also conducted on teaching, learning and evaluation 
methods for equipping faculty with the state of the art teaching and evaluation process.  
These programs help our research scholars and faculties to produce quality research 
articles and to use the latest technology in teaching and to organize effective mentoring 
sessions.
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1.4.3 Specify the mechanism through which alumni, employers, industry experts and 
community give feedback on curriculam enrichment and the extent to which it is 
made use of.

As industry experts and Alumni are members of the various Boards of Studies, they 
contribute their expertise in enriching the curricula. In the Academic Council academic 
experts suggest ways and means to broad base the curricula and in the Governing Body 
the employers and Community peers contribute their expertise in making the syllabi to 
suit the changing scenario.

1.4.4 What are the quality sustenance and quality enhancement measures undertaken by 
the institution in ensuring effective development of the curricula?

 The Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) is actively involved in the analysis of the
quality  of the programs offered and other developmental activities of the College.  The 
suggestions of the IQAC are properly implemented. It reviews all reports of the academic 
and administrative activities of the college and suggests necessary actions. 

 Feedbacks are obtained from stakeholders of the College and accordingly the changes 
have been incorporated in the curricula.  New courses are introduced for its quality 
enhancement and sustenance. 

 Faculty members are encouraged to undergo Orientation/Refresher Courses and several 
faculty members have been awarded Ph.Ds under the FIP.   

 Faculty members are encouraged to take several Minor/Major Research Projects funded 
by the UGC and other agencies.

 Ph.D. programs have been introduced in History, Economics, Mathematics, Physics,
Chemistry and Commerce.

 Conferment of Autonomous status to the College made a paradigm shift from routine 
practice to need-based and practical-oriented one.  

 The curricula are planned and periodically restructured to suit the present needs of the 
society and the job market.

 Introduction of new courses in emerging areas like B.Sc. and M.Sc. Biotechnology and 
innovative-interdisciplinary areas like Computer Applications in Commerce and 
Biochemistry paved the way for the students to become competent in the present 
environment.  

 Remedial coaching classes are conducted for slow learners and socially backward classes
and minority students. Coaching classes are also conducted for aspirants of Public 
Service Commission Examination and other examinations.
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 The Management strongly emphasizes on the development and upgradation of the faculty 
members and programs offered in the institution.

 The Mentoring System helps the students to acquire counselling from the experienced
teachers to improve their academic and personal development. Feedbacks obtained 
through the Mentoring System help to re-evaluate and re-structure the courses more 
effectively. 

 The curricula are designed to acquire multi-skill development in Value Education, 
Personality Development, Leadership Skills, Soft Skills, Environmental Education and 
Communicative English.  

 All the PG students learn the Human rights which is a mandatory requirement for the 
realization and upliftment of integrity of the students who are mostly from the rural 
background. 

 Students are given wide option to choose Elective Subjects and Non-Major Subjects from 
other departments.  

CRITERION II: TEACHING-LEARNING AND EVALUATION

2.1 Student Enrolment and Profile 

2.1.1 How does the College ensure publicity and transparency in the admission process?  

The College advertises the courses offered and the facilities available in the leading 

newspapers of the region. Besides, the prospectus contains all the details which makes 

the student to judge for himself and choose a particular program. The College has a 

website in which all the details about the courses are made available to the viewers and it 

is in public domain and anybody can access the information. 

Merit list is prepared on the basis of quota and is displayed in the College notice board 

and the admission is carried out purely on the basis of merit.

2.1.2  Explain in detail the process of admission put in place for UG, PG and Ph.D. 
programmes by the College. Explain the criteria for admission (Ex. (i) merit, (ii) 
merit with entrance test, (iii) merit, entrance test and interview, (iv) common test 
conducted by state agencies and national agencies (v) others followed by the 
College? 

In both UG and PG courses the basis for admission is  marks obtained in the qualifying 

examinations and interviews. Interview cards are sent to the candidates on the basis of 
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their marks and they are asked to appear for an interview. Admission is given on the basis 

of their marks as well as their performance in the interview. In the case of M.Phil. 

admission is given on the basis of merit and entrance test conducted by the College. They 

are again asked to attend an interview and admission is given taking into consideration 

the marks obtained in the qualifying examination as well as the entrance test.  

Similarly, Ph.D. students are admitted on the basis of entrance test and oral test 

conducted by the department concerned. Every research department has a departmental 

admission committee to supervise the process of admission to research courses.  The lists 

of applied, interviewed and selected candidates are sent to the University for approval. 

2.1.3 Does the College have a mechanism to review its admission process and student 
profiles annually? If yes, what is the outcome of such an analysis and how has it 
contributed to the improvement of the process? 

The applications received from the candidates are sent to the departments concerned for 

preparation of a merit list based on marks secured by the applicants in their qualifying 

examinations. The departments while preparing the merit list of the applicants, are guided 

by reservation norms laid down by the Government of Tamil Nadu. The departments take 

into account the quality parameters supporting all sections of the society including 

economically weaker sections of the society, disabled persons and the Minorities.

The College has an Admission Committee for monitoring the mechanism of admission.  

Should there be any deviations from the Governmental and Social norms, the committee 

suggests changes in the admission list.  These suggestions are usually incorporated in the 

admission process.

The final list of selected candidates is submitted to the Principal for approval and the 

Principal’s office sends admission cards to the selected candidates.

The entire process of admission is based on the principles of transparency and justice to 

the downtrodden sections of the society including the Minorities and hence provides 

equal opportunities of learning to the student community.

2.1.4 What are the strategies adopted to increase / improve access to students belonging 
to the following categories  

 SC/ST

 OBC

 Women 
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 Different categories of persons with disabilities  

 Economically weaker sections 

 Outstanding achievers in sports and extracurricular activities 

SC/ST: Though ours is a Minority institution in which the reservation policy of the 

Government is not applicable as per Article 15 of the Indian Constitution, we give 

admission to the SC/ST students more than the reservations stipulated by the 

Government.

OBC: Ours is a rural-based College in a semi urban area which has heavy concentration 

of both SC/ST and OBC candidates.  Majority of the students admitted to various courses 

belong to OBC Category (either BC or MBC).

Women: As ours is a men’s college, admission of women candidates does not arise.  

However, women candidates are admitted at the research level. We have a separate 

college for women run by our own Management.

Different Categories of Persons with Disabilities: Physically challenged or differently-

abled candidates are encouraged to join our College. 

Economically Weaker Sections: Most of the students seeking admission belong to 

economically weaker sections of the population and constitute about 75% of the total 

strength.

Outstanding Achievers in Sports and Extracurricular Activities: Such candidates are 

given admission on a priority basis.

2.1.5   Furnish the number of students admitted in the College in the last four academic 
years. 

Categories Year 1

(2011-12)

Year 2

(2010-11)

Year 3

(2009-10)

Year 4

(2008-09)

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

SC 141 - 139 - 132 - 144 -

ST 43 - 16 - 11 - 8 -

OBC 506 - 484 - 481 - 431 -
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General 4 - 4 - 3 - 5 -

Others - - - - - - - -

Total 694 - 643 - 627 - 588 -

2.1.6 Has the College conducted any analysis of demand ratio for the various 
programmes offered by the College? If so, indicate significant trends explaining the 
reasons for increase / decrease. 

Programmes Number of 
applications

Number of students 
admitted

Demand 
Ratio

UG
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012

1533
1841
1637
1750

748
677
630
800

1:2
1:2.7
1:2.6
1:2.2

PG
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012

165
113
127
358

77
63
126
215

1:2.1
1:1.8
1:1
1:1.7

Integrated Masters Nil Nil Nil

M.Phil. 
1.   2008-2009
2.   2009-2010
3.   2010-2011
4.   2011-2012

60
75
120
149

25
36
40
60

1:2.4
1:2
1:3
1:2.5

Ph.D. 
1. 2008-2009
2.  2009-2010
3.  2010-2011
4.  2011-2012

21
26
10
21

21
26
10
21

1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1

Integrated Ph.D. Nil Nil Nil

Certificate 66 60 1:1

Diploma Nil Nil Nil

PG Diploma Nil Nil Nil

Any other Nil Nil Nil
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2.1.7 Was there an instance of the College discontinuing a programme during last four 
years? If yes, indicate the reasons.

No

2.2 Catering to Diverse Needs of Students

2.2.1 Does the College organize orientation / induction programme for freshers? If yes, 
give details of the duration of programme, issues covered, experts involved and 
mechanism for using the feedback in subsequent years.  

Yes, the College offers induction programs for the UG freshers for two to three weeks in 

the beginning of the academic year. Some aspects of English Languages, selected 

speeches from Shakespeare’s play and English language in India and basic concepts in 

relevant disciplines are covered.  Students find it very useful and comfortable in 

understanding the core subjects. 

The students are taught etiquettes of behaviour in the Institutions. They are equipped with 

soft skills necessary for adjusting themselves to the college culture and senior students. 

The students are also motivated to learn the subjects to the fullest  capacity.   Expert 

speakers as well as senior professors conduct induction program to the freshers in which 

cultural orientation is imparted to the students.   

2.2.2 Does the College have a mechanism through which the “differential requirements of 
student population” are analysed after admission and before the commencement of 
classes? If so, how are the key issues identified and addressed?

Since majority of students are from rural background, they lack English language 

communication. Hence the induction program helps them as a bridge course. In the first 

semester of all the UG courses, the curricula are designed with Fundamentals, 

Communication and Soft Skills which address the common needs of students.

2.2.3 Does the College provide bridge /Remedial /add - on courses? If yes, how are they 
structured into the time table? Give details of the courses offered, department-
wise/faculty-wise? 

Bridge courses are conducted for all freshers. The duration of the course is about 15 days. 

In case of students who fail in the semester exams, remedial classes are organized by all 

the departments. A separate work schedule is prepared for the above said programs. 

Those classes are conducted after the college hours. The Departments involved are 

History English, Maths, Physics, Chemistry, Biotechnology, Biochemistry, Computer 

Science and Commerce.
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2.2.4 Has the College conducted a study on the incremental academic growth of different 
categories of students; - student from disadvantaged sections of society, 
economically disadvantaged, physically handicapped and slow learners etc.? If yes, 
give details on how the study has helped the College to improve the performance of 
these students.

After every semester examination review of the performance of all the students in 

general, and the disadvantaged students in particular is done. Those whose growth is not 

upto the mark are identified and special coaching classes are conducted for them. This 

has improved their performance and in the final exams such learners come out in flying 

colours. Mentors are playing a major role in identifying and analyzing the academic 

growth of their respective classes.

2.2.5 How does the institution identify and respond to the learning needs of advanced 
learners?

Advanced learners are identified as follows:

 Based on the marks obtained in qualifying examinations at entry level.

 Based on the performance in Continuous Internal Assessment Tests and Semester 
Examinations.

 Based on Mentors’ Feedback about the students. 

Facilities to advanced learners:

a) Encouraged and funded to participate in inter-collegiate cultural programmes and 

research seminars.

b) Provide a better platform for student classroom Seminars and Demonstrations.

c) Facilitating to participate and present articles in various State and National level 

Seminars.

d) Project works on socially relevant thrust areas.

e) Case studies and problem-solving skills.

2.2.6 How does the institution cater to the needs of differently-abled students and ensure 
adherence to government policies in this regard?

 The differently-abled candidates are admitted in various courses as per the 

Government reservation policies.
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 The College also ensures that they receive scholarships and fee concessions.

 The classrooms in the ground floor are designed in such a way that disabled 

students can have an easy access.

 Halls are arranged in ground floor for them during examinations.

2.3 Teaching-Learning Process 

2.3.1 How does the College plan and organise the teaching, learning and evaluation 
schedules? (Academic calendar, teaching plan and evaluation blue print, etc.)    

The College follows an Academic Calendar for all its academic programs:

 The Academic Calendar of the College is prepared by the Committee of Deans in 

consultation with the academic and administrative authorities taking into 

consideration of the required number of working days including examination and 

evaluation schedules.

 The semester-wise annual calendar of events are based on the following steps.

a) UGC guidelines on academic working days.

b) Schedule of Internal Assessment Tests and End Semester Examinations for all 

courses.

 All faculty are provided with personal registers to plan and record their lecture 

activities.

 The evaluation process is done in a fair and transparent manner by the faculty  as per 

the  blue print recommended by the Academic Council of the College.

2.3.2 Does the College provide course outlines and course schedules prior to the 
commencement of the academic session? If yes, how is the effectiveness of the 
process ensured? 

Yes, the College provides course outlines and course schedules prior to the 

commencement of the academic session.  All the faculties are provided with the personal 

evaluation register to record their academic activities and ensure the completion of the 

syllabi as per the course outline.  This helps the faculty members to monitor their 

progress and complete the syllabi in time. This facilitates to bring effective teaching 

learning process.
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2.3.3 What are the courses, which predominantly follow the lecture method? Apart from 
classroom interactions, what are the other methods of learning experiences provided 
to students?

Almost all the courses follow the lecture method. Science and Management faculties 
utilize the ICT facilities like multimedia, power point presentations etc. Some of the 
departments offer project work, societal activities, industrial visits as part of their 
curricula.

2.3.4 How is ‘learning’ made more student-centric?  Give a list of participatory learning 
activities adopted by the faculty that contribute to holistic development and 
improved student learning, besides facilitating  life-long learning and knowledge 
management.

 The learning process is made Student centric.

 Besides the regular teaching, participative learning is also encouraged by giving 

students assignments, seminars and project works.

 Participatory learning activities like presentation of papers and assignments/project 

work by referring to listed bibliography, collection of information from Internet, CD-

ROM database and on-line data base are encouraged.

 The students of Management Studies, Commerce and Science undertake project work 

where self-learning by students is the core of the work. 

 The students are awarded marks for submitting the project reports based on the 

training undergone by them in different companies in and around Vaniyambadi as 

well as cities like Chennai and Bengaluru.

 Students also develop their skills through fieldwork and extra curricular activities like 

NSS, NCC, Youth Red Cross, Enviro Club, Rotaract and acquire holistic 

development in them.

2.3.5 What is the College policy on inviting experts / people of eminence to provide 
lectures / seminars for students? 

Experts and eminent personalities have always been a part of our teaching learning 

process. Every Department conducts special lectures and State-level/National-level/

International-level seminars in which experts and eminent personalities are invited for 

academic interactions with staff and students. Workshops also help the staff  and students 

to  acquire the   specific skills in the relevant disciplines. 
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2.3.6 What are the latest technologies and facilities used by the faculty for effective 
teaching? Ex: Virtual laboratories, e-learning, open educational resources, mobile 
education, etc.

 The use of  ICT enabled multi-media teaching aids like Interactive Boards,  LCD 
projectors, Visualizers,  CD-ROMs and computer systems are usually employed in 
Multimedia Hall to enhance teaching learning experiences

 In some departments, computer-based packages are used to elucidate abstract 
knowledge and virtual instrumentation through computer animation.

 The students are also encouraged to use computer software packages for meaningful 
analysis of the experimental data collected by them.

 In the College Library, the INFLIBNET AND DELNET facilities help to acquire the 
knowledge through e-learning.

 A centralized DST-FIST Sponsored networking laboratory with broadband 
connectivity and modern ICT Tools are provided for research scholars. 

 Language Laboratory facilities are also made available.

 The entire campus is equipped with Wi-Fi facility to enable the students to access 
internet and get instructional content using low cost devices like tablets.

2.3.7 Is there a provision for the services of counsellors / mentors/ advisors for each class 

or group of students for academic, personal and psycho-socio guidance? If yes, give 

details of the process and the number of students who have benefitted.

Every class has a Mentor who advises the students in all academic, personal and social 

spheres. The role of Mentor is father-like in guiding and mother-like in nurturing the 

students. The mentors constantly meet their Mentees, share and record their difficulties.  

Periodically the Mentors collect the feedback and report to the HODs.  The feedbacks are 

analysed through IQAC and implement the relevant suggestions in successive years. The 

Mentoring System satisfy the needs of every stakeholder.

2.3.8 Are there any innovative teaching approaches/methods/practices adopted/put to use 

by the faculty during the last four years? If yes, did they improve the learning? 

What methods were used to evaluate the impact of such practices? What are the 

efforts made by the institution in giving the faculty due recognition for innovation in 

teaching?

Yes, after the College became autonomous, the teaching approach and practices adopted 

find a revolutionary change in the learning process. Many departments have adopted 
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projects, seminars, webinars, workshops, assignments, field learning, and group 

discussions etc. as a part of their curricula. This paved the way to enhance the self 

confidence of students in becoming entrepreneurs and achievers. Many of our research 

scholars and faculty published research articles in reputed National/International 

Journals. The methods used to evaluate the impact of such practices are the outcomes of 

Class Tests, Internal and External Examinations, involvement of more number of 

students in various programs conducted by the College. The members of the faculty enjoy 

freedom to make innovations in teaching process.  The institution provides facilities like 

ICT enabled classrooms, advanced research equipments, e-learning facilities etc. The 

College Management has accepted policy wise to constitute popular teacher award and 

best research faculty award for the meritorious faculty members.

2.3.9 How does the College create a culture of instilling and nurturing creativity and 

scientific temper among the learners?  

The College instils creativity right from the design of its curricula. They are designed in 

such a way that they do not implement mere academic load but an optimal level of syllabi 

with a chance for “learning by doing”.  Science departments have their theory and 

practical classes correlating each other. At the research-level students are encouraged to 

undertake interdisciplinary research, which instil creativity in their studies. In the same 

manner arts students are given abundant opportunities to develop and demonstrate their 

creative skills through competitions and functions organized by the College.  With this 

supportive environment our staff and students are able to publish their talents in the form 

of books and articles.

2.3.10 Does the College consider student projects a mandatory part of the learning 

programme? If so, for how many programmes is it made mandatory? 

 Number of projects executed within the College 

 Names of external institutions associated with the College for student project 

work  

 Role of the faculty in facilitating such projects   

Student projects are indeed mandatory in some of the programmes. They include Physics, 

Chemistry, Biochemistry, Biotechnology, Commerce and Business Administration.
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2.3.11 What efforts are made to facilitate the faculty in learning / handling computer-aided 

teaching/ learning materials? What are the facilities available in the College for such 

efforts?

Yes, most of the faculty have been facilitated and trained in the use of computer software 

packages, internet browsing, e-survey of literature through CD-ROM databases and on-

line research journals using INFLIBNET/DELNET.

 They are also trained in effective utilization of Audio-visual Aids like LCD, OHP 

and DVD-based educational video films in teaching learning process.

 They are trained in computer application software packages like MS-Word, Excel, 

Power Point, Photoshop etc.

 The Departments of Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry utilize advanced 

Computer software packages like MATLAB Lab., VIEW, PC-based virtual 

instrumentation for automation and robotics. 

 The Departments of Physics and Chemistry respectively utilize software packages 

for the modulation, analysis, animation, calculation of various materials related 

parameters, computation materials science etc.

 The Department of Library and Information Sciences of our College conducted a 

one day "User Awareness Programme on Access to e-Resources" in collaboration 

with INFLIBNET Centre, Ahmedabad.

2.3.12 Does the College have a mechanism for evaluation of teachers by the students / 

alumni? If yes, how is the evaluation used in achieving qualitative improvement in 

the teaching-learning process?

 Yes, the College has introduced evaluation of teachers by the students. The model 

questionnaire issued by the UGC is used for this purpose. The  IQAC analyses these 

feedbacks  and submits its  report to the Principal.

 These analysed and evaluated reports are perused by the Principal. In turn the 

outcome of the feedback analysis is informed to each teacher for future improvements 

and encouragements.

 The outcome of the evaluation and its analysis are intimated to the individual teachers 

to understand their strengths and weaknesses and thereby leading to improvement in 

their performance.
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2.3.13 Does the institution face any challenges in completing the curriculum within the 

planned time frame and calendar? If yes elaborate on the challenges encountered 

and the institutional approaches to overcome these. 

The planned curriculum is covered within the stipulated time. In case of any incompletion 

the faculty member takes additional classes to complete the syllabus.

2.3.14 How are library resources used to augment the teaching-learning process?

The Library has about 70,000 titles spanning about every branch of learning. The library 

works on an Open Access System and the students make use of the library fully and 

teachers also bank on the library in their teachings.

2.3.15  How does the institution continuously monitor, evaluate and report on the quality of 

teaching, teaching methods used, classroom environments and the effect on student 

performance.

The Principal regularly meets all the faculty members in which members of the 

Governing Body also participate to monitor and evaluate the teaching methods. Based on 

the feedback from the students, teachers are asked to improve their methods of teaching 

and are encouraged to fully involve in the affairs of the Department. The teachers are also 

exhorted to make the students more responsive in classrooms. This has paid rich 

dividends.

2.4 Teacher Quality  

2.4.1 What is the faculty strength of the College? How many positions are filled against 

the sanctioned strength? How many of them are from outside the state? 

 The College has total faculty strength of 113.

 68 positions are filled up against the sanctioned strength of 86 positions. The 

remaining vacancy positions are filled up by the College Management on temporary 

basis.

 Two faculty members are from outside the State.

2.4.2 How are the members of the faculty selected? 

The faculty members are selected as per the guidelines of the UGC, through open 

advertisement in leading regional and national news papers.  As per the UGC 

qualification norms the Secretary and Correspondent along with the Principal, Head of 

the Department as subject expert and the College Committee Members conduct interview

to select the faculty members. 
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2.4.3 Furnish details of the faculty 

Highest 
qualification

Professor Associate 
Professor

Assistant 
Professor

Total

Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Permanent teachers

D.Sc./D.Litt.  - - - - - - -

Ph.D.  - - 23 - 05 - 28

M.Phil.  - - 15 - 21 - 36

PG  - - 01 - 02 - 03

Temporary teachers

Ph.D. - - - - - - -

M.Phil.  - - - - 26 - 26

PG  - - - - 11 - 11

Part-time teachers

Ph.D.  - - - - - - -

M.Phil.  - - - - - - -

PG  - - - - - - -

2.4.4 What percentage of the teachers have completed UGC-CSIR-NET, UGC-NET, and 
SLET exams? In that what percentage of teachers are with PG as highest 
qualification?

About 13% of the teachers have passed the CSIR, NET and SLET examinations.

2.4.5 Does the College encourage diversity in its faculty recruitment? Provide the 
following departments-wise details.  

Department  % of 
faculty 
who are 

product of  
the same 
College

% of faculty 
from other 

Colleges 
within the 

State

% of faculty 
from other 

States

% of 
faculty 
from 

abroad

English - 100 - -

Tamil - 100 - -

Arabic & Urdu - 100 - -
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Department  % of 
faculty 
who are 

product of  
the same 
College

% of faculty 
from other 

Colleges 
within the 

State

% of faculty 
from other 

States

% of 
faculty 
from 

abroad

Hindi - - 100 -

History 86 14 - -

Business  

Administration

75 25 - -

Mathematics 45 55 - -

Physics - 100 - -

Chemistry 27 64 9 -

Biotechnology 14 86 - -

Biochemistry 78 22 - -

Computer 

Science

92 8 - -

-

Commerce (CA) 100 - - -

Commerce (FA) - 100 - -

Commerce 

(General)

100 - - -

Physical 

Education

- 100 - -

2.4.6 Does the College have the required number of qualified and competent teachers to 
handle all the courses for all departments? If not, how do you cope with the 
requirements? How many faculty members were appointed during the last four 
years? 

The required strength of the qualified teachers is 113 but the State Government has not 

sanctioned posts in the vacancies created by retirements over the years. But the College 

does not want to deprive the students.  Hence, the Management has appointed the

required number of teachers who are qualified and competent and pays them from their 

resources. The Management is very particular that the classes are not cancelled and the 

students are deprived of instruction and academic guidance. During the last four years 45 

faculty members have been appointed.
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2.4.7 How many visiting Professors are on the rolls of the College?

This system does not exist in our University area.

2.4.8 What policies/systems are in place to recharge teachers? (eg: providing research 
grants, study leave, nomination to national/international conferences/Seminars, in-
service training, organizing national/international conferences etc.) 

In this field, the College Management encourages any staff who wants to attend 

Conferences/ Seminars/ Workshops. The Departments are exhorted to organize Seminars 

etc. A lot of faculty members have obtained Major and Minor research projects which are 

funded by various agencies.

2.4.9 Give the number of faculty who received awards / recognitions for excellence in 
teaching at the state, national and international level during the last four years.

1. The UGC has awarded Professor Emeritus to our retired Professor of Corporate 
Secretaryship, Dr. Mohammed Galib Hussain.

2. The Institute of Objective Studies, New Delhi has awarded Dr. Mohammed Galib 
Hussain for his contribution to public good and common cause.

3. Dr. P. Sivaraji of Tamil department has received two awards namely, “Tamil Thondar 
Virudu” in 2010 and “Kalvi Semmal Virudu” in 2011.

4. Mr. Mujeebur Rahman of Tamil department has received “Kalvi Semmal Viruthu” in 
2011.

2.4.10 Provide the number of faculty who have undergone staff development programmes 
during the last four years. (Add any other programme if necessary)

The faculty members have undergone the UGC-sponsored Orientation programs/

Refresher courses and staff training programs regularly. 

Number of Courses Attended

UGC Orientation 
Programmes

UGC Refresher 
Courses

Staff Training 
Conducted by the 

College
Total

14 49 2 65
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2.4.11 What percentage of the faculty have   

 been invited as resource persons in Workshops / Seminars / Conferences 
organized by external professional agencies 

 participated in external Workshops / Seminars / Conferences recognized by 
national/ international professional bodies  

 presented papers in Workshops / Seminars / Conferences conducted or 
recognized by professional agencies  

 teaching experience in other universities / national institutions and others  

 industrial engagement 

 international experience in teaching 

Twenty three percent of our faculty members serve as resource persons in various 

national/ international conferences organized in various parts of India.

All the staff members have participated in workshops/seminars/conferences during the 

last four years and a majority of them have presented papers.

2.4.12 How often does the College organize academic development programmes for its 
faculty, leading to enrichment of teaching-learning process? 

 Curricular Development

 Teaching-learning methods 

 Examination reforms

 Content / knowledge management 

 Any other  (please specify)

The College organizes academic development programme for its staff regularly under the 

banner “Centre for Honing Academic Skills.” This programme includes Curriculum 

Development, Art of Text Book Writing, Knowledge Management and Examination 

Reforms.

2.4.13 What are the teaching innovations made during the last five years? How are 
innovations rewarded?

 Classroom teaching is supported with state-of-the-art multimedia tools and internet 
connectivity

 Power point presentations

 LCD and OHP projectors

 Language teaching is supported with audio visual, communication laboratories

 Fully competent and qualified teachers
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 Research laboratories with internet facilities

 Central Library equipped with online journals, e-books, DELNET and INFLIBNET 
facilities

 Field trips, project based learning, demonstrative method of teaching

 Add-on Course

 Facility to combine distance mode of education with regular degree courses

2.4.14 Does the College have a mechanism to encourage 

 Mobility of faculty between institutions for teaching? 

 Faculty exchange programmes with national and international bodies? 

If yes, how have these schemes helped in enriching quality of the faculty? 

Many of our staff members are invited by different institutions for Guest Lectures and 

Invited Talks. Likewise the different departments of our College invite reputed professors 

for Guest Lectures and Invited Talks from other renowned institutions and even from 

abroad.

2.5 Evaluation Process and Reforms

2.5.1 How does the College ensure that all the stakeholders are aware of the evaluation 
processes that are operative? 

All the stake holders of the College are well informed about the Internal Tests and End-
Semester Examinations and evaluation process that has been clearly notified in the 
college calendar.

2.5.2 What are the major evaluation reforms initiated by the College and to what extent 
have they been implemented in the College? Cite a few examples which have 
positively impacted the evaluation management system?

Our examination system is transparent and maintains all standards of quality.  The 

evaluation system is made continuous through regular Internal Assessments. It also 

includes projects, seminars, assignments and regular class tests etc.  Every class has a 

Mentor who evinces keen interest in the progress of the students and if any student is not 

upto the mark, a chance is given to him to come up. This has instilled confidence in the 

students which is reflected in the End Semester Examinations.

2.5.3  What measures have been taken by the institution for continuous evaluation of 
students and ensuring their progress and improved performance? 

The institution organizes centralized Continuous Internal Assessment Tests. The 

performance of the students are evaluated and necessary remedial measures are taken 
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before their End Semester Examinations.  The absentees are given an opportunity to re 

appear for the examinations.  The Mentoring System helps to upkeep their performance.

2.5.4 What percentage of marks is earmarked for continuous internal assessment? 
Indicate the mechanisms strategized to ensure rigour of the internal assessment 
process?  

25% is earmarked for Continuous Internal Assessment. The students are made to take two 

tests during a semester from which they have to score 10 marks each. Assignments are 

given and they are evaluated by the faculty members and the marks awarded for 

assignments are Five which includes regularity, punctuality and discipline.

2.5.5 Does the College adhere to the declared examination schedules? If not, what 
measures have been taken to address the delay?

The College adheres to the examination schedules. After 90 working days End Semester 

Exams are conducted and evaluation takes place soon after the completion of the 

examinations.

2.5.6 What is the average time taken by the College for declaration of examination 
results?  Indicate the mode / media adopted by the College for the publication of 
examination results e.g., website, SMS, email, etc. 

The average time taken for the declaration of results is 15 days after the completion of the 

evaluation. The results are published in the College notice board and it is uploaded in the 

College website also.

2.5.7 Does the college have an integrated examination platform for the following 
processes?  
 Pre-examination processes – Time table generation, OMR, student list 

generation, invigilators, squads, attendance sheet, online payment gateway, etc.    
 Examination process – Examination material management, logistics.
 Post examination process – attendance capture, OMR based exam result, auto 

processing, generic result processing and certification.

Yes, the College has an integrated platform namely Examination Control Cell and 

Examination Committee. The Examination Control Cell takes care of all the above 

processes in a systematic manner. Pre-examination, Examination and Post 

examination activities are regulated and followed for the smooth conduct of 

examinations.
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2.5.8 Has the College introduced any reforms in its Ph.D. evaluation process? 

The evaluation of Ph.D. is done in accordance with the rules of the affiliating University. 

The College cannot introduce any reforms on its own as Ph.D. programme is managed by 

the University itself.

2.5.9 What efforts are made by the College to streamline the operations at the Office of 
the Controller of Examinations? Mention any significant efforts which have 
improved process and functioning of the examination division/section?

The College has framed the Examination Manual consisting of rules and regulations for 

the effective conduct of the examinations in which efforts have been made by the College 

to streamline the operations at the office of the Controller of Examinations. Students’

feedbacks regarding the conduct of examinations are collected and analyzed by the IQAC 

and implement through proper channel. 

2.5.10  What is the mechanism for redressal of grievances with reference to evaluation?

An Examination Grievances Redressal Cell created by the college addresses the 

grievances of the students with regard to examination and evaluation.

2.6 Student Performance and Learning Outcomes  

2.6.1 Does the College have clearly stated learning outcomes for its programmes? If yes, 
give details on how the students and staff are made aware of these?

The College has clearly stated the learning outcomes for its programs since the Boards of 

Studies of all disciplines clearly mention the aims and objectives of the different 

disciplines in their meetings. The syllabi for every subject are with the objective of need 

based and career oriented education, thereby every syllabus aims at achieving the goal.   

The syllabi of all disciplines are given along with aims and objectives. They are issued to 

all the students and faculty members.  They are also available in the college website. 

2.6.2   How does the institution monitor and ensure the achievement of learning outcomes? 

The institution monitors and ensures the achievement of learning outcomes through the 

highest academic body of the College, Academic Council. Yearly two Academic Council 

Meetings are held in which the learning outcomes of the whole college are discussed 

threadbare.  
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2.6.3    How does the institution collect and analyse data on student learning outcomes and 
use it for overcoming barriers of learning?

The feed backs collected from the students, Alumini and the College Management helps 

to ascertain the learning outcomes, which are helpful in overcoming the barriers of 

learning.

2.6.4 Give Programme-wise details of the pass percentage and completion rate of students.

APRIL 2008
DEGREE BRANCH NO. APP. NO. PASS %  of PASS

B.A. History 28 21 75.00

B.A. Economics 18 11 61.11

B.B.A. - 28 21 75.00

B.A.
Corporate 
Secretaryship 39 31 79.49

B.Sc. Mathematics 40 23 57.50

B.Sc. Physics 30 20 66.67

B.Sc. Chemistry 40 24 60.00

B.Sc. Biotechnology 31 27 87.10

B.Sc. Biochemistry 23 13 56.52

B.Sc. Computer Science 36 25 69.44

B.Com. - 50 25 50.00

B.C.A. - 31 17 54.84

M.A. History 7 5 71.43

M.Sc. Mathematics 12 3 25.00

M.Sc. Chemistry 22 15 68.18

M.Sc. Biochemistry 3 3 100.00

M.Com. - 20 5 25.00

M.Sc. Computer Science 7 7 100.00
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APRIL 2009

DEGREE BRANCH NO. APP. NO. PASS % of  PASS

B.A. History 21 10 47.62

B.A. Economics 21 12 57.14

B.B.A. - 62 52 83.87

B.Com.
Corporate 
Secretaryship 67 36 53.73

B.Sc. Mathematics 54 18 33.33

B.Sc. Physics 28 18 64.29

B.Sc. Chemistry 35 4 11.43

B.Sc. Biotechnology 40 28 70.00

B.Sc. Biochemistry 21 10 47.62

B.Sc. Computer Science 45 31 68.89

B.Com. - 64 28 43.75

B.C.A. - 50 20 40.00

M.A. History 9 8 88.89

M.Sc. Mathematics 18 4 22.22

M.Sc. Chemistry 12 5 41.67

M.Sc. Biochemistry 4 3 75.00

M.Com. - 9 3 33.33
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APRIL 2010

DEGREE BRANCH NO. APP. NO. PASS % of  PASS

B.A. History 22 19 86.36

B.A. Economics 21 14 66.67

B.B.A. - 65 53 81.54

B.Com.
Corporate 
Secretaryship 67 62 92.54

B.Sc. Mathematics 55 19 34.55

B.Sc. Physics 29 29 100.00

B.Sc. Chemistry 34 34 100.00

B.Sc. Biotechnology 41 41 100.00

B.Sc. Biochemistry 20 10 50.00

B.Sc. Computer Science 63 56 88.89

B.Com. - 63 43 68.25

B.C.A. - 48 18 37.50

M.A. History 9 9 100.00

M.Sc. Mathematics 17 9 52.94

M.Sc. Chemistry 13 4 30.77

M.Sc. Biochemistry 1 0 -

M.Com. - 3 1 33.33
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APRIL 2011

DEGREE BRANCH NO. APP. NO. PASS % 

B.A. History 14 7 50.00

B.A. Economics 22 19 86.36

B.B.A. - 61 59 96.72

B.Com.
Corporate 
Secretaryship 56 51 91.07

B.Sc. Mathematics 65 19 29.23

B.Sc. Physics 44 12 27.27

B.Sc. Chemistry 43 15 34.88

B.Sc. Biotechnology 37 28 75.68

B.Sc. Biochemistry 21 18 85.71

B.Sc. Computer Science 43 39 90.70

B.Com. - 58 42 72.41

B.C.A. - 46 15 32.61

M.A. History 5 4 80.00

M.Sc. Mathematics 21 10 47.62

M.Sc. Chemistry 12 6 50.00

M.Sc. Biochemistry 12 11 91.67

M.Com. - 28 13 46.43
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APRIL 2012

DEGREE BRANCH NO. APP. NO. PASS % 

B.A. History 20 11 55.00

B.A. Economics 26 19 73.08

B.B.A. - 65 60 92.31

B.Com.
Corporate 
Secretaryship 60 46 76.67

B.Sc. Mathematics 57 10 17.54

B.Sc. Physics 42 23 54.76

B.Sc. Chemistry 45 8 17.78

B.Sc. Biotechnology 37 35 94.59

B.Sc. Biochemistry 28 17 60.71

B.Sc. Computer Science 35 29 82.86

B.Com. - 64 42 65.63

B.C.A. - 43 24 55.81

M.A. History 9 9 100.00

M.Sc. Mathematics 38 28 73.68

M.Sc. Physics 14 12 85.71

M.Sc. Chemistry 25 18 72.00

M.Sc. Biochemistry 13 12 92.31

M.Sc. Biotechnology 8 8 100.00

M.Sc. Computer Sc. 10 7 70.00

M.Com. - 31 17 54.84
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Students’ Performance M.Phil. 2008 – 2012

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Pass Percentage 100 100 92 97 97

Number of I Class 11 15 20 33 40

Number of Distinctions 3 1 3 2 4

CRITERION III: RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION

3.1  Promotion of Research

Our institution continuously and constantly encourages the staff and students for research 

projects, publications in academic journals and participation in professional programs and 

consultancy work. “Research is to see what everybody else has seen and to think what nobody 

else has thought”. Hence theoretical and practical findings through research are utilized for 

dissemination of knowledge that is beneficial for the society and nation. The college focuses on 

theoretical and applied research. In the field of natural sciences, the college forte is 

computational and applied research. In social sciences like History, Commerce  and Business 

Management the emphasis is on the applied aspects of research to solve the problems of the 

society as well as corporates. The Institution provides consultancy in the form of organizing 

Management Development Programs and taking up sponsored research of the leather and other 

local Industries.  Apart from academics and research, the Institution cooperates with NGOs and 

peers from different fields to encourage Extension Activities. 

3.1.1 Does the College have a research committee to monitor and address the issues of 
research? If yes, what is its composition? Mention a few recommendations which 
have been implemented and their impact.  

Yes, there is a Research Development Committee (RDC) to facilitate and monitor 

research activities in the college. The Committee is composed of senior staff members from 

different disciplines who are guiding the Ph.D. scholars and also having sufficient publications 

and projects. The Principal of the College is the Chairman of the Committee. The main functions 

of the Research Development Committee are as follows:

 To facilitate, regulate and monitor all research activities in the College.

 To frame the regulations and guidelines for M.Phil. Program.
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 The Committee conducts Seminars/Workshops/Colloquium for research scholars to 

elucidate and enlighten the importance of research areas, techniques and 

methodologies.

 The Committee encourages the budding researchers both staff and students to tap 

such funds available from the UGC / Central Government / State Government and 

utilize the same by doing Minor / Major Projects.   

 To motivate the faculty members to actively involve and increase the number of 

research publications and paper presentations.

 To apply for grant from UGC/ICSSR/CSIR/ICHR for conducting Seminars/ 

Workshops etc.

Composition of Research Committee:

Dr. K. Prem Nazeer, Principal Chairman

Dr. Mohammed Galib Hussain, UGC’s Emeritus Professor Advisor

Dr. K. Subramani, Associate Professor of Chemistry Coordinator

Dr. G. Md. Hussainus Zaman, HOD of Biotechnology Member

Dr. M. Basha, HOD of Commerce (F & A) Member

Dr. U. Rizwan, HOD of Mathematics  Member

Dr. Mansur Ahmed, HOD of Chemistry Member

Dr. S. Raja Md. Kamil, Associate Professor of Chemistry Member

Dr. G. Shakil Muhammad, Associate Professor of Physics Member

Dr. F. Liyakath Ali Khan, Associate Professor of Physics Member

Dr. A. Noor Mohamed, Associate Professor of Commerce Member

Dr. H.S. Muthu Mohamed, Associate Professor of Biotechnology Member

Dr. T. Mohamed Ilyas, Associate Professor of Commerce Member

Dr. T. Afsar Basha, Associate Professor of Commerce Member

Dr. M. Aboobucker Sithique, Assistant Professor of Chemistry Member

Dr. H. Abdul Jaffar Ali, Assistant Professor of Biotechnology Member

The Committee meets on regular basis to monitor research activities in the College and has 

initiated the following steps:
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 To conduct a colloquium to all research scholars to guide, explore and elucidate the 
research methodology.

 To set up a Sophisticated Common Instrumentation Centre (SCIC) and Internet 
Centre for research scholars.

 To identify the area of collaboration work needed for the neighbouring industries.

 To enter into MOUs with industries and research institutions.

 To start a peer reviewed ISSN numbered research journal for the college.

 The Committee has to guide and monitor the funds allocated by the College budget 
for research purpose.

3.1.2 What is the policy of the College to promote research culture in the College?

The College promotes the participation of members of the faculty in research related 

activities. It encourages staff to attend the UGC sponsored Faculty Improvement Programs (FIP) 

leading to M.Phil. and Ph.D. degrees and also promote the staff to do research under Full-

time/Part-time programs. Further, the research publications and paper presentations are 

financially supported by the Management. For publication of research articles in referred 

journals and presentation of papers in international conferences, the authors of such research 

articles/papers are fully supported by the College. 

Some of the staff members of the college act as resource persons in seminars, 

conferences, symposia, orientation and refresher courses of the academic staff colleges of many 

Universities in India.

3.1.3    List details of prioritised research areas and the areas of expertise available with the 
College.

The thrust areas of research include:

 Effluent Treatment

 Polymer Nano Composites

 Bio-based Polymers

 Biomaterials

 Drugs Delivery and Drug Synthesis

 Anti Bacterial Activity

 Conducting Polymers

 Thin Films

 Organic Synthesis
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 Catalysis

 Ornamental Fish Culture

 Travel Management

 Medical Tourism

 Pilgrimage Tourism

 Feminism

 Islamic Banking

 Islamic Organizational Culture

 Personality and Job stress

 Preparation of District Gazetteers

 Vermicomposite

 Health Awareness

 Human Resource Management

 Organisational Behaviour

 Corporate Culture

 Employee Motivation

 Islamic Theory of Motivation

 Quality of Work life in Islamic Culture

 Work culture

 Management Styles

The College is a specialist in the area of Human Resource Management, Cultural 

Intervention Strategies, Organizational Development and Finance.  The faculty conducts training 

programs for corporate executives in these areas.

3.1.4  What are the proactive mechanisms adopted by the College to facilitate smooth 
implementation of research schemes/projects? 

 advancing funds for sanctioned projects

 providing seed money

 autonomy to the Principal Investigator/coordinator for utilizing overhead charges

 timely release of grants

 timely auditing

 submission of utilization certificates to the funding authorities.
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Since the College is located in leather industry belt, it is but natural that the industry 

assigns some of the research projects to the College.  The College through its contacts 

with captains of tanneries, shoe units and other local industries gets funds for undertaking 

research projects.  

In the matter of advancing funds for sanctioned projects, the Management advances 

money in anticipation of funds to be released by the UGC/ Governmental agencies. 

Principal Investigators are given unfettered freedom in conducting research.  The college 

follows all the corporate governance practices in terms of timely audit, submission of 

utilization certificates, etc.

3.1.5 How is interdisciplinary research promoted? 

 between/among different departments of the College 

 collaboration with national/international institutes / industries.

The College always focusses on interdisciplinary research.  It does not believe in water 
tight compartments of knowledge.  Following this policy, the Department of Chemistry conducts 
research taking inputs from the faculty of Physics; the faculty of Mathematics draws on 
knowledge in the field of Computer Science and vice versa; the faculty of Commerce gets inputs 
from Psychology, Sociology, Management Science, etc. The department of History conducts 
interdisciplinary research relevant to the society by borrowing concepts from feminism, medical 
tourism, religious tourism etc. The faculty members of different colleges in Thiruvalluvar 
University area are undergoing Research Programmes in our College.

3.1.6  Enumerate the efforts of the College in attracting researchers of eminence to visit 
the campus and interact with teachers and students? 

As the College goes allout to promote research, eminent researchers from different 

institutions at both the state and national and international levels are invited who interact with 

teachers, research scholars and students. This has resulted in improved research activities inside 

the College. 

3.1.7 What percentage of faculty have utilized sabbatical leave for research activities? 
How has the provision contributed to the research quality and culture of the 
College?  

Nearly 25% of our faculty members have undergone M.Phil. and Ph.D. programmes 

under the UGC’s FIP during the past four years.  The college has become a hub of research 

activities and it is proved by the number of papers/books published by the faculties.
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3.1.8  Provide details of national and international conferences organized by the College 
highlighting the names of eminent scientists/scholars who participated in these 
events.  

Research departments of Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics, Biochemistry, History and 

Commerce and organizing National/International conferences every year. Scientist / Scholars of 

national reputation have participated in these conferences, the details are as follows.  

S.No. Department Conference                

Regional/National/

International

Participation of Eminence Persons

1 ENGLISH 4 – National-level Mr. Francis A West Brook , Senior 

English Language Fellow, US

Ms. Mary K Seales, Chief Trainer,

University of Washington, USA

2 TAMIL 2 – National-level Dr. Kaviko Abdur Rahman, Dr. 

G.Viswanathan, Dr. Abdul Kadhar

3 URDU 1 – National-level

3 – State-level

Janab. Aziz Burney, Editor, Daily 

Rastriya Sahara, Urdu News Paper

Dr. Syed  Khaleel Ahmed, Kuvempu 

University, Shimoga, Karnataka

4 HISTORY 1 – State-level Dr. G.J. Sudhakar, HOD of History, 

Loyola College, Chennai

5 PHYSICS 1 – State-level

1 – National-level

Dr. Vaithianathan, NIT, Rourkela, 

Orissa. Dr. Jeyavel, Anna University, 

Chennai

6 CHEMISTRY 1 – National-level Dr. MukhoPathyay, DST, New Delhi

Dr. S. Chandrasekaran, IISc, 

Bengaluru

7 BIOCHEMISTRY 1 – State-level

1 – National-level

Dr. Niranjali Devaraj, University of 

Madras, Chennai

Dr. S.Subramanian, University of 

Madras, Chennai

Dr. T.P.Shastri, CLRI, Chennai
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8 COMPUTER 

SCIENCE

1 – State-level Dr. Shantha Raja, Periar University, 

Salem

Dr. Khalid Ahmed, VIT, Vellore

9 MATHEMATICS 1 – International

1 – National-level

Dr. John Michael Rassias, Athens, 

Greece

Dr. P. Selvaraj, Periyar University, 

Salem

Dr. N. Thillai Govindan, Annamalai

University, Dr. K. Bala Krishnan, 

Bharathiar University, Coimbatore

3.1.9 Details on the College initiative in transferring/advocating the relative findings of 
research of the College and elsewhere to the students and the community (lab to 
land).   

The college believes in taking up research projects relevant and useful to the community.  

The knowledge generated in research should go to the class rooms.  Accordingly, the college has 

undertaken research projects useful to the following industries and NGOs. 

The MoU has been signed between Vaniyambadi Tanners Enviro Control Systems 

(VANITEC), Vaniyambadi (a Central Effluent Water Treatment Plant to make 0% discharge of 

the Tannery effluents of Vaniyambadi leather industries) and Islamiah College. To ensure 

involvement of science faculty in the prevention of environmental pollution, our staff members 

counsel the VANITEC regarding the innovative techniques in waste water management. Effluent 

water samples have been tested in our college laboratories and suggested the techniques for the 

removal of heavy metal ions using Biopolymers.

In the field of Business Management the college has undertaken research projects for 

solving Human Resource Problems of the local industries.  The inputs have been used by the 

industrial units as well as NGOs like Vaniyambadi Interest Free Credit Society.

3.1.10 Give details on the faculty actively involved in research (Guiding student research, 
leading research projects, engaged in individual or collaborative research activity 
etc.)

One third of faculty members are actively involved in research activities. The College is a 

recognized Research Centre of Thiruvalluvar University, Vellore, the Department of Science and 

Technology, Government of India, New Delhi and the Government of Tamil Nadu.
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3.2 Resource Mobilization for Research 

3.2.1 What percentage of the total budget is earmarked for research? Give details of 
major heads of expenditure, financial allocation and actual utilization for last four 
years.  

Budgetary provision of Rs. 5 lakhs has been provided during the last four years. The 

institution has been providing funds for the required research materials and equipments. The 

books, journals and magazines related to research works, recommended by the staff and scholars 

of various disciplines are purchased by the College with the concurrence of the ICT and Library 

Advisory Committee. The budget and actual amount spent on Library and Reading Room, 

Laboratories, Visual Education, Magazines, and Journals for the last five years are furnished 

below.

Special fees Allotment

Year Actual amount spent
(Rs.)

2007-08 3,52,528
2008-09 3,30,054
2009-10 3,58,449
2010-11 3,12,413
2011-12 3,61,000

UGC Grant

(UG & PG Development Grant, DST-FIST)

Year Actual (Rs.)
2007-08 34,680
2008-09 1,79,040
2009-10 1,31,280
2010-11 9,75,000
2011-12 65,000

3.2.2 What are the financial provisions made in the College budget for supporting student 
research projects? 

The budget allocation for the research departments is utilised to purchase research 

chemicals and glasswares, books and journals, instruments and internet facilities. Common 

facilities are established under the UGC, DST and Self-financing Funds. The Management 

provides financial assistance for researchers to carry out their projects in distant areas like 

Chennai, Bengaluru, Hosur and other places.
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The College also provides some financial assistance to M.Phil. students of deserving 

cases for data collection, field surveys, interviews and report preparations. Similarly, Ph.D. 

Scholars are also given monetary help in the form of fee concessions, financial help for data 

collection and data processing. 

3.2.3  Is there a provision in the institution to provide seed money to faculty for research? 
If so, what percentage of the faculty has received seed money in the last four years?

There is no provision for seed money for faculty research. However, most of the faculties 

used FIP schemes for research. The Management has always been providing financial support to 

different research activities. The departments engaged in research activities are given extra funds 

and are encouraged to provide required facilities to the research students. The institution 

provides additional Rs. 5 lakhs per annum for research and development during the last four 

years.

The College organizes Workshops / Seminars / Conferences and provides leave on duty, 

TA/DA to the faculty members to attend / participate in such programs.

Faculty members are encouraged to pursue research and approved faculty members are 

granted study leave under the FIP scheme of the UGC to complete their M.Phil./Ph.D. 

programmes as per the UGC guidelines. 10 faculty members have utilised this opportunity.

3.2.4 Are there any special efforts made by the College to encourage faculty to file for 
patents? If so, provide details of patents filed and enumerate the sanctioned patents. 

The College Management announces the special awards to those staff members who 

apply for patents in recognition of their contributions. So far nobody succeed in the attempt.

3.2.5 Provide the following details of ongoing research projects:

Year 

wise

Number Name 

of the 

project

Name of the 

funding 

agency/

Industry

Total 

grant 

received

Rs.

A. College funded

Minor projects - - - - -

Major projects - - - - -

Along with Industry - - - - -
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Year 

wise

Number Name 

of the 

project

Name of the 

funding 

agency/

Industry

Total 

grant 

received

Rs.

A. College funded

B. Other agencies - national and international (specify)

Minor projects 2007 3 ??? UGC 2,05,000

Major projects 2008 1 ??? UGC 5,87,067

C. Industry  sponsored - - - - -

3.2.6 How many departments of the College have been recognized for their research 
activities by national / international agencies (UGC-SAP, CAS, DST-FIST; DBT, 
ICSSR, ICHR, ICPR, etc.) and what is the quantum of assistance received?  
Mention any two significant outcomes or breakthrough due to such recognition.   

The College gets funds for research projects for various Departments. The Department of 

Chemistry has received funds from DST-FIST to the tune of Rs. 32 lakhs. Apart from this, 

various Departments get the UGC Funds for the conduct of seminars / symposia / workshops for 

dissemination of knowledge among the researchers. 

3.2.7 List details of completed research projects undertaken by the College faculty in the 
last four years and mention the details of grants received for such projects (funded 
by Industry/National/International agencies).   

The following are the details of Major and Minor Research Projects of our Institution for 

the last four years.

No. Faculty 
Members

Projects

Dept. Nature
Funding 
Agency

Amount
(₹)

Year of 
sanction

Duration
(Years)

1 Dr.S.Syed Shafi Chemistry Major UGC 5,87,067 2008 THREE

2 Dr. K.Subramani Chemistry Minor UGC 1,00,000 2007 TWO

3 Dr. M.Basha Economics Minor UGC 45,000 2007 TWO

4
Dr. Md.Galib 

Hussain
Commerce Minor UGC 60,000 2007 TWO
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5 Dr. S.Syed Shafi Chemistry Minor TNSCST 65,000 2007 TWO

6 Dr. P. Sivaraji Tamil Minor UGC 60,000 2012 TWO

3.3 Infrastructure for Research 

3.3.1 What efforts are made by the College to keep pace with the infrastructure 
requirements to facilitate Research? How and what strategies are evolved to meet 
the needs of researchers?

The College has 20 University approved Ph.D. research guides and 42 M.Phil. research 

supervisors in various disciplines. The Central library with its extensive research Books, 

periodicals and journals serves the purpose of Social Science, Natural Science, Physical Science 

and Commerce Departments. The laboratories of the Science Departments are well-equipped to 

conduct research programs. Major research facilities available in various departments are given 

below:

DEPARTMENT FACILITIES

Department of Mathematics Computing facility with Internet connectivity

Department of Physics Research Laboratory Equipped With Microwave 
Bench X-Band, Four Probe Apparatus (Research 
Model), Pulsed Echo Interferometer, SILAR Coating 
Unit, High Accuracy Digital Balance etc.

Department of Chemistry FIST Lab: Infrared  Spectrometer, Gas 
Chromotography, UV-Visible Spectrophoto-Meter 
with Network of 12 Computers with many 
Computational Softwares

Department of Biotechnology Instrumentation Lab: PCR, Transilluminator, Cooling 

Centrifuge, Orbital Shaker, Gel Electrophoresis for 

DNA Identification

Department of Biochemistry Instrumentation Lab: Cold Room, Cooling

Centrifuge, Sonicator, Orbital Shaker, UV-VIS

Spectrophotometer

Department of English Language Lab, Multimedia Hall
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3.3.2 Does the College have an information resource centre to cater to the needs of 
researchers? If yes, provide details on the facility.

Yes, the College library subscribes 71 leading research journals as per the individual 

department requirements.  The Institution has subscribed online database like INFLIBNET and 

DELNET, Open Access Database; under Open Journal Access System (OJAS) around 3000 

journals (National and International) are made available to the faculty and students on Internet.

The Central Library has been well-equipped to meet the requirements of the students and 

staff to pursue research activities. Many standard journals and periodicals related to research are 

subscribed and are made available to the staff and students. Data analysis software is also 

available in the Departments.

3.3.3 Does the College provide residential facilities (with computer and internet facilities) 
for research scholars and faculty?

No residential facilities are provided to the research scholars and faculty. But, they are 

given internet and computer facilities inside the College campus.

3.3.4 Does the College have a specialized research centre/ workstation to address 
challenges of research programmes? If yes, give details.

Yes, the DST sponsored FIST Laboratory is the workstation used by all the scholars of 

science.

3.3.5 Does the College have research facilities (centre, etc.) of regional, national and 
international recognition/repute? Give a brief description of how these facilities are 
made use of by researchers from other laboratories.  

The DST-FIST Lab is one of the best laboratories available in this region. Scholars from 

nearby educational institutions make use of the infrastructure available in the College.

3.4 Research Publications and Awards  

3.4.1 Highlight the major research achievements of the College through the following:

 major papers presented in  regional, national and international conferences

 publication per faculty 

 faculty serving on the editorial boards of national and international journals

 faculty members on the organisation committees of international conferences, 
recognized by reputed organizations / societies.

The following table gives a brief profile of research publications of our faculty for the 

last four years:
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S.No. Title Number
1 Books 30

2 Research Papers 142

3 Abstracts 43

4 Proceedings 3

5 Theses completed 27

3.4.2 Does the College publish research journal(s)? If yes, indicate the composition of the 
editorial board, publication policies and whether it is listed in international 
database?   

The College is in the process of bringing out a half-yearly Interdisciplinary Research 

Journal. The Journal is likely to see the day of the light very soon. The work has reached its final 

stage. 

3.4.3 Give details of publications by the faculty: 

Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) 

Of the 142 articles published in various international and national journals, the average 

impact factor is 1.0 and the details are given below:

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS PUBLICATIONS (2008-2012)

S.No Author’s Name Journal Impact 
Factor

1 U.Rizwan & P.Govindaraju Int.J.Apllied Mathematics and Applications,
2010,2(1),15-27

2 U.Rizwan & P.Govindaraju Journal of Mathematics Research,2010,2(1)

3 U.Rizwan & S.Kasthuri Int.J.Computer, Mathematical Sciences & 
Applications,2009,3(1-2),5-15

4 U.Rizwan & P.Govindaraju Int.J.Mathematics & Applications, 2009,2                 
(1-2),17-36

5 U.Rizwan & P.Govindaraju Int.J.Computational & Applied Mathematics,
2009,Vol. 4,175-186

6 U.Rizwan & P.Govindaraju Int.J.Logic Based Intelligent Systems, 
2009,Vol.3(2)

7 U.Rizwan & S.Kasthuri Int.E-Journal.Engineering Mathematics: 
Theory & Application,2009,Vol.7,79-94
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS PUBLICATIONS (2008-2012)

S.No Author’s Name Journal Impact 
Factor

1 K. Prem Nazeer, M. Thamilselvan
Current Nano science, 8(5), 2012,

pp 709-714 (6)
1.776

2 K. Prem Nazeer, M. Thamilselvan
Material Research Bulletin, 

47(6),2012,pp 1533-1538
2.105

3 K. Prem Nazeer, P. Kokila.. et.al
Archives of Physics Research, 

2(1), 2011,pp 246-253 
-

4
K. Prem Nazeer, F.Liakath Ali 

Khan..et.al

Malaysian Polymer Journal 6(1) 

2011, 1-13
1.186

5
F.Liakath Ali Khan, J.Asghar, 

M.Aravinthraj and J.Udayaseelan

Arch.Appl.Sci.Res.,3(2),2011,:568-

576
-

6
K.Prem Nazeer, A.Ayisha Begum 

et.al.

Malaysian Polymer Journal 6(1) 

2011, 27-38
1.186

7 F.Liakath Ali, M.Aravinthraj
Arch.Appl.Sci.Res.,3(2),2011, 2(1) 

: 254-261
-

8 F.L.Ali Khan, M.A.Sithique
Malaysian Polymer Journal 6(1) 

2011, 1-13
1.186

9
F.Liakth Ali Khan,S.Raja Mohamed 

Kamil,S.Syed Shafi

Tetrahedron Letters 52,2011,: 

1205-1207
2.483

10 Mohemed Ali.J and K.Subramani K
Research Methods in Mathematical 

Sciences 2011 : 103-106
-

11
F.Liakth Ali Khan, J.Asghar,

M.Aravinthraj

RASAYAN J.Chem. Vol3.No.4 

2010 : 766-771
-

12 F.Liakath Ali Khan, J.Asghar
RASAYAN J.Chem. Vol3.No.4 

2010 : 697-704
-

13 J.Asghar, F.Liakath Ali Khan
Rasayan J.Chem. Vol.3, No.4 

(2010) , 766-771
-

14 J.Asghar, F.Liakath Ali Khan
Rasayan J.Chem. Vol.3, No.4 

(2010) , 697-704
-
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15
A.Mohammed Sabeelullah Roomy 

and R.Palani

Archives of Physics Research 2010 

: 111-118
-

16 F.Liakath Ali Khan, P.Sivagurunathan
Indian Journal of Pure & Applied 

Physics Vol. 45, Sep 2008 :12-19
0.246

17 F.Liakath Ali Khan, P.Sivagurunathan
Indian Journal of Pure & Applied 

Physics Vol. 46, Jan 2008 : 54-59
0.246

18
Liakath Ali Khan F., Sivagurunathan 

P.

Physics and Chemistry of Liquids 

Vol. 46. No.1 Feb  2008 : 111-118
0.55

19
F.L.A.Khan and P.Sivagurunathan

Physics and Chemistry of Liquids 

Vol. 46. No.5 Oct 2008 : 504-509
0.55

20 J.Asghar, F.Liakath Ali Khan
Indian Journal of Pure & Applied 

Physics  Vol.46, Jan 2008 : 54-59
0.246

21 J.Asghar, F.Liakath Ali Khan
Indian Journal of Pure & Applied 

Physics  Vol.46, Jan 2008 : 12-19
0.246

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY PUBLICATIONS (2008-2012)

S.No Author’s Name Journal Impact 
Factor

1 S.Raja Mohamed Kamil & 
K.Kumaran

Int.J.Chem.Tech Research 4 (3),
2012 pp.1187-1192

ISSN 0974-
4290

2 S.Raja Mohamed Kamil & 
K.Sivagurunathan

Asian J. Research . Chem 5 (3),
2012 pp 401-404

ISSN 0974-
4169

3 S.Raja Mohamed Kamil & 
K.Kumaran et.al

Int.J.Pharma Tech.Research 2012, 
4 (1) pp 169-175

ISSN 0974-
4304

4 B.Mohammed Nawaz & K.Subramani 
et.al

J. of Chemical ,Bio and Physical 
Sciences,2012,Sec. A, No.2,668-
676 

ISSN 2249-
1329

5 S.Raja Mohamed Kamil & 
K.Kumaran

Asian J. Research . Chem 4 (12),
2011 pp 1915-1919

ISSN 0974-
4169

6 K.Anandaratchagan & K.Subramani 
et.al

Acta Chimica of Pharmaceutical 
Indica 1 (1), 2011, 44-50

ISSN 2277-
288X

7 B.Mohammed Nawaz & K.Subramani 
et.al

E-Journal of Chemistry, 2011, 8 
(3), 1102-1107

ISSN 2278-
3318

8 N.Prabu, Mansur Ahmed., et.al Int.J.Chem. Sciences,9 (2), 2011,
872-882

0.063
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9 B.Mohamed Nawaz, & Mansur 
Ahmed et.al

J.of Chem, Bio-Physical Sciences, 
2011 , Vol.1, No:2, Sec A, 204-
212

ISSN 2278-
3318

10 P.K.Md Imran . et.al., Chemometrices and Intelligent 
systems, Vol.116, pp 87-93,2012

1.920

11 P.K.Md Imran . et.al., Material Science in 
Semiconductor processing-
Aug 2012 (Accepted)

0.944

12 P.K.Md Imran . et.al., Supramolecular Chemistry, Vol.
24, Issue4,2012, pages 238-246

2.145

13 P.K.Md Imran . et.al., Superlattices and Microstructures, 
Vol .51, Issue 6,  pages 921- 932,
2012

1.487

14 P.K.Md Imran . et.al., Chinese Chemical Letters,149-
153, Vol. 23 (2), 2012

0.978

15 P.K.Md Imran . et.al., Journal of Electronic Materials, 
Vol. 40, No. 12, 2392-2397, 2011

1.466

16 P.K.Md Imran . et.al., Der Chemica Sinica, 2 (4),72-80, 
2011

ISSN 0976-
8505

17 P.K.Md Imran . et.al., Research Methods in 
Mathematical Sciences  (Review),
2011

ISBN-978-
81-909300-

3-1
18 P.K.Md Imran. et.al., Journal of Molecular Modelling, 

2011 
1.797

19 P.K.Md Imran. et.al., European Journal of Medicinal 
Chemistry, 2012

3.509

20 B.Mohamed Nawaz, & K.Subramani 
et.al

J. Current Science 1 (1), 2011, 19-
27 

-

21 S.Raja Mohamed Kamil & S.Syed 
Shafi etal

Tetrahedran Letters 52 (2011) 2.483

22 T. Kaleemullah & Mansur Ahmed Der-Pharma Chemica,2011, 3 (1): 
372-380

1.402

23 S.Sheik Mansoor & S.Syed Shafi Z.Phys.Chem 225 (2011) 249-263 1.028
24 R.Margabandu & K.Subramani Asian J.  Research Chem 4 (2)

2011 285-288
0.247

25 R.Margabandu & K.Subramani Asian J. Research Chem 4 (3)
2011 377-380

0.247

26 P.K.Md Imran & K.Subramani Asian J. Chem  Vol.23(7)2011 
3075-3083

0.247
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27 M.A Sithique & K.P. Nazeer  etal Malaysian Polymer Journal 
Vol.6(1)pp 1-13, 2011

1.186

28 M.A Sithique Journal of Polymer Engineering 
Vol.31 (2-3) pp 175-180, 2011

0.493

29 M.A Sithique & M.Alagar Malaysian Polymer Journal 
Vol.5(2)pp 151-161, 2010

1.186

30 B.Mohamed Nawaz & K.Subramani Int.J.Chem Sci8 (4),2010, pp 
2438-2446

1.075

31 T. Kaleemullah & Mansur Ahmed Asian J.  Research Chem.3 (2) : 
April-June 2010, pp 454-458

0.247

32 S.Sheik Mansoor & S.Syed Shafi Jouranal of Molecular Liquids 
155 (2010), 85-90

1.278

33 S.Sheik Mansoor & S.Syed Shafi Arabian J.Chem (2010) 0.411
34 S.Sheik Mansoor & S.Syed Shafi Reac  Kinetic Mech Cat (2010) 

100: pp 21-31
0.61

35 R.Margabandu & K.Subramani Int.J.Chemtech Research 2(3),
2010 pp 1501-1506

ISSN 0974-
4290

36 R.Margabandu & K.Subramani Int.J.Chemtech Research 2(3),
2010 pp 1507-1513

ISSN 0974-
4290

37 Arun Kumar & K.Subramani Int.J.Chemtech Research           
2(1),   2010 pp   278-281

ISSN 0974-
4290

38 Mohamed Imran.PK & K.Subramani Research Methods in 
Mathematical Sciences ,           
2010 pp 1-6

-

39 Mohamed Imran.PK & K.Subramani Acta Phys-Chem.Sin 25(X):2009, 
pp 2357-2365

0.657

40 M.A Sithique & M.Alagar High Performance Polymer,2009,
pp  1-17 

1.318

41 R.Arun Kumar & K.Subramani  et.al. Int.J.Chem Sci: 7(2), 2009,pp 
993-996

1.075

42 R.Arun Kumar & K.Subramani  et.al. Int.J.Chem Sci: 1(2), 2009,pp 
329-331

1.075

43 S.Sheik Mansoor & S.Syed Shafi E-Journal of Chemistry 6 (S1),
2009 pp 522-528

0.716

44 S.Sheik Mansoor & S.Syed Shafi J.Curr.Science14 (1): (2009)  
pp47-56

1.043

45 A.Sulthan, & S. Syed Shafi etal Indian J.Hetrocyclic 
Chem.18,2009, pp 385-388 

0.341
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46 Mohamed Imran.PK & K.Subramani Int.J. Computational and Applied 
Mathematics 4 (3) 2009, pp 187-
198

1.298

47 T.Hemalatha & PKM.Imran etal Nitric Oxide 19 ,2008, pp 303-311 2.51
48 M.A Sithique & M.Alagar Int.J.Polymetric Materials 57;

2008,pp 480-493
0.458

49 Mansur Ahmed & K.Subramani E-Journal of Chemistry Vol.5,
No.1, January 2008 , pp 43-51, 

0.716

50 PK.MD. Imran & K.Subramani E-Journal of Chemistry Vol.5,
No.1, January 2008 , pp 136-143, 

0.716

51 R.Arun Kumar & K. Subramani etal Int.J.Chem. Sci. 6 (4),2008, pp 
1800-1803

1.075

52 Nadeem Afroze.N & K.Subramani International .J.Chemical Sciences 
10(3), 2012,1277-1292

0.063

53 P.Rajkumar & K.Subramani Journal of Chemical and 
Pharmaceutical Research, 2012 
4(7): 3759-3764

ISSN 0975-
7384

DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY PUBLICATIONS (2008-2012)

S.No Author’s Name Journal Impact 
Factor

1 S.K.Hayath Basha and S.Subramanian
International Journal of Pharmaceutical 
Sciences and research  2011 2(3): 643-
655

2.0

2
A.Gokulakrishnan., B.Jayachandran 
Dare et.al.,

Mol. Cell Biochem 2011, DOI 
10.1007/s 11010-011-0785-6 2.0

3
M.I.Niyas Ahmed ., P.Mohammed 
Kashif et.al.,

International Journal of PharmTech
Research
2011 3(3), 1303-1304 

0.86

4 M.I.Niyas Ahmed  and T.P.Sastry
International Journal of research in 
Ayurveda and Pharmacy 2011

1.46

5
A.Gokulakrishnan., Liyakath Ali 
Abdul Rahman  et.al.,

Biomedicine and Pharmacotheraphy 
2010.09.025

2.23

6
A.Gokulakrishnan., Liyakath Ali 
Abdul Rahman  et.al.,

Pharmacological reports 2010,62, 891-
899

2.5

7
Vinayagam Magendiramani, 
Ganapasam Sudhandiran et.al.,

J.Appl.Toxicol. 2009, DOI 10.1002/jat 
1437

2.8

8 V.Magendira Mani
Biomedicine & Pharmacotherapy 2010,
09-025

2.34
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9.
M.P Ashar Waheed & H.S. Muthu 
Mohamed 

Int.J.of App,Biol. And 
Pharm.Tech.Vol.3 (3),pp 265 to 269, 
2012

ISSN 
0976-
4550

10.
M.P Ashar Waheed & H.S. Muthu 
Mohamed 

Int.J.of Pharm. Res. Vol 4 (3): 1074-
1083, 2012

ISSN 
2278-
6074

DEPARTMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY PUBLICATIONS (2008-2012)

S.No Author’s Name Journal Impact
Factor

1
H.Abdul Jafar Ali , 
V.Sivakumar et.al.,

World journal of Fish and Marine 
Sciences 2009, 1(4) : 305-312

ISSN 
2078-4589

2
H.Abdul Jafar Ali, 
M.M.Karthikeyan et.al.,

World journal of Fish and Marine 
Sciences 2009, 1(3) : 225-229

ISSN 
2078-4589

3
H.Abdul Jafar Ali, G.Ananthan 
et.al.,

Journal of Pharmacy research 2011, 4(2) 
: 356-357

ISSN 
0974-6943

4
H.Abdul Jafar Ali, 
M.Tamilselvi et.al.,

World journal of zoology 2011, 6(2) : 
164-172

ISSN 
1817-3098

5
H.Abdul Jafar Ali, 
M.Tamilselvi et.al.,

Middle East journal of scienctific 
research 2010, 5(5) : 366-373

ISSN 
1990-9233

6
H.Abdul Jafar Ali, 
M.Tamilselvi et.al.,

World jounal of Diary & Food Sciences 
2010, 5(1) : 88-92

ISSN 
1807-308X

7
H.Abdul Jafar Ali , 
M.M.Karthikeyan et.al.,

Global Veterinaria 2010, 4(3): 255-259
ISSN 

1992-6197

8
H.Abdul Jafar Ali , 
V.Sivakumar et.al.,

Journal of Biological Research, 2008, 10: 
171-179

0.619

9
H.Abdul Jafar Ali  and V.Jaya 
Rani

Turk. J. Vet. Anim. Sci. 2009, 33(5) :             
407-411

0.236

10 Muthu Mohamed H.S.
Research Methods in Mathematical 
Sciences, 2011

ISBN-
81909
30036

11.
Dhevakrishnan R and M.H 
Zaman

International J.Cur.Tr.Res 2012,Vol 
1(2)65-71.

ISSN 
2278-8042

12.
Abdul Jaffar Ali H & Zaman 
GMH et.al.

Journal of Advanced Biotechnology, 10 
(10): 126-132, 2012

-

13. H.S. Muthu Mohamed et.al
Int.J.of App,Biol. And Pharm.
Tech.Vol.3(3), pp 265 to 269, 2012

ISSN 
0976-4550

14. H.S Muthu Mohamed et.al.
Int.J.of Pharm. Res. Vol 4 (3): 1074-
1083, 2012

ISSN 
2278-6074
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15.
A.Mahaboob Ali and 
G.Prabakaran

Deccan Current Scince. Vol 7 (1) pp.91-
99., 2012

ISSN 
0975-3044

16.
Abdul Jaffar Ali H and Muthu 
Mohammed et.al

Journal of Advanced Biotechnology,
10(10):191-194, 2011

-

17.
Shabeer Ahmed N ,Niyas 
Ahmed., et.al

Int.Journal of Applied Biology and 
Pharmaceutical Technology, Vol.2:Issue-
4, 2011

ISSN 
0976-4550

18.
N.P.M Mohamed Tariq and 
Balasubramanian

Int.Bimonthly (IJONS).Vol.II., Issue 9 
pp.612-626., 2011

-

19. A. Mohaboob Ali
Int.Jou.of Microbiology and 
Bioinfomatics
(Accepted)

ISSN 
2277-789X

20. Abdul Jaffar Ali et.al
Microcosmus exasperates Heller 2010, 
Vol.4(3), 255-259

-

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY PUBLICATIONS (2008-2012)

S.No Author’s Name Journal Impact 
Factor

1. Syed Shahabuddeen TN History Congress – Proceedings Vol. -

2. K. Mohanasundaram
TN History Congress-Proc.Vol. XV, 

Nov.2008
-

DEPARTMENT OF URDU PUBLICATIONS (2008-2012)

S.No Author’s Name Journal Impact 
Factor

1. S.Mohamed Yassir
Tahqeeq-e-Daira-e-Kaar - Imkanath Aur 

Masail

ISBN  

81-

7801-

296-0
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE (CA) (2008-2012)

S.No Author’s Name Journal Impact
Factor

1.
Mohammed Galib Hussain & 
A.Pandu

Introduction of Islamic banking in India: A 
suggested legal framework
Vol No:1(2011), Issue No. 3 (July)

-

2.
Mohammed Galib Hussain,
S.Mohammed Rafique

International journal’s Research journal of 
Social Science& Management , 
Volume.02.No.1.May, 2012

ISSN 
2251-
1571).

3.
Mohammed Galib Hussain, and 
S.Mohammed Rafique,

International journals Research journal of 
Economics & Business 
Studies,volume.01,No.7,May,2012

ISSN 
2251-
1555

4.
Mohammed Galib Hussain, and 
S.Mohammed Rafique

International Journals Research of Science 
& IT Management,Volume.01,No.06,April-
2012

ISSN 
2251-
1563

5.
Mohammed Galib Hussain, and 
A.Thirupathy

International Journal’s Research Journal of 
Commerce and Behavioral 
Science.Vol1,No.5(2012) :01March2012 

ISSN 
2251-
1547

6.
Mohammed Galib Hussain, 
Tawheedic Development

International Journal’s Research journal’s 
of Social Science and Management,
Volume 2, No.3(2012) 01 July, 2012

ISSN 
2251-
1571

7. Mohammed Galib Hussain
International Journal’s Research Journal of 
Economics and Business Studies, Vol 1
No.10, Aug, 2012

ISSN 
2251-
1555

8. Mohammed Galib Hussain, et al
International Journal’s Research Journals of 
Social Science and Management, Vol 2
No 3, 1 July, 2012

ISSN 
2251-
1571

9. Mohammed Galib Hussain

Code of Governance for NGOs, Acharya
Management Business and 
Entrepreneurship Review,Volume1 Issus 2 
April-September 2010 

ISSN 
0976-
3341
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DEPARTMENT OF HINDI (2008-2012)

S.No Author’s Name Journal Impact 

factor

1 Dr.Shaik Abdul Wahab Journal of Dakshin Bharath Qly. (2011) -

2. Dr.Shaik Abdul Wahab
Journal of Dakshin Bharath Monthly 

(2011)

ISBN             

097-0827

3. Dr.Shaik Abdul Wahab Journal of Dakshin Bharath Qly. (2010) -

4. Dr.Shaik Abdul Wahab Aadhunik Hindi Sahitya mein Gandiuad
ISBN 81-88 

216 925

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE (CA) (2008-2012)

 Chapter(s) in Books   Mohammed Galib Hussain,Islamic Research Methodology,

Research Craft, Lap Publications, Germany, 2012, Pages 9-32(ISBN 978-3-659-

00203-8).

 Mohammed Galib Hussain, Building a world Class Organisation,Organizational 

Values,Vision and Culture, New Delhi: Deep and Deep Publication Pvt.Ltd.2009 

Pages 29-44 (ISBN 978-81-8450-188-9).

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS (2008-2012)

 Dr. U. Rizwan, History of Numbers, Research Craft, Ed Md. Galib Hussain

 Dr. U. Rizwan, An Extreme Shock Maintenance Model for a multi-state 

Degenerative System – I, Research Methods in Mathematical Sciences, Ed. U. 

Rizwan

 Dr. U. Rizwan, A delta Shock Model for the Maintenance Problem under Quasi 

renewal Process, Research Methods in Mathematical Sciences, Ed. U. Rizwan

 Dr. U. Rizwan, Optimal Replacement Policy for the Repairable Repair Equipment 

of a k-out-of n ( F ) system,  Research Methods in Mathematical 

Sciences, Ed. U. Rizwan

 Mr. A. Mohamed Ali, Research Craft, Ed Md. Galib Hussain

 Mr. A. Mohamed Ali, Some Properties of L-Fuzzy sub-near rings of a near ring, 

Research Methods in Mathematical Sciences, Ed. U. Rizwan
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 Dr. R. Srinivasan, Some Topological Operators on Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets of Root 

Type,  Research Methods in Mathematical Sciences, Ed. U. Rizwan

 Dr. P. Govindaraju, An Extreme Shock Maintenance Model under a bivariate 

replacement policy, Research Methods in Mathematical Sciences, Ed. U. Rizwan

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY (2008-2012)

 S.Jafar sathik and M.Aboobucker Sithique, Research Craft, 2012, 134 -137, ISBN: 

978-3-659-00203-8 Lap Publications, Germany,2012,

 M.Aboobucker Sithique & S. Jafar Sathik , Research Craft ,2012, 114-123. ISBN: 

978-3-659-00203-8 Lap Publications, Germany,2012.

 Editing Books  

1. Mohammed Galib Hussain,(ed) Islamic Banking: Status and Issues, New Delhi: 

Deep and Deep Publication Pvt.Ltd.2012(ISBN 978-81-8450-325-8).

2. Mohammed Galib Hussain, (ed) Research Craft, Lap Publication, 

Germany,2012(ISBN 978-3-659-00203-8).

3. U. Rizwan(Ed.) Research Methods in Mathematical Sciences  PBS Book 

Enterprises, Chennai, India  (ISBN Number 8190 930036)

4. K.Prem Nazeer & et.al Advance Material in Physics, PBS Book Enterprises, 

Chennai, India  (ISBN-13: 978-81-909300-6-2)

5. Shaik Abdul Wahab, Gadya Mukta (2009) Raka Prakashan, Allahabad ISBN: 978-

8188216-96-8

6. Shaik Abdul Wahab, Gadya Mukta (2010) Raka Prakashan, Allahabad ISBN: 81-

88216-74-7

7. Shaik Abdul Wahab, Raka Hindi Kavya Sangrah, Raka Prakashan, Allahabad 

ISBN : 81-88216-78-X

 Publication of Books with ISBN numbers with details of publishers

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE (CA) (2008-2012)

1. Mohammed Galib Hussain, and S.Y.A.Sheriff, Islamic Theory of Motivation: 

Insights from the Quran and Sunnah, Lap Publications, Germany, 2011 (ISBN 978-3-

8465-5335-0).
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2. Mohammed Galib Hussain,and M.Akbar Mohideen, Leadership Style and Shura 

System: An Islamic Perspective, New Delhi: Deep and Deep Publications 

Pvt.Ltd.2010(ISBN 978-81-8450-299-2).

3. Mohammed Galib Hussain, and M.Sufiyan, Emotional Intelligence:Re-engineering in 

Islamic Way, Lap Publication, Germany 2012 

4. Mohammed Galib Hussain, and Quran of Work Life in Islamic Culture, New Delhi: 

Deep and Deep Publications Pvt.Ltd.2010 (ISBN 978-81-8450-298-5).

5. Mohammed Galib Hussain, Hindu Values and Managerial Behaviour:Exploring 

Spirituality in India Corporates, New Delhi: Deep and Deep publications 

pvt.Ltd.2010(ISBN 978-81-8450-326-5).

6. Mohammed Galib Hussain,and A,Thirupathy, Dual Theory of Motivation: A 

Replication in India Context, Lap Publication,Germany,2011(ISBN 978-3-8473-

0100-4).

7. Mohammed Galib Hussain, Why do they quit?: Investigating attrition of India 

software professionals, Lap publication, Germany,2011(ISBN 978-3-8473-116-4).

8. Mohammed Galib Hussain,and P.Kavitha, India Concept of personality and Job 

Stress: Investigating Job Stress & Personality of India software professionals, Lap 

publication, Germany,2011(ISBN 978-3-8473-1733-3).

9. Mohammed Galib Hussain, and S.A Sajid, Islamic Corporate Culture and 

Management styles, New Delhi: Deep and Deep Publications Pvt.Ltd.2010.(ISBN 

978-81-8450-297-8).

10. Mohammed Galib Hussain, and T.Afsar Basha, Corporate Culture and Organizational 

Effectiveness, Lap Publications, Germany,2011(ISBN 978-3-8465-9434-6).

11. Mohammed Galib Hussain,and S.Mohamed Rafique,  Strategic and traditional 

Human Resource Management: Investigating Practices and Effectiveness in India 

software Industry, Lap Publications,Germany,2012(ISBN 978-3-8473-0815-7).

DEPARTMENT OF TAMIL (2008-2012)

1. First year UG Foundation Tamil 1st Semester (ISBN No: 978-81-234-1897-3)  New 

century Book House (P) Ltd., Chennai

2. Second year UG Foundation Tamil 1st Semester (ISBN No: 978-81-234-1954-1)  New 

century Book House (P) Ltd., Chennai
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3. Basic Tamil (ISBN No: 978-81-234-1956-6), New Century Book House (P) Ltd., 

Chennai

4. Classical Literature in Tamil and Arabic (ISBN No: 978-81-234-1959-6)  New Century 

Book House (P) Ltd., Chennai

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE (F&A) (2008-2012)

1. Food Inflation, Food Insecurity (ISBN-978-81920478-2-9) Divine Publishers, 

Trichirapalli.

2. The growth and the factors influencing Urbanization Land Value-A micro level study, 

Lambat Academic Publications

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH (2008-2012)

1. Second year UG Foundation English 3rd Semester (ISBN No: 978-81-8465-876-7), 

Islamiah College (Autonomous), Vaniyambadi, Tamil Nadu

2. Second year UG Foundation English 4th Semester (ISBN No: awaiting ) Islamiah 

College (Autonomous), Vaniyambadi, Tamil Nadu

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY (2008-2012)

1. Human Rights Theories and Practices (ISBN No. 81-8069-937-4) Concept 

Publishers, New Delhi.

3.4.4 Indicate the average number of successful M.Phil. and Ph.D. scholars guided per 
faculty.   

The College has admitted 45 M.Phil. candidates and 10 Ph.D. candidates for the 

academic year 2010-11 under the guidance of 20 Ph.D. and 42 M.Phil. research supervisors. 

M.Phil. students admitted in the last five years

Year History Commerce Maths Physics Chemistry Biochem Total

Male Male Male Male Male Male

2007-08 - 3 10 1 5 - 19

2008-09 - 6 12 8 6 - 32

2009-10 - 4 9 14 8 5 40

2010-11 - 5 9 16 6 9 45

2011-12 1 7 8 13 15 7 51
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Ph.D. scholars admitted in the last five years

Number of M.Phil. and Ph.D. scholars registered in the last five years 

Department M.Phil. Ph.D. Total

Mathematics 75 4 79

Physics 54 12 66

Chemistry 39 27 66

Commerce (C.A)

[Formerly Commerce (CS)]

- 11 11

Biochemistry 14 - 14

Commerce 44 15 59

Commerce (F.A)

[Formerly B.A. Economics]

- 6 6

History - 3 3

Total 226 78 304

3.4.5 What is the stated policy of the College to check malpractices and misconduct in 
research?

The College does not tolerate malpractices and plagiarism in report. There is foolproof 

mechanism for checking malpractices and misconduct in research in our College. There 

is a Doctoral Committee to monitor the progress of the scholars. The scholar is 

Year History Econo
mics

Commerce Com.

(CA)

Maths Physics Chem. Total

2007-08 2 2 - 7 - - 3 14

2008-09 1 2 2 3 - - 8 16

2009-10 - 1 4 1 - - 8 14

2010-11 - - 1 - 3 2 4 10

2011-12 - 1 8 - 1 10 4 24
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required to submit a six monthly report through the Doctoral Committee. There is a 

Research Committee to put in place a mechanism for checking quality of research and 

maintaining research standards on par with any national and international research 

institute.

3.4.6 Does the College promote interdisciplinary research? If yes, how many inter 
departmental / inter disciplinary research projects have been undertaken and 
mention the number of departments involved in such an endeavour.

Interdisciplinary research is a policy of our College. Departments of Chemistry and 

Physics – 2 Research Projects, Departments of Biochemistry and Biotechnology – 2 

Research Projects, Departments of Commerce and Business Administration – 2 Research 

Projects, Departments of Mathematics and Computer Science – 1 Research Project are 

actively involved in this endeavour. 

3.4.7    Mention the research awards instituted by the College. 

In order to promote research the college has initiated a novel scheme of research award.

As per this scheme every faculty / scholar who is publishing his work is awarded 

with a medal / cash prize by the Management. Faculty members are awarded on the basis 

of points scored by them in terms of criteria of the UGC in terms of paper/book/edited 

book/ monograph published by them.

3.4.8 Provide details of 

 research awards received by the faculty  

 recognition received by the faculty from reputed professional bodies and agencies.

The UGC, New Delhi has conferred Emeritus Professor to Dr. Mohamed Galib 

Hussain, a former Associate Professor and Head of the Department of Corporate 

Secretaryship of our College.  

3.4.9 State the incentives given to faculty for receiving state, national and international 
recognitions for research contributions. 

In addition to the financial incentives given to the faculty as per the UGC norms, the 

Management takes special care to reward the meritorious research contributions by 

way of citation, medal and a certificate of appreciation.
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3.5 Consultancy   

3.5.1 What is the stated policy of the College for structured consultancy? List a few 
important consultancy services undertaken by the College. 

The policy for research consultancy is to help the neighbouring industries, farmers and 

business establishments. The establishment of research incubator is also included in our 

policy.

The following are some of the noteworthy features of the consultancy works taken up by 

our faculty members: 

 Aquaculture and ornamental fish culturing was extended to the farmers by the 

department of Biotechnology 

 The faculty members of Commerce provide consultancy services to local industries in 

solving their human resource problems; they provide training to the employees of 

tanneries, shoe units and sugar mills in and around Vaniyambadi.

 The faculty members of Commerce have conducted Management Development 

programs for the executives of various corporates in Chennai.

 The Department of Physics, Chemistry, Biochemistry and Biotechnology provide 

consultancy service to the VANITEC, Vaniyambadi in solving effluent treatment 

problems. 

3.5.2 Does the College have College-industry cell? If yes, what is its scope and range of 
activities?

The college has RDC that coordinate with Industries around Vaniyambadi for providing 

consultancy services.

It has a collaborative research programme with the VANITEC Effluent Treatment Plant, 

Vaniyambadi.

3.5.3 What is the mode of publicizing the expertise of the College for consultancy 
services? Mention the departments from whom consultancy was sought. 

The consultancy services available in the college are publicized through college website 

and personal interactions with the Captains of Industries.  The strength of the college lies in the 

fact that most of the entrepreneurs are the Alumni members of the College Management.  

Interactions with the leaders of the Industries take place in the Seminars/Conferences/ 

Conventions/Meetings of the Boards of Studies/Meetings of the Governing Body conducted by 

the College.  
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3.5.4 How does the College encourage the faculty to utilise the expertise for consultancy 
services?  

The Research and Development Committee (RDC) take care of the consultancy services 

with industries. The faculty members who are interested in consultancy services are 

identified by the Committee and it arranges interaction between the interested faculty and 

the industries.  It acts as a bridge between the industrial units and the members of the 

faculty.  Income generated from the consultancy is totally made available to the faculty 

members.  

3.5.5 List the broad areas of consultancy services provided by the College and the 
revenue generated during the last four years.

The broad areas of consultancy include:

 Effluent Treatment

 Ornamental Fish Culture

 Islamic Banking

 Vermicomposite

 Travel Management

 Medical Tourism

 Pilgrimage Tourism

 Interest free Co-operative Societies 

 Personality Development Programs 

 Human Resource Management

 Employee Motivation

 Work Culture

 Management Styles

3.6 Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension Activities  

3.6.1 How does the College sensitize the faculty and students on Institutional Social 
Responsibilities? List the social outreach programmes which have created an impact 
on students’ campus experience.  

The institution encourages students and staff of the NSS, NCC & YRC to involve 

themselves in many community-oriented activities. So far they have involved in 154 

programmes which have been very beneficial to the public particularly the rural folk. The 

students of B.B.A. and B.Com. (C.A.) courses are deputed to undergo training for a period of 
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one month and the students submit a report based on their training. The students have undergone 

training in reputed companies like Ashok Leyland, Chennai, EID Parrys Ltd. etc.

The students undergo Institutional Training in various business establishments at 

different places like Chennai, Vellore, Ambur, Vaniyambadi etc. for a period of 30 days. Further 

they prepare Project Report based on their training under the supervision of eminent and 

experienced faculty.

3.6.2  How does the College promote College-neighborhood network and student 
engagement, contributing to holistic development of students and sustained 
community development?

The College conducts Community Oriented Programs on health awareness, like cancer, 

swine flu, diabetes, heart diseases, kidney diseases, eye diseases, AIDS, blood borne viral 

diseases. Programs such as awareness on Global Warming, Afforestation, Environmental 

Cleanliness, Franchise Awareness, Human Rights Awareness, RTI Awareness, Traffic Rules, 

First Aid, Blood Donation Camps are conducted in the surrounding rural & tribal areas.  Apart 

from this cleaning of religious places and schools is done by the NSS volunteers and free 

coaching for 10th and plus two students, repairing of  road and road building activities etc. are 

promoting community development in the neighbourhood.

3.6.3  How does the College promote the participation of students and faculty in Extension 
Activities including participation in NSS, NCC, YRC and other National/ 
International agencies? 

The Institution encourages all the faculty members and the students to involve themselves 

in NSS, NCC, YRC, RRC and ROTARACT community - oriented activities. 

The Extension Activity is included as part of curricula. The students are awarded marks 

for their participation in these activities and marks are incorporated in their statement of marks.  

The College rewards the students who have done meritorious community-oriented services by 

presenting a Certificate of Merit. The faculty members are also awarded certificates of 

appreciations for their contribution to community development projects. 

3.6.4   Give details on social surveys, research or extension work (if any) undertaken by the 
College to ensure social justice and empower the under-privileged and most 
vulnerable sections of society?

The following are the programs undertaken by the College for ensuring social justice and 

empowerment of downtrodden sections of the society: 

 Under the UGC-sponsored Equal Opportunity Centre, a special lecture program on 

Empowerment of women was conducted in our College on 22-01-2011. The 
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program was designed to bring out the importance of social justice and the rights of 

women and their empowerment.

 A one day workshop on “visual/physical challenge is not a barrier to success” was 

conducted in which two visually-impaired professors from Pondicherry Central 

University addressed the visually challenged children. 

 The Youth Red Cross organized a program on Social Awareness entitled “Article 21-
the sole repository of right to life and personal liberty” in which the Chief Judicial 

Magistrate of Vaniyambadi addressed the constitutional importance of our 

Fundamental Rights enshrined in the Indian Constitution. 

 Even in Ph.D. programmes, topics like Feminism and Women’s Rights are taken up 

for research work.

 The College has been organising regularly Blood Donation Camps which have been 

very beneficial to the community at large.

 The College conducts surveys for identifying BPL families and provides inputs to the 

Government for identifying the problems of the downtrodden sections of the society.

 The College organized a programme for creating Voters’ Awareness as well as Civic 

Rights of the citizens to help the community understand their constitutional duties and 

rights. An eminent personality, former Chief Election Commissioner of Tamil Nadu 

Mr. Naresh Gupta, addressed the gathering. 

3.6.5 Give details of awards / recognition received by the College for Extension Activities / 
community development work.  

The following are the details of recognition received by the College for its community 

development work: 

 The faculty in-charge of Extension Activities of our College has been recognized 

by the Government at the district and state Levels for his meritorious services 

rendered.  Dr. H.S. Muthu Mohamed, Program Officer of the Youth Red Cross, 

received “Best Program Officer” Award from the Governor of Tamil Nadu.   

Apart from this Certificate of Appreciation and Mementos have been awarded to 

him in recognition of his services especially for organizing Blood Donation 

Camps. These awards have been received from the District Collector of Vellore 

for the past two academic years.  

 Our College has bagged the third rank at the district level in connection with the 

Blood donation camps.
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3.6.6 Reflecting on objectives and expected outcomes of the Extension Activities
organized by the College, comment on how they complement students’ academic 
learning experience and specify the values and skills inculcated? 

Apart from impacting the community and benefitting the society at large, the students 

have gained the following skills and imbibed the following values: 

 Leadership ability of the students could be seen in all through the activities of the 

College. 

 It was a learning experience for the students to see the problems of the needy 

sections of the society.  

 The civic awareness of the students improved enormously.  

 Students have been learning lessons of selfless service to the downtrodden 

sections of the society.  

 They have been learning the art of loving their fellow brethren 

 Service above self have been learning during this enriching period of community 

service which would be useful throughout their life.

3.6.7 How does the College ensure the involvement of the community in its outreach 
activities and contribute to the community development? Detail the initiatives of the 
College which have encouraged community participation in its activities.

The Extension Activities of various units of our College have made good impact on the 

community. Special camps conducted by NSS, YRC, RRC and Rotaract Clubs like Cancer 

Awareness, Awareness on Eye Diseases, Heart Diseases, Kidney Diseases, Diabetes, Swine Flu  

and AIDS Awareness Programs have helped the public as well as students to develop health 

awareness. Those programs also helped the rural folk to keep healthy. The extension units of our 

College have been organizing three blood donation camps every year in association with the 

Government Hospital, Vaniyambadi.  The local and poor people from this area get benefitted. 

3.6.8 Does the College have a mechanism to track the students’ involvement in various 
social movements / activities which promote citizenship roles?

The Extension Activities are the part of curricula, this inbuilt mechanism keeps track of 

the students involvement in social activities and promotion of Citizenship Role.  It maintains a 

foolproof attendance record of the students in these activities and awards marks on the basis of 

their contribution to the community and these marks are incorporated in their statement of marks.  
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3.6.9 Give details on the constructive relationships (if any) with other institutions in the 
nearby locality in working on various outreach and Extension Activities.

 The College has entered into MoU with  the Govt. Hospital, Vaniyambadi for 

Blood Donation Camp, Health Awareness Programmes etc. 

 Through FoP (Friends of Police) our college is assisting the police in regulating 

the traffic during peak hours. 

 In collaboration with the Rotary Club of Vaniyambadi, the College is rendering 

several community extension services.  

3.6.10 Give details of awards received by the institution for Extension Activities
and/contributions to the social/community development during the last four years.

The following are the details of recognition received by the College for its community 

development work: 

 The faculty in-charge of Extension Activities of our College has been recognized 

by the Government at the district and state Levels for his meritorious services 

rendered.  Dr. H.S. Muthu Mohamed, Program Officer of the Youth Red Cross, 

received “Best Program Officer” award from the Governor of Tamil Nadu.   Apart 

from this Certificates of Appreciation and Mementos have been awarded to him in 

recognition of his services especially for organizing blood donation camps.  These 

awards have been received from the District Collector of Vellore for the past two 

academic years.  

 Our College has bagged the third rank at the district level in connection with the 

Blood donation camps.

3.7 Collaboration 

3.7.1 How has the College’s collaboration with other agencies impacted the visibility, 
identity and diversity of activities on the campus? To what extent has the College 
benefitted academically and financially because of collaborations?

The College has academic collaborations with the following Institutions and has gained 

academically for the benefit of students as well as the faculty members.  The academic 

gain can be seen in terms of Add-on Courses, Dual degrees, skill sets developed by the 

teaching staff and the students. 
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 Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU): The College has entered into 

formal collaboration with IGNOU under the new Convergence Scheme for enhancing the 

quality of teaching and learning process by providing flexible opportunities for learners.

The following are the additional courses introduced in the college under the MoU with 

IGNOU.

BCA

MCA

MBA

M.Sc. (DFSM)

M.A. Economics

M.A. English

M.A. Sociology

PG Diploma in Journalism and Mass Communication and 

Certificate Course in Functional English. 

 Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU) Study Centre :  

B.Sc. Botany

B.Sc. Mathematics 

Post Graduate Courses are in Urdu, History and English

Diploma Courses are in Museology, Tourism, Teach English and Journalism and 

Mass Communication

Certificate Courses are Proficiency in Urdu through English, Proficiency in Urdu 

through Hindi, Food and Nutrition and English for Urdu teachers.

 KAR Polytechnic College, Ambur:

The UGC has sanctioned our college to start one year certificate course in e-Commerce 

and Footwear Technology.  Our College has entered into a MoU with KAR Polytechnic 

College, Solur, Ambur, in connection with the practical classes In Footwear Technology.  

 US Consulate, Chennai:

Micro Scholarship English Access Program is organised in collaboration with the US 

Consulate, Chennai to help the students to develop their communicative skills. The 

faculty of English is trained to conduct the classes for Islamiah Boys’ Higher Secondary 

School and Islamiah Girls’ Higher Secondary School outside the working hours of the 

school. I Batch from November 2009 to December 2011 and II Batch from January 2012 
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to December 2013. Web conferences with experts from the USA are organised for 

interaction with our faculty and school students.

3.7.2 Mention specific examples of, how these linkages promote  

 Curriculum development

 Internship, On-the-job training  

 Faculty exchange and development

 Research, Publication

 Consultancy, Extension

 Student placement

 Any other, please specify

a) Curriculum development:

The Boards of Studies consist of industrialists also as members. This linkage helps to 

promote and implement the recent developments taking place in the industries.  Further, they 

help various academic bodies of the institution to update the curricula according to the emerging 

trends and changing circumstances by interactions.

b)Internship:

Through compulsory internship program, the students of B.B.A. and B.Com. (C.A) are 

deputed to undergo training in  various Banks in Vaniyambadi as well as Companies like Ashok 

Leyland, Chennai, EID Parry Ltd., Chennai, etc.  

b) ‘On-the-job’ training:

The students of the above two courses are required to undergo On-job training programs 

in the Departments of Accounts, Office and Marketing to get a feel of the job.

d) Faculty exchange and development:

We exchange the faculty members with linkage institutions like KAR Polytechnic on the 

add-on course Footwear Technology. Islamiah College and K.A.R. Polytechnic mutually 

exchange faculty members in handling classes. Our linkage with the U.S Consulate, Chennai, 

helps one of our faculty Mr. Khader Nawaz to undergo a teacher development program namely 

Texas Intensive English Program – a Certificate Course at Austin, Texas and Professional 

Enhancement Program in Phoenix and Arizona State University at the United States.
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e) Research:

Our College has entered into agreements with the neighbouring colleges such as Islamiah 

Women’s College, Vaniyambadi, M.K. Jain College for Women, Vaniyambadi, Priyadarshini 

Engineering College, Vaniyambadi, Sacred Heart College, Tirupattur, Mazharul Uloom College, 

Ambur, Voorhees College, Vellore, C. Abdul Hakeem College, Melvisharam, K.M.G College of 

Arts and Science, Gudiyattam and VIT University, Vellore. The faculty members of these 

colleges are undergoing Research Programs in our College.

f) Consultancy:

Institutions like Islami Baitul Mal and various social service organizations of 

Vaniyambadi have improved their performance because of the consultancy services.

g) Extension:

The Extension Activities of various units of our college have made good impact on the 

community. Special camps conducted by NSS, YRC, RRC and Rotaract clubs  like cancer 

awareness, awareness on eye diseases, heart diseases, kidney diseases,  diabetes, swine flu  and  

AIDS awareness programs have helped the public as well as students to develop health 

awareness. Those programs also helped the rural folk to keep healthy. The extension units of our 

College have been organizing three blood donation camps every year in association with the 

Government Hospital, Vaniyambadi.  The local and poor people from this area get benefitted.  

h) Publication:

The linkages with the neighbouring institutions have helped to enhance the number of 

publications in national and international journals.  Out of the 30 books published by various 

faculties of our college, most of the books are co-authored by faculties working in linkage 

institutions. 

i) Student Placement:

The linkage with KAR Polytechnic has enhanced the employability of those students, 

who have undergone the add-on course.

3.7.3 Does the College have MoUs nationally / internationally and with institutions of 
national importance/other universities/ industries/corporate houses etc.? If yes, 
explain how the MoUs have contributed in enhancing the quality and output of 
teaching-learning, research and development activities of the College?

Yes, the MoU has been signed between Vaniyambadi Tanners Enviro Control Systems 

(VANITEC), Vaniyambadi (a Central Effluent Water Treatment Plant to make 0% discharge of 

the Tannery effluents of Vaniyambadi leather industries) and Islamiah College. To ensure 
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involvement of science faculty in the prevention of environmental pollution, our staff members 

counsel the VANITEC regarding the innovative techniques in waste water management.

3.7.4 Have the College industry interactions resulted in the establishment / creation of 
highly specialized laboratories / facilities?   

The college has a formal collaboration with VANITEC for innovative techniques to be 

used in effluent treatment plants manufacturing high quality leather with new trends in 

purification process by using biopolymers.

Any additional information regarding Research, Consultancy and Extension, which the 

institution would like to include.  

 Linkage by individual staff member with outside agencies needs to be institutionalized.

 Independence is given to departments and members of staff to develop linkages with 

other institutions.  The details are as follows:  

 Department of Mathematics – Ramanujam Institute of Mathematical Science, 

Chennai.

 Department of Physics – Vainubappu Observatory, Kavalur;  Bharathiar University, 

Coimbatore, Karpagam University, Coimbatore, Crystal Growth Centre, Anna 

University, Chennai and VIT University, Vellore.

 Department of Chemistry – Annamalai University, Chidambaram and VANITEC, 

Vaniyambadi

 Department of Commerce (Computer Applications) – Ashok Leyland, Chennai, EID 

Parry Ltd., Chennai, CAMEO Consultancy, Chennai, LIC, Chennai,  IOB, Chennai.

 The College regularly organizes at least one Seminar every year along with at least 

two preparatory Workshops. Students under the guidance of faculty are encouraged to 

take up projects and actively participate in the preparatory Workshops and Seminars 

to present papers.

 The number of journals subscribed in the library has increased.

 It is a regular phenomenon in many departments to initiate students to take research 

projects and to encourage them to read and discuss recently published international 

and national papers.

 The Internet facility is made available in every department and library.

 The number of computers has increased to 156.
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 To encourage consultancy, norms are set up.

 By collaborating with NGOs and eminent personalities from different fields, various 

Extension Activities are planned and executed effectively.

 Microscholarship English Access Programme of US is introduced. As a result, 110 

students of both Islamiah Boys’ Higher Secondary School and Islamiah Girls’ Higher 

Secondary School are benefitted in improving their communicative skills. These 

classes are conducted by our English faculty outside the working hours of the school.

CRITERION IV: INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES

4.1 Physical Facilities

4.1.1 How does the College plan and ensure adequate availability of physical 
infrastructure and ensure its optimal utilization?

The College Management plans and provides all infrastructure facilities and they are fully 
utilized. The College runs in a Day College and Evening College mode. Aided courses are 
conducted in the first shift and the unaided courses in the second shift. The College Management 
makes sure that well ventilated classrooms are made available for lectures, the state of the art 
labs are provided to science students for practical classes. Fully equipped computer lab is 
available for all computer related courses. For ICT mode of teaching, Multimedia Halls are 
provided.  Language Lab is available for enhancing language skills of the students. For the 
development of sports and athletics of both staff and students, the College has provided
playgrounds and indoor stadium. The College Library is one of the best Libraries available in the 
Thiruvalluvar University area and has well-ventilated reading room and internet centre. The 
users are provided with photocopying, scanning and other facilities. e-Journals and e-Books are 
provided to the users.  Study Centres of IGNOU and Maulana Azad National Urdu University 
are housed within the campus. Canteen and Dining Hall facilities are available for the students 
and staff. For the convenience of the students, a Book Store and Bank is housed within the 
College campus. Parking facilities are provided both for the staff and the students. The College 
has an auditorium named after the renowned Urdu poet “Dr. Allama Iqbal”.

The institution ensures the optimal utilization of the available infrastructure by effective 
participatory planning.

 The institution plans curricula for the students of various combinations so that their 
schedules in laboratories and class rooms are staggered thereby putting the available 
infrastructure to maximum use.

 The common Seminar Hall is used for multiple activities such as co-curricular activities 
and staff meetings and for conducting seminars/symposiums/conferences/workshops etc.
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 The Allama Iqbal Auditorium is used for conducting Blood Donation Camps, 
Immunization, as well as for holding seminars/symposiums/workshops/conferences/ 
public meetings/ graduation day celebrations/college day functions for accommodating a 
large gathering.

 The audio–visual facility is also used by the neighbouring institutions.

 The institution houses IGNOU and MANUU Study Centres which make use of the 
infrastructure during holidays, vacation and after college hours.

 In the evening, Un-aided courses like B.A. English, M.A. English, B.C.A., B.Sc. 
Software Computer Science, M.Sc. Physics, M.Sc. Biochemistry, M.Sc. Biotechnology, 
M.Sc. Computer Science are conducted.

 The infrastructure is used by other government institutions, public sector units for 
conducting various competitive examinations and functions.

 DST-FIST Lab is used by the research scholars of all the Departments of our College for 
interdisciplinary research and faculty of the neighbouring colleges.

 The sports space is also used by the neighbouring sports associations which strengthens 
neighbourhood network.

Thus the physical infrastructure is optimally utilized.

4.1.2 Does the College have a policy for creation and enhancement of infrastructure in 
order to promote a good teaching-learning environment? If yes, mention a few 
recent initiatives.  

Yes, the College has a policy for creation and enhancement of infrastructure in order to 
promote a good teaching-learning environment.

 A Central Library with modern facilities are created

 Research Lab for Science departments and Multimedia Hall for Computer Science 
department

 The DST-FIST Research Lab with sophisticated instruments

 Power Generator with a capacity of 62.5 KVA

 New Administrative Block for prompt services and providing corporate environment

 New Indoor Stadium with the state of the art sports facilities

 Construction of a sophisticated swimming pool is in progress 
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4.1.3 Does the College provide all departments with facilities like office room, common 
room, separate rest rooms for women students and staff?  

Yes, all departments are provided separate rooms for the staff, there is a separate 
common staff room in which newspapers are made available to the staff members. The College 
also has fully equipped restroom for women students, though it is a college meant for boys this 
rest room is used by women students who come for writing various examinations and attending 
seminars.

4.1.4 How does the College ensure that the infrastructure facilities meet the requirements 
of students/staff with disabilities?

The campus is made disabled friendly. A ramp is constructed for physically disabled 
students to access the classroom, office and library. Supporting staffs are also available on 
request.  During examination time differently-abled students are given seating arrangements on 
the ground floor providing them all assistance for comfortable seating. Further, Equal 
Educational Opportunities are given to disabled persons in getting admission to various courses 
both in the UG and PG courses. Guidance and counselling are offered to them to gain successful 
employment in the public as well as private sectors. They are given fee concessions as per the 
Government directives. The institution takes much effort in getting various concessions/ 
scholarships offered by the Government/private organizations/ Self Help Groups/Management
for them.

4.1.5 How does the College cater to the residential requirements of students? Mention    

 Capacity of the hostels and occupancy (to be given separately for men and women)

 Recreational facilities in hostel/s like gymnasium, yoga center, etc.

 Broadband connectivity / Wi-Fi facility in hostel/s. 

The College Hostel caters to the needs of the students coming from far of places.  
Recreation facilities are provided to the students. The College has a very good Gymnasium and 
an impressive Indoor Stadium.

The College Hostel has three floors with plinth area of   9600 sq.ft.  located  in 10 acres 
of land with beautiful landscape. As ours is a men’s college provision of separate hostel for 
women does not arise. It is to be noted that recently the students from far off places do not seek 
admission in our College. Students from nearby places have good transportation facilities. 
Therefore the hostel facility is not required. 

Two separate Hostels run by the State Government, one for BC students and the other for 
SC students are utilised by the students.
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4.1.6 How does the College cope with the health related support services for its students, 
faculty and non-teaching staff on the campus and beyond?  

The College has a permanent Medical Officer who is contacted by the students and staff 
alike whenever they have any ailment. The same facility is extended to the boarders of the Hostel 
as well. Regular health check ups of the students are arranged for day scholars as well hostlers.

4.1.7 What special facilities are made available on the campus to promote interest in
sports and cultural events?

The College has provided various infrastructure facilities for the department of physical 
education & Sports. The various sports fields, courts &tracks are provided in 15 acres of land.  
The various sports and games organized are as follows:

• Athletics                                             • Foot Ball

• Basket Ball • Gymnasium

• Ball Badminton • Hand Ball

• Badminton • Kabaddi

• Boxing • Kho Kho

• Cricket • Hockey

• Chess • Tennikoit

• Carom • Volley Ball

• Cycling • Dodge Ball

• Table Tennis • Martial Arts

AUDITORIUM

The College has an Auditorium by name “Dr. Allama Iqbal Auditorium” with the seating 
capacity of 600 cater to the needs of the College for educational activities, academic/curricular 
programmes, co-curricular programmes and cultural programmes. 

MULTIMEDIA HALL

The College has two Multimedia Halls equipped with software and hardware. The 
Multimedia Halls are air-conditioned. It has a comfortable seating capacity of 75 with a writing 
pad. 

SEMINAR HALL

A spacious and fully air-conditioned Seminar Hall accommodating 200 persons Audio-
visual aid, OHP, LCD, uninterrupted power supply and generator facilities are available.
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OPEN AIR THEATRE

The Audio Visual Department of the College screens social programs, International 
events, science fiction etc. for the benefit of the students in the open Air Theatre of the College. 

SPORTS

In case of sports, the College has well maintained extensive playgrounds for most of the 
outdoor games. Indoor games are also available for the students. Students are given incentives 
for sports activities. 

GYMNASIUM

The College has a Gymnasium and it is kept open from 6am to 8am and 4pm-6pm on all 
working days.  The students are given intensive training for physical fitness, best physique, 
weight lifting and power lifting competitions.

SWIMMING POOL

To cater to the needs of the students and to train them in water sports, a Swimming Pool 
at an estimated cost of Rs. 60 lakhs out of which UGC has sanctioned 40 lakhs is under 
construction. It will cater to the needs of the students, faculty, and other inmates of the hostel. 
The swimming pool will be managed by two Coaches.

INDOOR STADIUM

The Indoor Stadium at an estimated cost of Rs. 1 crore 30 lakhs out of which 70 lakhs is 
funded by UGC is under construction with multi-colour markings which includes 2 Volley Ball 
courts and 4 Shuttle Badminton courts. It is one of the Jewels of the College in terms of its 
capacity, sophistication and latest techniques and equipments. 

4.2 Library as a Learning Resource

4.2.1 Does the library have an Advisory Committee? Specify the composition of such a 
committee. What significant initiatives have been implemented by the committee to 
render the library, student/user friendly?

Yes, the College has an ICT & Library Advisory Committee consisting of 3 faculty 
members from different departments.   The following are the members of the committee.

1. Dr. G. Shakil Muhammad, Associate Professor of Physics (Coordinator)

2. Mr. P. Magizhan, Associate Professor of Computer Science

Functions of Library Committee:

 The College Library Committee assesses the library needs in terms of the infrastructure, 
instructions, research and service programs of the College and advises the Principal on 
matters of general Library policy, the development of Library resources and upon means 
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which may best integrate the Library program with other instructional, research and 
service activities of the College. 

 The Committee serves as a liaison group among the faculty, staff and students and the 
Library.

 The Committee arranges orientation programs for the students and the faculties for using 
e-Library resources effectively. 

 The policy proposals are discussed and administrative matters of importance are brought 
to the attention of the Committee by the Principal.  

 The members of the Committee communicate questions, complaints, inquiries and 
suggestions to the Principal and staff concerning Library policies and administrative 
procedures.

4.2.2 Provide details of the following:  

 Total area of the library (in Sq. Mts.)

Total carpet area of the Central Library       - 491.5 (sq.mts) 5,290 (in sq.ft.) 

 Total seating capacity

Seating capacity of the reading room 

in the Central Library - 150

 Working hours (on working days, on holidays, before examination days, during 
examination days, during vacation)

Working hours of the Library

 On working days 8 a.m.-7 p.m.

 On holidays 9 a.m.-2 p.m.

 On examination days 8 a.m.-7 p.m.

The Library functions for 280 days from 8.00 a.m. - 7.00 p.m. on all working days except 
Fridays (weekend holiday) and Government holidays.

 Layout of the library (individual reading carols, lounge area for browsing and relaxed 
reading, IT zone for accessing e-resources)

The Library is spacious enough to provide comfortable reading to the users.  It is well 
ventilated and equipped with rest room facilities.  The users can access the books/ journals online 
by getting the password from the librarian. The Library provides books/journals from any part of 
the world on loan basis from other libraries through online access. The Library is used not only 
by the staff and students of the college but also by the staff and students of neighbouring 
institutions.  
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 Access to the premises through prominent display of clearly laid out floor plan; 
adequate passage; fire alarm; access to differently-abled users and mode of access to 
collection)

A geographical plan of library is displayed for the users; since it is fully automated 
location of books/journals and other study material has become easy; there are fire extinguishers 
as well as fire alarm.  Ramp facility is available for the differently-abled students.

4.2.3 Give details on the library holdings

a) Print

(Books, back volumes and thesis)

a. Books & Text Books 63,844

b. Back volumes of Journals Since 1975

c Theses 259

b) Non Print (Microfiche, AV)

CDs and Audio-Visual facilities are available. 

c)   Electronic (e-books, e-Journals)

There are nearly 3000 National and International Journals which are accessed through the 
on-line services and more than 75,000 Books can also be accessed through INFLIBNET 
services. 

d)   Special collection 

(eg. Text book, Reference books, standards, patents)

a. Reference Books 25,537

b. Magazines 90

c. Current Journals

Indian  Journals

Foreign Journals

61

10

d. Peer Reviewed Journals 41

4.2.4 What tools does the library deploy to provide access to the collection?

 OPAC

The library follows Open Access System in which the users/borrowers are 
permitted to have complete access to the books through SOUL Software.  
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 Electronic Resource Management package for e-journals

The Library is fully automated and users can locate the books, journals and other 
study materials easily.  On line journals/e-books  are available through INFLIB 
NET  and  DELNET.

 Federated searching tools to search articles in multiple database .

 Library Website  (www.islamiahcollege.edu.in)                                                           

 In-house/remote access to e-publications 

The library provides password for its users to access the journals from remote.  
Journals from other library or publishers can be accessed with N-LIST.                  

4.2.5 To what extent is the ICT deployed in the library? 

 Library automation 

The Institution has a Central Library with 63,844 Books, 202 Journals and 11 
Dailies. The Library also makes use of services of inter-university centres like 
INFLIBNET. Various activities of the library like lending/purchase of books, 
stock-verification, book-bank etc. have been computerized. There is a separate 
reference section with proper seating arrangement. There is a proper cataloguing 
system in the Library. Reprographic and internet facilities are available in the 
Library.

 Total number of computers for public access 

The Library is equipped with 12 computers for public access and service.

 Total number of printers for public access  

The Library is equipped with two Printers, Scanners and Photocopiers.

 Internet band width speed     □ 2mbps  □ 10 mbps  □ 1 gb (GB)

COMPUTER SCIENCE LAB : 2 Mbps

DST-FIST LAB :  2 Mbps

LIBRARY :  2 Mbps

 Institutional Repository  

The Library has very rare manuscripts/books which are preserved by taking 
necessary steps for preservation.

 Content Management System for  e-learning

There are nearly 3000 National and International journals which are accessed 
through the online services and more than 75,000 Books can also be accessed through 

www.islamiahcollege.edu.in
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INFLIBNET/DELNET services.  On all working days of the college, the students use the 
facilities during library hours.  Students and research scholars can utilize the internet
services and access the online journals.

 Participation in Resource sharing networks/consortia (like Inflibnet) 

The Library services are computerized. The Institution makes use of INFLIBNET/
SOUL.2 Software.

4.2.6 Provide details  

 Average number of walk-ins - 500

 Average number of faculty visiting the library/day      - 25

 Average number of students visiting the library/day - 300

 Average number of books issued/returned - 200

 Ratio of library books to students  enrolled - 1:30

 Average number of books added during last three years  - 6000

 Average number of login to OPAC                                - 225

 Average number of login to e-resources                         - 100

 Average number of e-resources downloaded/printed - 25

 Number of information literacy trainings organized(last three years)- 3

4.2.7 Give details of the specialized services provided by the library 

 Manuscripts 

Ours is one of the oldest libraries in the whole of Thiruvalluvar University area.  
The library is equipped with rarest of the rare collections of various books in 
different disciplines. Apart from this, a good collection of journals, periodicals,
online books and online journals. The innumerable collection of books on 
general areas of studies like personality development, Islamic studies, 
environmental and ethical areas.  These resources have been optimally used by 
all the students and faculty members.    

 Reference    

Archives section is functioning as reference section by the user community. The 
Institution Archives houses a collection of historical records, documents, 
pictures, archival materials and memorabilia of Islamiah College. Among the 
archives collection are the Islamiah College publications, books and periodical 
articles written by the faculty.
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 Reprography

The Library is equipped with the following facilities for Photocopying, scanning 
and state of the art technology for the borrowers/users for making copies of the 
materials.

 ILL (Inter Library Loan Service)

Through DELNET the library borrows books/journals for the users.

 Information Deployment and Notification

New Arrivals in the library are informed to the faculty members and students 
through display in the library notice board.   Research scholars and faculty are 
informed about the new arrivals and given user ID and password for access to 
new online journals. Other purchased hardcopies of journals, books and 
magazines are displayed in the racks.

 Internet Access

Internet access is available in the Library. Students from other institutions are 
also permitted on request from their home institutions.

 Downloads

Staff and students can access the Internet free of cost. They are provided with 
username and password.

 Printouts

All photocopying and printing is subject to copyright regulations. Photocopiers 

and printers are available in the Print room on the ground floor and a reasonable 

amount is collected for photocopying of library materials from students and 

external users.

 Reading list/ Bibliography compilation

Automated list of books and journals  including back volumes is available in the 

library for easy location of the required materials.

 In-house/remote access to e-resources

There are nearly 3000 National and International journals which are accessed 
through the online services and more than 75,000 Books can also be accessed 
through INFLIBNET services. The Library provides password for its users to 
access the journals from remote. Journals from other library or publishers can be 
accessed with NLIST.           
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On all working days of the College, the students use the facilities during library 
hours.

 User Orientation

The entire mechanism described above is user-friendly and comfortable in all 
respects to the users. The Library takes stock of problems which may crop up for 
the users and remedial measures are undertaken on war footing. 

 Assistance in searching Database

 In addition to the above facilities, if the users face any problem in searching data 
bases, the Librarian and his staff members provide assistance.

 INFLIBNET/IUC facilities

Yes, the Library services are computerized. The Institution makes use of 
INFLIBNET/SOUL.2 Software and DELNET.

4.2.8 Provide details on the annual library budget and the amount spent for purchasing 
new books and journals. 

The following table details the amount spent for the purchase of books, journals for the 
past four years.

Year Amount spent
(₹)

2008-09 3,30,054
2009-10 3,58,449
2010-11 3,12,413
2011-12 3, 60,170

4.2.9 Does the library get the feedback from its users? If yes, how is it analysed and used 
for improving the library services.

Yes, the Library gets the feedback from its users. The College Library Committee studies 
the users’ need in view of the instructional, research and service programs of the College and 
advises the Principal on matters of general Library policy, the development of Library resources 
and synchronises the policy with the Library program with other instructional, research and 
service activities of the College. 

4.2.10 List the infrastructural development of the library over the last four years. 

The Library premises have been shifted to the newly constructed Library Block from 
March 7, 2011 which has all the facilities including computers, Internet, INFLIBNET/SOUL.2 
Software and reprographic facilities as given below.
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Facilities
Computers Internet Reprographic Online Library Network 

facility
10 Two 

connections
Printer - 2

Scanner - 2
Photocopier-2

Provided with 10 
Computers for 
the access of 

staff and students

INFLIBNET
N-LIST 

Programme
DELNET

4.2.11 Did the library organize workshops for students, teachers, non-teaching staff of the 
College to facilitate better Library usage?

Yes, the Library conducts every year State-level Workshop on “User Awareness Program 
on Access to e-Resources” and other relevant programs for students, teachers and non-teaching 
staff to facilitate better Library usage. During the year 2012-13, an awareness programme was 
conducted sponsored by the INFLIBNET.

4.3 IT Infrastructure  

4.3.1 Does the College have a comprehensive IT policy addressing standards on IT 
Service Management, Information Security, Network Security, Risk Management 
and Software Asset Management?   

The College policy is IT savvy: Every aspect of administration starting from enrolment to 
issues of mark lists to the students is automated. The College utilises bio-metric attendance for 
teaching and non-teaching staff. Information security and network security are taken care of by 
professionals and these matters are outsourced to the external agencies. 

4.3.2 Give details of the College’s computing facilities (hardware and software). 

 Number of systems with configuration

There are totally 240 systems available in various departments/laboratories, networking 
centres and multimedia laboratories of the College. 

 Intel Core i3, Dual Core, Core 2Duo

 2 GB RAM to 3 GB RAM

 LCD Monitors

 160 GB  To 500GB Hard Disk

 Multimedia System
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The list of computers available in campus are shown below

DEPARTMENT NUMBER OF COMPUTERS

1. HISTORY 01

2. ENGLISH 01

3. MATHEMATICS 06

4. PHYSICS 05

5. CHEMISTRY 01

6. BIOCHEMISTRY 02

7. BIOTECHNOLOGY 01

8. COMPUTER SCIENCE 180

9. COMMERCE (GENERAL) 01

10. COMMERCE (F & A) 01

11. COMMERCE (C.A.) 01

12. TAMIL 01

13. URDU/ARABIC 01

14. BBA 01

15. HINDI 01

16. LIBRARY 12

17. CONTROLLER OF EXAM 04

18. COLLEGE OFFICE 09

19. IGNOU OFFICE 03

20. DST-FIST LAB 15

21. PHYSICAL EDUCATION 01

22. Career Guidance & Placement Cell 01

23. Common Computer Centre 25

24. Laptops for multipurpose use 04

TOTAL 278
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 Computer-student ratio

1:9

 Dedicated computing facility

The College has a common computing centre.  PG students, research scholars, 
faculties of all departments make use of this facility.  It works between 9 a.m. and 
5 p.m.  The college does not charge any amount for the above facility. 

 LAN facility

All the wings of the office and Departments are inter-connected with LAN through 
optical fibre cables.  

 Propriety software / Open source softwares

Linux

 Number of nodes/ computers with internet facility

The College has 10 lines of Broadband internet connectivity for use of 
Administration, Library, faculty and students of various departments.  Internet and 
network connectivity is provided through this facility. Multimedia Halls and FIST 
lab are provided with broadband facility.  The administrative department of the 
College has a separate internet connectivity which is inter-connected to all the 
departments. 

 Any other

Many of the faculty members have developed power point oriented class room 
materials, reading materials, online packages/reading materials necessary for their 
disciplines. 

The College website is maintained and updated by computer science department. The 
website of our college is designed with the help of an external web designer.  The website is 
useful for the faculty members and students. The faculty members use this to advertise their 
expertise in the research fields. Further, the examination results are published on the website.  
Students make the best use of the above facilities.

4.3.3 What are the institutional plans and strategies for deploying and upgrading the IT 
infrastructure and associated facilities?

The Institution has planned to have a Common Instrumentation Centre and Wi-Fi Centre 
for students and staff. It is also planned to introduce video-conferencing facility for experts -
students interaction.

Whenever there is a need for change in technology, efforts are on for upgrading it.
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4.3.4 Give details on access to online teaching and learning resources and other 
knowledge, and information provided to the staff and students for quality teaching, 
learning and research. 

All the departments are provided with computers in their departments. The computers are 
networked and equipped with internet facility.   The faculty members and students make the best 
use of the above facility. Further, the research scholars and PG students of all the departments 
are provided access to internet connectivity in the common networking centre (DST-FIST 
sponsored). Efforts are on to make the entire campus Wi-Fi enabled and the Government of 
Tamil Nadu is generous enough in distributing free laptops to all the final year students of our 
College. Computer Science faculty and students have their own computer Centre.  

The College has a common computing centre.  PG students, research scholars, faculty of 
all departments make use of this facility.  It works between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.  The College does 
not charge any amount for the above facility. 

4.3.5 Give details on the ICT enabled classrooms/learning spaces available within the 
College and how they are utilized for enhancing the quality of teaching and 
learning.

The faculty of various departments make use of the facilities available in the Networking 
Centre, Multimedia Hall and the Seminar Hall. These centres have LCD projectors, LCD 
Monitors, VCD Player, INTERNET connectivity and CD materials. They help the faculty to 
handle their classes, with ICT orientation and with the upto date information. Before establishing 
the internet connectivity, the educational programmes of the UGC were telecasted through T.V 
for enriching knowledge of the students.

4.3.6 How are the faculty facilitated to prepare computer aided teaching-learning 
materials? What are the facilities available in the College or affiliating University 
for such initiatives?  

Our faculty members are computer-savvy and have developed power point oriented class 
room materials, reading materials, online packages necessary for their disciplines. 

The faculty make use of the facilities available in the networking centre and Multimedia 
Hall. This centre has LCD projector, LCD Monitor, VCD Player, INTERNET connectivity and 
CD materials.  It helps the faculties to handle their classes, with ICT orientation and with up to 
date information. 

This facility is also extended to Auditorium and Seminar Hall where seminars/
conferences/symposia/workshops are organized for large number of students.
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4.3.7 How are the computers and their accessories maintained? (AMC, etc.)

The computers and their accessories are regularly monitored and maintained by the 
technical assistants of the respective departments. Sometimes experts in the field of service are 
also outsourced. The department of Computer Science maintains all the computers in the campus 
regularly.

4.3.8 Does the College avail of the National Knowledge Network connectivity directly or 
through the affiliating University? If so, what are the services availed of?  

The College makes use of MHRD subsidized VPN Internet connectivity from BSNL for 
enhancing learning skills of the students and the faculty.

4.3.9 Provide details on the provision made in the annual budget for update, deployment 
and maintenance of the computers in the College? 

On an average the budget allocation for update, deployment and maintenance of systems 
is around ₹ 10,73,963.

4.4 Maintenance of Campus Facilities 

4.4.1 Does the College have an Estate Office / designated officer for overseeing 
maintenance of buildings, class-rooms and laboratories? If yes, mention a few 
campus specific initiatives undertaken to improve the physical ambience.

The College has part-time Estate Officer for supervising the maintenance of all the 
buildings in the campus, including classrooms, labs, seminar hall and playgrounds etc. 

4.4.2 Does the College appoint staff for maintenance and repair? If not, how are the 
infrastructure facilities, services and equipment maintained? Give details. 

The College has an external and internal supervisors for the maintenance of all the 
buildings in the campus including class rooms, labs, seminar hall and playgrounds etc. 

Infrastructure and Equipment Maintenance and Services

Internal Supervisor External Supervisor

Audio and Generator A non-teaching staff from the 
Physics department

Once in every three months 
by Kirloskar India Pvt. Ltd.

Science Labs Outsourced to Professionals Outsourced to External 
agencies like Scientific  
Instruments Co.Ltd., Chennai

UPS in Computer Lab, 
Office, Seminar Hall, 
Auditorium, Multi-Media 
and Library

Maintained by a local 
Service Engineer [Lakshmi 
Batteries] for monthly 
maintenance 

Numeric Power Systems, 
Vellore - once in three 
months
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Reverse Osmosis A non-teaching staff from the 
Central Library 

Taj R.O Systems, 
Vaniyambadi

Computers Two programmers from the 
department of Computer Sc.

Vista Info Systems, Ambur

Electrical, Power Supply and 
Plumbing

A non-teaching staff from 
office and lab assistants from 
the Physics and Chemistry 
departments

Paramount Electricals
Contractor (Electricity 
Board), Vaniyambadi

Networking Service Executive Vista Info Systems, Ambur
College Website Computer Science 

Department
Mr. Ehtishamul Haq,
Chennai - Website Design 
and Maintenance 

Building Maintenance A non-teaching staff from 
office and  contractor

-

Any additional information regarding Infrastructure and Learning Resources, which the 
institution would like to include.  

 A computer laboratory and networking centre was set up during the year 2005 for the 
postgraduate and Research students from the DST-FIST amounting to Rs. 32 lakhs.  This 
centre has 12 computers, a LCD Projector, LCD Display, VCD Player, Internet facility 
etc. This centre also supports class room teachings for faculties of various departments. 

 An air-conditioned Multimedia Hall is provided with internet, DVD/VCD player, LCD 
Projector.  Multimedia Hall enables the teachers and students in its ICT based teaching 
and learning process.  Multimedia and Audio-Visual aids have been optimally used.  The 
websites have been regularly updated.   Internet facilities for the users in the campus are 
provided

 The College Management has taken efforts to enhance the infrastructural facilities for 
academic, administrative and extracurricular activities. A new administrative block at an 
estimated cost of 1 crore, a state-of-the-art Indoor Stadium and Swimming Pool are under 
construction.  The Management also supports establishment of UPS facilities for 
computer labs, power generator for campus, Wi-Fi connectivity, RO processed drinking 
water etc. as value addition and in support of various activities of our College. 

 Library:

INFLIBNET, DELNET, NLIST Facilities along with Reprography, scanner, reading 
cubicles, online section, talking zone etc. 

Wi-Fi connectivity is available inside the campus and the final year students are given Laptops 
free of cost.
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CRITERION V: STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION 

5.1 Student Mentoring and Support

5.1.1 Does the College have an independent system for student support and mentoring? If 
yes, what are its structural and functional characteristics?

The College has an independent Student Support and Mentoring System. Mentoring of 
the students for their overall growth and development started after becoming Autonomous. 
Along with teaching, the faculty members are assigned a batch of students for whom they can act 
as Mentors to guide whenever they require emotional and academic help. Every member of the 
staff organizes regular mentoring sessions.  The structure is that the Mentor will have the same 
batch for all the three years which enables him to understand the problems faced by the students 
throughout the course. Mentors are empowered to solve the problems of the mentees at their 
level.  Should there be any need for intervention from the higher authorities of the college like 
Head of the department, Principal and the Management, Mentors bring the matter to the higher 
ups. Mentors collect the feedbacks from their mentees and forward/suggest to IQAC for 
necessary improvements.

5.1.2 What provisions exist for academic mentoring apart from class room work?

Academic mentoring is an additional service rendered by every faculty member to his 
wards assigned.  The mentor organizes regular mentoring sessions and helps the wards in solving 
their academic and personal problems. The Mentor takes a lot of interest in the academic 
progress of the mentees and if need arises he arranges for special classes with the help of the 
other members of the department. The overall result shows an overwhelming improvement.

5.1.3 Does the College provide personal enhancement and development schemes for 
students? If yes, describe techniques employed e.g., career counselling, soft skill 
development, etc.

Career counselling has become an internal part of the College. Every department 
counsels the students regarding the career opportunities and the students are equipped with to 
face the harsh realities through personality development programs. Soft skills is an integral part 
of the graduation program and the students are to take a paper on Soft Skills for four semesters.

5.1.4 Does the College publish its updated prospectus and handbook annually? If yes, 
what are the activities / information included / provided to students through these 
documents? Is there a provision for online access?  

Yes, the Prospectus and Handbook are published annually by the Institution. The 
Prospectus contains  information relevant to admission like courses offered, fee structure, faculty 
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details, facilities available like library, labs, hostel, career opportunities for different courses of 
study etc. The prospectus is distributed to  students along with the application form at the time of 
enrolment.  A Handbook containing information regarding history of the college, office bearers 
of the Management, faculty members, various committees of the college, rules and regulations 
concerning conduct of students and examinations, Prizes, extra and co-curricular activities 
available like N.C.C, N.S.S, sports etc. is distributed to all undergraduate, postgraduate students 
and research scholars of the College.

The college has a website (www.islamiahcollege.edu.in) which is updated regularly. 
Valuable information is posted in the website relating to students such as courses available, 
details of different Committees, Alumni, Career Guidance, faculties of specialization etc.  The 
various academic and co-curricular and Extension Activities organized in our college are 
highlighted in the website. Students can download various applications and the results of 
semester exams are also made available in the website for the benefit of students.

5.1.5 Specify the type and number of scholarships / freeships given to students 
(UG/PG/M.Phil/Ph.D./Diploma/others in tabular form) by the College Management 
during the last four years. Indicate whether the financial aid was available on time. 

The College Management* gives a number of scholarship and freeships to all the UG and 
PG students and the financial Aid reach them in time.

Type of Scholarship Year No. of Students benefitted Amount (in Rs.)

Students’ Aid Fund

2011-12 41 36,050

2010-11 46 33,170

2009-10 47 15,880

2008-09 41 16,000

Vaniyambadi Muslim 
Educational Society  

along with H.B.
Foundations

2011-12 21 60,455

2010-11
14 55,615

* There are innumerable Philanthropists as well as NGOs like Baitul Mal, H.B. 
Foundations who provide financial assistance to the students in addition to the College 
Management.

5.1.6 What percentage of students receives financial assistance from state government, 
central government and other national agencies? (e.g., Kishore Vaigyanik Protsahan 
Yojana (KVPY), SN Bose Fellow, etc.)

Majority of students get financial assistance from various agencies. Most of the students 
who join our College are from the rural areas and are from the marginalized sections of the 

www.islamiahcollege.edu.in
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society. The College makes every effort to get the financial assistance in the form of scholarship 
from the State and Central Governments. Some of the State Government scholarships are SC &
ST, MBC, BC and ADC scholarship besides the Agricultural Labour Scholarship, Beedi Labour 
Scholarship and Scholarship for Minorities from the Central Government for the religious and 
the linguistic minority students.

5.1.7 Does the College have an International Student Cell to cater to the needs of foreign 
students? If so, what measures have been taken to attract foreign students? 

The College has no International Student Cell since no foreign student has sought 
admission here.

5.1.8 What types of support services are available for

 overseas students
 physically challenged / differently abled students
 SC/ST, OBC and economically weaker sections
 students to participate in various competitions/conferences in India and 

abroad
 health centre, health insurance etc. 
 skill development (spoken English, computer literacy, etc.,) 
 performance enhancement for slow learners / students who are at risk of 

failure and dropouts
 exposure of students to other institutions of higher learning/ 

corporates/business houses, etc. 
 publication of student magazines

The various support services available are:

Physically Challenged/ differently-abled students:

The College offers several facilities to differently-abled students. Reservation is given for 
differently-abled students during admission and also college fee is waived for them. During 
Sports Day Celebrations separate events are organized for differently-abled students. During the 
examination time a separate hall is allotted in the ground floor. Mr. Muqtadil, a differently-abled 
B.Sc. (Computer Science) student of our College has been given immediate employment in the 
College Library.  

SC/ST, OBC and economically weaker sections:

A large number of our students belong to SC/ST and OBC community. Apart from 
regular classes, the college offers remedial coaching classes for the academically weak SC/ST 
and OBC students. Spoken English and Communication Skills are taught to the first year 
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students. The UGC-sponsored coaching classes for SC/ST students are also conducted for 
NET/SET and competitive exams like TNPSC, IAS, IPS etc.  The SC/ST and OBC students are 
also given Book Bank facility in the central Library.

Students to participate in various competitions/conferences in India and abroad
Every Department encourages its students to participate in various competitions.  

Whenever, seminars/conferences/workshops are arranged by the neighbouring colleges, the 
college provides all the required facilities for their participation.

The students are encouraged to write online competitive exams conducted by various 
organizations in the state as well as outside the state.  The students in addition to getting 
exposure to online examinations, get certificates of merit.  

Mr. Gundu Mubasshir Firdousi, a B.Sc. Computer Science student, visited the United 
States as part of a Program organised by the Office of International Programs and Services of the 
University of Alabama which included the study of U.S. Democracy, Gender Issues under Study 
of U.S. Institutes (SUSI).

Health Centre, Health Insurance etc.:
 A Health Care Unit has been formed under the guidance of a Doctor for the periodic 

health check-up of our students.
 Every student is required to undergo a medical check-up compulsorily.

 All the students of our College are covered by a General Insurance Policy of Rupees 
one lakh per student.

 Two staff members of our College have been entrusted with organizing the Health 
Care Programs.

 The College has sanitized lavatories and R.O. purified water for the better health of 
the students.

Skill Development (Spoken English, Computer Literacy etc.):
Most of the students who seek admission in our College are from the rural background 

and they study their subjects in regional languages. The College arranges Special Spoken English 
classes after regular class hours to develop their skill.  Similarly, the department of Computer 
Science arranges special classes for non computer students for improving computer literacy skill 
set of the students.  

Performance enhancement for slow learners / students who are at risk of failure and 
dropouts:

The mentoring system available in the College enables the identification of slow learners, 
mediocre and meritorious students. The slow learners are given special care by adopting the 
following practices:
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 Tutorials, discussions, interactions and remedial coaching classes.

 Personal, academic and social counselling.

 Concept clarification and problem solving exercises.

 Bilingual explanations and discussions.

 Provision of simple but standard lecture notes/course materials.

 Revision of topics and practical classes.

 Steps to enhance their communication skills, art of reading, writing and learning.

 Trial Tests and Mock Examinations.

 Monitoring their progress at every CIA and End semester examinations.

 Adopting Audio Visual teaching method.

Exposure of students to other institutions of higher learning/ corporates/business houses, 
etc.:

The College regularly arranges Seminars, Workshops and Symposia in which eminent 
personalities from higher learning institutes like IIT, IIM, Corporate Houses and various 
Universities were invited to deliver special lectures. They highlight the opportunities available in 
other institutions.

Publication of Student Magazines:

The College publishes its Magazine “Mash-al” annually. Students are encouraged to 
write articles for the College Magazine in different languages viz. English, Tamil, Urdu, Arabic
and Hindi.

5.1.9 Does the College provide guidance / coaching classes for Civil Services, Defense 
Services, NET/SLET and any other competitive examinations? If yes, what is the 
outcome? 

The College organizes coaching classes for different categories of students of our College 
and neighbouring Colleges for Entry into Civil Services. Separate Coaching classes are 
conducted for SC/ST and minority students of our College for Civil Services Exams.  The 
UGC’s funding for SC/ST and Minority Students coaching for civil service exams are used for 
the purpose. NET/SLET coaching classes have been very successfully conducted during the past 
few years.
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5.1.10 Mention the policies of the College for enhancing student participation in sports and 
extracurricular activities through strategies such as 

 additional academic support, flexibility in examinations 
 special dietary requirements, sports uniform and materials 
 any other  

Students who excel in sports activities are given all the help like diet, uniforms and sports 
materials. Such sportsmen who are away for a long time are given extra coaching so that they 
can compensate their loss of studies during the period of their absence.

5.1.11 Does the College have an institutionalized mechanism for placement of its students?
What services are provided to help students identify job opportunities, prepare 
themselves for interview, and develop entrepreneurship skills?

The College has a Career Placement Cell under the leadership of a senior professor and it 
has three members. The Committee makes arrangements for campus placements with the 
corporate in Chennai and Bengaluru. Students who do not have necessary skills for 
employability are equipped with skill sets required for making them industry ready.  They are 
given intensive training to appear for interviews and experts from far and wide are invited to give 
lectures and training in entrepreneurship skills. Campus interviews are also conducted now and 
then and many of our students have got appointments in various leading corporate bodies.   

5.1.12 Give the number of students selected during campus interviews by different 
employers (list the employers and the number of companies who visited the campus 
annually for the last four years). 

The Career Guidance and Placement Cell of the College facilitate campus interviews in 
order to get placement for able and efficient candidates.  Around 10% of our final year students 
get placement in good undertakings with decent entry point salary.  The following companies 
have conducted campus interviews in our Institution and selected many of our students in 
different positions:

 WIPRO

 Tata Consultancy Services (TCS)
 Corporation Bank
 Sutherland Technologies

 Bajaj Allianz
 Polyhose India Pvt. Ltd.

 Eureka Forbes

 All Zone Management Solutions Pvt.Ltd.

 West Asia Imports & Exports
 Emergency Management Research Institute ( 108 Ambulance Service)
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Around 13 campus interviews were organised in the past five years enabling around 190 
students to get placements in highly reputed institutions.  Apart from this a large number of 
students are placed in R&D Laboratories, Management Trainees, Professors, Government 
Services etc.

5.1.13 Does the College have a registered Alumni association? If yes, what are its activities 
and contributions to the development of the College?  

The College has an Alumni Association;  it takes extra interest in the activities of the 
College. The association has constructed a common staff room building; one more building is 
coming up with its support.  

5.1.14 Does the College have a student grievance redressal cell?  Give details of the nature 
of grievances reported and how they were redressed.  

All the grievances of the students are addressed by the Mentors themselves.  If grievances 
remain unresolved the matter is reported to the Student Grievance Redressal Cell. 

The students grievances are mostly related to examinations and scholarship disbursement.  
These issues are sorted out with the Controller of Examinations and the College office. It is 
gratifying to note that not a single issue has remained unresolved till date.

5.1.15 Does the College have a cell and mechanism to resolve issues of sexual harassment?  

The College is purely a Men's College.  The question of sexual harassment does not arise.

5.1.16 Is there an anti-ragging committee? How many instances (if any) have been 
reported during the last four years and what action has been taken on these?

There is an Anti Ragging Committee in the College consisting of seven Professors, a 
police official and a Press Reporter. All preventive steps are taken for checking and preventing 
the menace of ragging. Strict warnings are displayed in the notice boards and faculty members 
counsel the senior students not to indulge in ragging.  Any student can deposit ragging complaint 
in a box specifically meant for ragging related issues.    

At the time of admission an undertaking is taken from the students as well as parents to 
the fact that any ragging practice will subject them to disciplinary action.

All the steps described above have led to ragging free campus. 
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5.1.17 How does the College elicit the cooperation from all stakeholders to  ensure  overall  
development  of  the  students  considering  the curricular  and  co - curricular  
activities,  research,  community orientation, etc. ?  

The stakeholders of any academic institution are students, parents, teachers, 
administrators, management, university and society.  Students and parents have direct access to 
information about the syllabi and curricula. IQAC gets the feedbacks from the students and the 
mentors about the curricula, institution, and faculty once in six months, which will be another 
route to evaluate quality of academic program.  Course teacher and the members of the 
departments are solely responsible for planning of the syllabi and curricula respectively, which is 
subjected to change based on the feedbacks from stakeholders. The representation of Alumni and 
industrialists in Boards of Studies reassure the quality of the academic standard even before its 
implementation. The provisions for accommodating nominees from the UGC, Government, 
University, and Management in all academic and administrative bodies pave the way for 
successful involvement of all the stakeholders in all spheres of academic programs.  
The college updates curricula in accordance with the requirements of the employers, society and 
the local needs.  In this way, the College makes students employable, caters to the needs of the 
employers as well as the society.

5.1.18 What special schemes/mechanisms are in place to motivate students for 
participation in extracurricular activities such as sports, cultural events, etc?

The students are always motivated to take part in sports activities. The extra care taken 
has provided rich dividends.  Tournaments are arranged, sports clubs are formed, an Academy 
for Cricket and Martial Arts has been formed for motivating students to participate in sports and 
fitness activities of the college. 

The language departments such as Tamil, Urdu, Arabic, Hindi and English as well as 
major departments organized extra-curricular events for encouraging students and to bring out 
the hidden talents of the students. Kavirathiri, Mushaira, Urdu Day, Tamil Day are the annual 
cultural events of the College.  The College is known for these activities in the entire district. 

The College encourages sportsmen by providing various concessions and incentives 
like:

 Reservation for sports men in admissions

 Supply of sportswear and sports kits
 A multipurpose Gym provides an opportunity to the students to keep themselves fit

 State-of-the-art Indoor Stadium

 Half Olympic type Swimming Pool  is at the final stage of construction
 Financial assistance to students to attend various inter-collegiate and inter-

university Tournaments.
 Concession in attendance and arrangement of special classes
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5.1.19 How does the College ensure participation of women in ‘intra’ and ‘inter’ 
institutional sports competitions and cultural activities? Provides details of sports 
and cultural activities in which such efforts were made?

Since our College is a Men’s College, Women/Girls participation does not arise.

5.2 Student Progression 

5.2.1 Provide details of programme-wise success rate of the College for the last four years. 
How does the College compare itself with the performance of other autonomous 
Colleges / universities (if available) 

APRIL 2008

DEGREE BRANCH NO. APP. NO. PASS %  of PASS

B.A. History 28 21 75.00 

B.A. Economics 18 11 61.11 

B.B.A. 28 21 75.00 
B.A. Corporate 

Secretaryship 39 31 79.49 

B.Sc. Maths 40 23 57.50 

B.Sc. Physics 30 20 66.67 

B.Sc. Chemistry 40 24 60.00 

B.Sc. Biotechnology 31 27 87.10 

B.Sc. Biochemistry 23 13 56.52 

B.Sc. Computer Science 36 25 69.44 

B.Com. 50 25 50.00 

B.C.A. 31 17 54.84 

M.A. History 7 5 71.43 

M.Sc. Maths 12 3 25.00 

M.Sc. Chemistry 22 15 68.18 

M.Sc. Biochemistry 3 3 100.00 

M.Com. 20 5 25.00 

M.Sc. Computer Science 7 7 100.00 
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APRIL 2009

DEGREE BRANCH NO. APP. NO. PASS % of  PASS

B.A. History 21 10 47.62 

B.A. Economics 21 12 57.14 

B.B.A. 62 52 83.87 
B.Com. Corporate 

Secretaryship 67 36 53.73 

B.Sc. Maths 54 18 33.33 

B.Sc. Physics 28 18 64.29 

B.Sc. Chemistry 35 4 11.43 

B.Sc. Biotechnology 40 28 70.00 

B.Sc. Biochemistry 21 10 47.62 

B.Sc. Computer Science 45 31 68.89 

B.Com. 64 28 43.75 

B.C.A. 50 20 40.00 

M.A. History 9 8 88.89 

M.Sc. Maths 18 4 22.22 

M.Sc. Chemistry 12 5 41.67 

M.Sc. Biochemistry 4 3 75.00 

M.Com. 9 3 33.33 

APRIL 2010

DEGREE BRANCH NO. APP. NO. PASS % of  PASS

B.A. History 22 19 86.36 

B.A. Economics 21 14 66.67 

B.B.A. 65 53 81.54 
B.Com. Corporate 

Secretaryship 67 62 92.54 

B.Sc. Maths 55 19 34.55 

B.Sc. Physics 29 29 100.00 

B.Sc. Chemistry 34 34 100.00 
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B.Sc. Biotechnology 41 41 100.00 

B.Sc. Biochemistry 20 10 50.00 

B.Sc. Computer Science 63 56 88.89 

B.Com. 63 43 68.25 

B.C.A. 48 18 37.50 

M.A. History 9 9 100.00 

M.Sc. Maths 17 9 52.94 

M.Sc. Chemistry 13 4 30.77 

M.Sc. Biochemistry 1 0 -

M.Com. 3 1 33.33 

APRIL 2011

DEGREE BRANCH NO. APP. NO. PASS % 

B.A. History 14 7 50.00 

B.A. Economics 22 19 86.36 

B.B.A. 61 59 96.72 

B.Com. Corp. Secretaryship 56 51 91.07 

B.Sc. Maths 65 19 29.23 

B.Sc. Physics 44 12 27.27 

B.Sc. Chemistry 43 15 34.88 

B.Sc. Biotechnology 37 28 75.68 

B.Sc. Biochemistry 21 18 85.71 

B.Sc. Computer Science 43 39 90.70 

B.Com. 58 42 72.41 

BCA 46 15 32.61 

M.A. History 5 4 80.00 

M.Sc. Maths 21 10 47.62 

M.Sc. Chemistry 12 6 50.00 

M.Sc. Biochemistry 12 11 91.67 

M.COM 28 13 46.43 
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APRIL 2012

DEGREE BRANCH NO. APP. NO. PASS % 

B.A. History 20 11 55.00 

B.A. Economics 26 19 73.08 

B.B.A. 65 60 92.31 
B.Com. Corporate 

Secretaryship 60 46 76.67 

B.Sc. Maths 57 10 17.54 

B.Sc. Physics 42 23 54.76 

B.Sc. Chemistry 45 8 17.78 

B.Sc. Biotechnology 37 35 94.59 

B.Sc. Biochemistry 28 17 60.71 

B.Sc. Computer Science 35 29 82.86 

B.Com. 64 42 65.63 

B.C.A. 43 24 55.81 

M.A. History 9 9 100.00 

M.Sc. Math 38 28 73.68 

M.Sc. Physics 14 12 85.71 

M.Sc. Chemistry 25 18 72.00 

M.Sc. Biochemistry 13 12 92.31 

M.Sc. Biotechnology 8 8 100.00 

M.Sc. Computer Science 10 7 70.00 

M.Com. 31 17 54.84 

Student Performance
M.Phil.(2008 – 2012)

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Pass Percentage 100 100 92 97 97

Number of First Class 11 15 20 33 40

Number of Distinctions 3 1 3 2 4
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5.2.2 Providing the percentage of students progressing to higher education or 
employment (for the last four batches) highlight the observed trends. 

Around 50% of the students completing Under Graduation pursue Post Graduation in our 
Institution and other institutions and Universities of India. A substantial number of students join 
post-graduation courses in our Institution. The remaining students take up job in industries and 
other private Indian and other multi-national companies. Students who complete post graduation 
prefer to go for jobs. Even among postgraduates 25% of students come back to our institution for 
research. A good number of students do take up higher education in institutions located in other 
cities.

5.2.3 What is the Programme-wise completion rate/dropout rate within the time span as 
stipulated by the College/University?

The following are the completion and dropout rates of UG and PG students of the last 
two batches:

Batch Completion Rate Dropout Rate
UG PG UG PG

Batch I
95.1

(2008-11)
94.9

(2009-11)
4.9

(2008-11)
5.1

(2009-11)

Batch II
92.9

(2007-10)
93.6

(2008-10)
7.1

(2007-10)
6.4

(2008-10)

5.2.4 What is the number and percentage of students who appeared/qualified in 
examinations like UGC-CSIR-NET, UGC-NET, SLET, ATE/CAT/GRE/TOFEL/ 
GMAT / Central / State Services, Defense, Civil Services, etc.

All eligible students from our college are encouraged to take up competitive exams in 
order to attain higher qualifications and employment. The college has recently introduced 
NET/SLET coaching classes for prospective aspirants. Coaching classes are also organized for 
various competitive exams like TNPSC, Bank recruitment exams etc.

UGC-CSIR- NET & SLET 9
CAT/GRE/TOEFL/GMAT 36
Defence Services 75
State Govt. Services (TNPSC) 15

Mr. J. Parthiban, a B.Sc. (Mathematics) student of 2005-2008 Batch of our College, 
was the State Topper in the TNPSC Group II exams. 
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5.2.5 Provide details regarding the number of Ph.D/D.Sc./D.Litt. theses submitted, 
accepted, resubmitted and rejected in the last four years.

Department No. of Ph.D. theses awarded No. of Ph.D. theses submitted
History 07 3
Commerce 11 2
Chemistry 12 2

5.3 Student Participation and Activities 

5.3.1 List the range of sports and games, cultural and extracurricular activities available 
to students. Provide details of participation and program calendar.

Sports and Games:

The College has provided various infrastructure facilities for the Department of Physical 
Education & Sports. The various sports fields, courts & tracks are provided in 15 acres of land.  
The different sports and games organized are as follows:

 Athletics 
 Basket Ball

 Ball  Badminton
 Boxing

 Cricket

 Cricket net
 Chess 

 Carom 

 Cycling 

 Dodge Ball 

 Foot Ball
 Gymnasium

 Hand Ball
 Kabaddi

 Kho Kho

 Hockey
 Table Tennis

 Tennikoit

 Volley Ball

 Karate

The physical facilities required to conduct the above sports & events are available. 
Further, a state-of-the-art Indoor Stadium and a Swimming pool are under construction.

Cultural Events:

The linguistic departments play a pivotal role in organizing cultural activities of the 
college. The Department of Tamil organizes Muthamizh Vizha annually. During Muthamizh 
Vizha, Pattimanram (Tamil Debate), Kavirathiri (Poetry competition), Oratorical competition, 
essay writing and short-story writing competitions are conducted. Monthly workshop in 
composing Tamil poetry is conducted by the Tamil Department to bring out the hidden talents of 
the students.
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Every year Urdu Day is celebrated in the College with much fanfare. The Annual 
Mushaira (Urdu Poetry Function) organized by the College is very popular among the People of 
Vaniyambadi. They attend the Mushaira in large numbers. Urdu essay writing and oratorical 
competitions are organized in which students compete with pride and vigour.

Students’ Quiz competitions and Inter-collegiate cultural competitions are organized. Our 
students have participated and won many Prizes in various cultural competitions organized in 
different colleges across the State.

Extracurricular Activities:

The Institution believes in creating opportunities for overall development of the students. 
Hence it has created facilities like NCC, NSS, Enviro Club, Rotaract Club, Youth Red Cross 
Club and Citizen Consumer Club.

NCC: The NCC cadets participate in Combined Annual Training Camps, Army Attachment 
Camps, Advanced Leadership Camps regularly. They also attend National level Trekking camps, 
National level Republic Day Parade, Blood Donation camps and social awareness programmes. 

NSS: Students enrolling themselves in NSS involve themselves in rural awareness camp in 
which the students stay in a village for a week’s time and carry out programs like Anti-smoking, 
Anti-Dowry and Anti Child labour programmes, health, AIDS and educational awareness 
programmes and waste management etc.

Enviro Club: Students enrolling themselves in Enviro Club take up afforestation programme. 
The entire college campus is given a face lift with gardens raised by Enviro Club. Naming of 
trees and formation of vermi composite plant are the special features.

Youth Red Cross: The YRC conducts regular Blood Donation camps and Health Awareness 
Programmes. Several Social Service activities are being taken up by the volunteers of the Youth 
Red Cross.

Rotaract Club: 252 students of our college have enrolled themselves as Rotaract Club members 
who serve the community through various social service activities.

Red Ribbon Club: It organizes AIDS awareness programs in the surrounding villages.

Citizens’ Consumer Club: It organizes awareness programs on Consumer Rights, RTI (Right to 
Information Act) and Right to Vote campaign.
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5.3.2 Provide details of the previous four years regarding the achievements of students in 
co-curricular, extracurricular activities and cultural activities at different levels: 
University / State / Zonal / National / International, etc.

The following table gives information about students’ participation in sports activities 
during the last four years

Year Event Name Class Level of 
Participation

Achievement

2011-12 Cricket N.Mudasir Hasan III B.Com. 
(CS)

International Represented India 
in the India 
Srilanka Cricket 
Tournament

2011-12 Cricket A.Uzair III B.B.A. International Represented India 
in the India Sri 
Lanka Cricket 
Tournament

2011-12 Rugby A.Muthu I B.A. 
(History)

International Selected to 
represent India in 
the Asian Cup 
Rugby 
Championship

2011-12 Tennikoit G.Thirugnanam II B.Com. 
(CA)

National First Place in the
30th Junior 
National 
Tennikoit 
Championship

2011-12 Tennikoit E.Arivazhagan II B.Com. 
(CA)

National First Place in the 
Senior National 
Tennikoit 
Championship

2011-12 Dodge Ball G.Aejaz Ahmed

S.I.Nazeer Ahmed

I B.Com. 
(F&A)
I B.Com.

National Second Place in 
the 7th Senior 
National Dodge 
Ball 
Championship

2011-12 Karate P.Gopinath
S.Senthi Kumar

I B.Com. 
(CA)

National Third Place

2011-12 Kung-Fu R.Manigandan
A.Aravind Kumar

I B.Sc. (SW) South India First Place
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2010-11 Tennikoit E.Arivazhagan I B.Com. 
(CA)

National First Place in 29th

Junior National 
Tennikoit 
Championship

2010-11 Tennikoit G.Thirugnanam I B.Com. 
(CA)

National Second Place in 
29th Junior 
National 
Tennikoit 
Championship

2010-11 Athletics
(Marathon)

K.Muthu Kumar III B.A. (Eco) National 13th Place

2010-11 Athletics
(10000m)

K.Muthu Kumar III B.A. (Eco) National Second Place

2009-10 Badminton Aaquib 
Md.Arafath

III B.C.A. National Represented 
Thiruvalluvar 
University

2009-10 Kabaddi Vinoth Kumar
Arun Kumar

II B.Sc. (BC)
II B.A. (H)

National Represented 
Thiruvalluvar 
University

2009-10 4x100m 
Relay

Islamiah College 
Team

- University Winners

2008-09 Badminton T.Aaquib Md. 
Arafath
Kalai Prabakaran

II B.C.A.
II B.C.A.

National Represented 
Thiruvalluvar 
University

2008-09 Weight 
Lifting

Haneef III B.Com. National Represented 
Thiruvalluvar 
University

5.3.3 How often does the College collect feedback from students for improving the 
support services? How is the feedback used?

The College collects feedbacks from students every semester regarding the support 
services. On the basis of the feedbacks improvement is made and additional support services are 
enlisted.

5.3.4 Does the College have a mechanism to seek and use data and feedback from its 
graduates and employers, to improve the growth and development of the College?

Feedback is also collected from the alumni through e-mail communication and during 
their meetings. Feedback from employers is collected through personal interaction. Further 
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industrialists are involved in the Boards of Studies meetings.  They are also involved in drafting 
the syllabi according to the regional needs.

Feedbacks are collected in different formats. The filled-in forms are handed over to the 
IQAC for analysis. After a thorough analysis of results, IQAC suggests the improvements for the 
Academic / Administrative activities. The suggestions are placed before the Curriculum 
Development Committee for consideration. The Curriculum Development Committee in turn 
recommends various suggestions to Academic Council for implementation. Suggestions in 
connection with financial matters are forwarded to the Finance Committee and its 
recommendations are submitted to the Governing Body for approval.

5.3.5  How does the College involve and encourage students to publish   materials like 
catalogues, wall magazines, College magazine, and other material? List the major 
publications/ materials brought out by the students during the previous academic 
session.

The College encourages the students to write articles in the College magazine “Mash-al”
which is published annually. The articles written by the students are published along with their 
photographs to encourage the students.

5.3.6 Does the College have a Student Council or any similar body? Give details on its 
constitution, major activities and funding. 

The College has major subject associations. These associations conduct 
seminars/conferences for their respective disciplines. The Secretaries of the subject associations 
constitute Student Council at the College level. With the guidance of faculty members, the 
College Student Council conducts academic and cultural activities of the College.  

5.3.7 Give details of various academic and administrative bodies that have student 
representatives on them. Provide details of their activities.

The College has faculty associations for each discipline. The student associations 
organize academic activities of their departments. The Departmental Secretaries of the Subject 
Associations constitute Student Council at the College level. The Student Council is one of the 
major decision making body of the college regarding students issues.  It highlights student 
matters.
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Any additional information regarding Student Support and Progression, which the institution 
would like to include.  

The best practices adopted towards the students’ support and progressions are:

 Mr. Gundu Mubasshir Firdousi, a B.Sc. Computer Science student visited the 
United States as part of a Program organised by the Office of International 
Programs and Services of the University of Alabama which included the study of 
U.S. Democracy, Gender Issues under Study of U.S. Institutes (SUSI).

 Placement Cell and Career Guidance Cell

 Supplementary Examination, Instance Examination
 Departmental Associations

 Students’  participation in various Seminars

 Continuous monitoring of the progress of the students
 Accomplishment of overall personality development through extra-curricular and 

co-curricular activities
 Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
 Philanthropic support from Management

All these activities help in supporting the students in making them good citizens with 
leadership qualities, which is our ultimate mission.

CRITERION VI: GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 

6.1 Institutional Vision and Leadership 

6.1.1 State the vision and mission of the College.

Our Vision and Mission:

 PROVIDE MORE AND BETTER OPPORTUNITIES FOR HIGHER LEARNING AND 
RESEARCH

 DIVERSIFY COURSES OF STUDIES TO MAKE THEM MORE RELEVANT TO PRESENT 
DAY SOCIETAL AND INDUSTRIALS NEEDS.

 SYNTHESIZE ARTS AND SCIENCES WITH MORE MODERN TECHNOLOGICAL 
INNOVATIONS AND PROGRAMS.
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6.1.2 Does  the  mission  statement  define  the  College’s distinctive characteristics in 
terms of addressing the needs of   the society, the students  it  seeks  to  serve,  
College’s traditions  and  value orientations, vision for the future, etc.? 

The College has been reinventing itself in accordance with its vision and mission. The 
objectives of the College conform to the vision statement. The practices followed by the college 
address to the needs of the society, the students and future goals.  The course structure and every 
action of the college emanate from the visionary perspectives and missionary zeal of the 
College. 

6.1.3  How is the leadership involved in  

 ensuring the organization’s management system development, 
implementation and continuous improvement 

 interaction with stakeholders
 reinforcing culture of excellence
 identifying needs and championing organizational development (OD)?

Head of the institution is functioning as a transformational leader; he understands 
peoples’ mind and heart.  Cultural intervention strategy is the hall mark of the institution.  The 
head of the institution always tries to bring about transformation in the skill sets of the faculty 
and the students.  The organizational development programs are arranged in such a way that 
there is always a constant improvement in the excellence.  The head of the institution is driven 
by the following values. Needless to say, the institution is oriented towards the following beliefs 
and values: 

 Participatory democracy  

 Innovativeness and facilitations

 Team building 

 “People first” Policy

 Long term vision 

 Creativity 

 Synergy

 Trusting the People

 Capable of making courageous decisions

 Playing multidimensional role for the development of the institution
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6.1.4 Were any of the senior leadership positions of the College vacant for more than a 
year? If so, indicate the reasons.

No, normally it is filled immediately or within few months. The College has got a clear 
cut succession planning and therefore the positions remaining vacant does not arise.

6.1.5 Does the College ensure that all positions in its various statutory bodies are filled 
and conduct of meetings at the stipulated intervals? 

Yes, all positions of various statutory bodies like Governing Body, Academic Council 
and Finance Committee are immediately filled as they lie vacant. All meetings are regularly 
conducted as per the guidelines of the UGC.  Details of the meetings held during the years 
2010-11 and 2011-12 are given below: 

Academic / 
Administrative Bodies

No. of 
meeting 

conducted

Dates Decisions

Governing Body 4

01.11.2010
17.03.2011
30.10.2011
16.07.2012

Implementation of Autonomy, 
constitution of an Academic Council, a 
Finance Committee, Boards of Studies 
and a standing committee, approval of 
Budgets and UGC Autonomy Grant

Academic Council 3
09.11.2010
29.06.2011
24.03.2012

Implementation of UG & PG Syllabi, 
Examination Manual and M.Phil. Syllabi 
and Regulations

Finance Committee 5

27.10.2010
14.02.2011
16.03.2011
29.10.2011
11.07.2012

Recommendation for the setting up of the 
office of Controller of Examinations, 
Salary for the examination office staff, 
Governing Body, Academic Council and 
Boards of Studies expenses and conduct 
of Semester Examinations

6.1.6 Does the College promote a culture of participative management? If yes, indicate 
the levels of participative management.

Yes, the Head of the Institution as well as the top level Management believe in 
participatory democracy. Members of the Institution are involved in the administrative process 
according to the organizational role assigned to them. 
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6.1.7 Give details of the academic and administrative leadership provided by the 
University to the College?

The University provides academic and administrative guidance by sending its 
representatives to various bodies of the College.  

6.1.8 How does the College groom the leadership at various levels?    

Students’ level leadership:

All the academic programs of various disciplines of the College are conducted by the 
departments concerned. These programs are organized through the subject associations of the 
departments. The Student Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries are nominated by the concern 
Heads of the Departments concerned on the basis of their merit, academic excellence and 
regularity. The academic activity of the Department starts with the inauguration of the subject 
association in the first month of the academic year. From then onwards academic seminars/
symposia/workshops as well as cultural programs continue till the end of the academic year.  

At the College level, there exists a body called Students’ Council for conducting 
academic and cultural programs of the College. The Students’ Secretaries and Assistant 
Secretaries form a part of the Council. The Council, in addition to taking up academic and 
cultural programs, highlights the grievances of the students. The students’ grievances are 
addressed to the Students’ Grievances Cell. 

Faculty level leadership:           

In order to groom leadership among faculty members, the teachers are given 
responsibility in every developmental activity of the college. For example, in every student 
support service, a committee is constituted consisting of a senior faculty and two junior faculty 
as members. The same organizational structure is followed in the case of the UGC schemes, DST 
programmes etc. The committees are given unfettered freedom in their functioning.  Training is 
given to select faculty in leadership skills. 

The talent identification program is the hallmark of the College. The Heads of the 
departments, the Head of the Institution and the top-level Management assess the interests, 
aptitudes and talent sets of the faculty members.   The IQAC plays an important role in assigning 
the jobs to the faculty on the basis of above assessment.  

HODs-level leadership:

To promote leadership quality among heads of the departments, three senior heads are 
promoted  as  Deans of three basic faculties, namely, Arts, Sciences and Commerce and 
Management studies by rotation to hold the post for two years.  The Deans play vital roles in the 
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promotion of their faculty concerned. They designs innovative courses, prescribe standards of 
research and in short, they are leaders in their disciplines. It is their responsibility to stimulate 
and facilitate curriculum and program development, to ensure the academic integrity of 
programs, to maintain and enhance the standards of those programs by ensuring that good 
students are selected, curricula are carefully designed, programs and courses are staffed, 
equipped and delivered in a manner consistent with the Vision and Mission of the College.  

Management level leadership:

The Vaniyambadi Muslim Educational Society (VMES) is a registered body running 
many educational institutions and is the apex body for all of them.  The Secretary of the College 
is elected from the members of the V.M.E. Society once in two years democratically and who 
acts as an organizational link between the Management and the College. The Secretary of the 
college is involved in leadership training program conducted by reputed organizations like 
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), Institute of Objective Studies (IOS), Lions Club, Rotary 
Club etc. The College Secretary can become a member of the Academic Council of the 
University and other Colleges. 

6.1.9 Has the College evolved any strategy for knowledge management?  If yes, give 
details.

Yes, the College focusses on knowledge management in the form of creating a “Centre 
for Honing Academic Skills” to the members of the staff.  This centre is headed by the Principal, 
an Emeritus Professor and three Deans are in-charge for the centre. This centre evolves strategies 
and practices in accordance with the objectives of the organization to identify, create, represent, 
distribute, and enable adoption of insights and experiences of the faculty members.  It organizes 
seminars, group discussions, panel discussions etc. on various academic matters to spotlight the 
quality performance in teaching and research. It focusses on innovation, competitiveness and 
creativity among  the faculty.   It conducts programs for developing necessary skills for teaching, 
learning  and evaluation process. 

The institution has created internet and intranet connectivity to all the departments to 
acquire and share knowledge.  This connectivity provides facility for e-mail, groupware and 
instant messaging for the dissemination of knowledge. The entire Library is computerized with 
INFLIBNET and DELNET subscriptions to receive e-books and e-journals for knowledge 
expansion.  The members of the staff are given freedom to interact with University departments, 
industries and foreign faculty. The Knowledge management is encouraged, recognized and 
incentivized by the College Management. 
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6.1.10 How are the following values reflected in various functions of the College?

 Contributing to national development

 Fostering global competencies among students

 Inculcating a value system among students

 Promoting use of technology

 Quest for excellence

Contributing to national development:

Islamiah College, Vaniyambadi is situated in a semi-urban area of the Vellore district, 
where a majority of the population belongs to the Minorities, MBCs, SCs and STs.  This was the 
first Muslim College established in the year 1919 in the whole of South India with the sole aim 
of uplifting the people in this area irrespective of caste, creed and colour.  From the day of its 
inception till date this college has created many talented brains holding important positions in 
politics, administration, research institutions, industries, educational institutions, business sectors 
etc., not only in India but also all over the world.  This college has not only developed creative 
students but also transformed many teachers as scholars, industrialists, politicians, research 
professors etc.  It has improved its quality, curricula, infrastructure and teaching methodology in 
accordance with the change of time. Our institution recognizes that the growth of the college 
hinges on the progress of the students and staff which ultimately leads to the progress of the 
nation.  Thus our College plays a major role in the regional and national development.  

Fostering global competencies among students

After globalization, the education scenario in the entire nation has changed. Our vision on 
local needs shifted towards the global requirements.  The curricula are designed on the basis of 
regional and global needs. The College tracks global requirements of the employment market 
and redesigns courses, syllabi and teaching modulus according to the requirements of the local as 
well as international employers.  Multidisciplinary approach and cross cultural adjustments are 
taught to the students.  To develop global competency among the students, they are exposed to 
21st century skills that enable them to compete in a worldwide marketplace, such as 
understanding international perspectives and being able to work collaboratively with peers from 
different cultures and backgrounds. After getting Autonomy, the Institution is focussing on 
linguistic proficiency and subject expertise programmes for all the students.  Seminars, symposia 
and conferences are organized with the aim of direct interaction of students with experts from 
business, industry, research establishments, and national laboratories. Selected students are 
trained to attend summer and winter training programmes, internships, students exchange 
programme etc. For example, few students and faculty members were given English language 
training programmes at Texas and Arizona Universities   through the  US Consulate, Chennai.      
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Inculcating a value system among students

The goal of education is to bring out the hidden talents within the individual and 
providing for the all-round development of the personality including the physical, mental, 
intellectual and spiritual aspects. Information acquisition, knowledge accumulation and 
equipment of talents are not the sum mum bonum of education.  A totalistic view of education 
presupposes development of personalities imbibed with values and oriented towards value 
system.  

In order to improve the spiritual quotient and realize complete development of the 
students, the College introduces a compulsory paper on Value Education in all UG programmes
with three credits.  The syllabi are designed in such way that it covers all moral and ethical 
values from various religions without specifying the same. The faculty members act as role 
models for student community to change their value systems.  

Cultural programmes are permitted in the campus within the framework of moral and 
cultural values of the country.  For the PG students “Human Rights” is a compulsory paper for 
understanding of the human values and rights. Muslim students are given an opportunity to 
attend “Quran and Deeniyath (Religious Instructions) Classes” conducted by Deeni Taleem 
Committee outside the college hours.         

Promoting use of technology

In order to prepare students for today’s technical workforce it is becoming increasingly 
important for higher educational institutions to use technology for imparting knowledge. For this 
purpose a full-fledged multimedia hall with state of the art facilities like LCD projector, 
interactive board etc. are provided. To improve the linguistic skills English Language Laboratory 
with 25 computers and interactive devices are exclusively established in the college.  A part from 
this, DST sponsored “Instrumentation and Computational Laboratory” with internet connection 
round the clock is operating for the past 5 years exclusively for research scholar of the science 
departments.  Many of the students and staff are member of N-list programme, therefore they can 
access any number of e-books and e-journals in the college library. A Wi-Fi Centre is in 
operation for the students.  It is gratifying to note that the final year students of all the courses in 
our college have been supplied with free Laptops by the Government of Tamil Nadu. 

Quest for excellence

Right from the beginning the top level Management of the College has been focusing on 
a single value, that is excellence.  Whether it is the matter of selection of students, appointment 
of faculty members, training of teaching staff members, providing infrastructure for research 
programs, the single-minded pursuit of the Management is search for excellence.  The entire 
environment of the College is bubbling with excellence.  Excellence is rewarded, recognized and 
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encouraged. In such atmosphere it is but natural that the teacher and taught will strive for 
excellence. This gets reflected in the success rate of the students, the placement rate of the 
students, the quality of papers produced and the standard of research turned out by the faculty.

The pursuit of excellence in teaching, research and publications can be gauged from the 
books published by them, papers published in journals of international repute and the number of 
Ph.Ds produced by them.     

6.1.11 Give details of the UGC autonomous review committee’s recommendations and its 
compliance.

The question of inspection by the UGC Autonomous Review Committee does not arise as 
the College got the Autonomous Status very recently (2009-2010). 

6.2 Strategy Development and Deployment 

6.2.1 Does the College have a Perspective Plan for development? If so, give the aspects 
considered in development of policy and strategy. 

 Teaching and learning

 Research and development

 Community engagement 

 Human resource planning and development 

 Industry interaction 

 Internationalisation

The College has short term and long term  strategies evolved  out of due deliberations  
and brain storming sessions  with academic  experts.   

a) Management Level Planning

The Management has a clear long-term futuristic planning and strategy regarding the 
College; it wants the College should develop into a residential University with all the 
faculties, as this is the oldest Minority (Muslim) educational institution in South India.  
To realize this long term strategy, the Management has been inching towards this goal 
step by step.   Autonomy is in an intermediary stage.  Logical development of the college 
is towards the College for Excellence and it should graduate itself to become a full-
fledged Residential University. This vision is but natural as the establishment of the 
college was influenced by the Aligarh Movement. Taking cue from Aligarh Muslim 
University which is a residential University, the College too would like to see itself in the 
form of a Residential University. This is the Vision of the Management.     
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b) College Level Planning

Though the College aims to become a University, it has short term strategy of managing 
an Autonomous College. The Autonomy has given a wonderful opportunity of designing 
the syllabi according to the requirements of the local, national and international 
employers. The College keeps its eyes on the market while designing its programmes. 
The following methodology is adopted in this process:

The institutional plan is developed on the basis of the consultations with Curriculum 
Development Committee (CDC), Industrial Experts, Alumni, Faculty, Heads, Deans, 
Management and views of the NAAC Peer Team are also taken into consideration. The IQAC is 
also involved in preparing the plans of the institution on futuristic aspects. The curricular, co-
curricular and extracurricular activities are planned well in advance at the beginning of the 
academic year. For decision-making, the meetings are conducted on a regular basis. Annual 
review meeting is conducted at the end of the academic year. This helps in developing 
perspective plan for the next academic year.

Teaching and Learning:

Teaching, Learning and Evaluation are the basic steps in the ladder of Higher Educational 
Institutions (HEI).  Autonomy paves the way for framing the policy and strategy on these 
aspects.  The IQAC plays a major role in conducting seminars and panel discussions on teaching, 
learning and evaluation every year.  The entire teaching community of the college is involved to 
express their views. The IQAC consolidates these views and submits the same for review and 
ratification by the Management.  The CDC is the basic planning body about the teaching, 
learning and evaluation.  Since all the heads are the members of CDC; the views of BOS are 
naturally reflected in every meeting. The Academic Council finally approves academic policy 
and strategy.  

Teaching:

In order to promote innovations in teaching methods many teaching aids, software and 
tools are purchased and provided to the faculty. Faculty members are motivated to use ICT 
enabled teaching according to the needs of the topic. The curricula are designed to accommodate 
the novel teaching methods like practical, team project, survey, assignment, case study, chart and 
models, quiz and group discussions etc.

Learning:

Learning is a physical and mental practice to produce permanent behavioural change in 
an individual. Group learning is the common technique adopted in every class room. During this 
process the faculty use many learning activities like teaching aids, questioning, explanations, 
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observations, handling equipments, models, charts, specimens, reading, writing, speaking skills
etc., and which ultimately lead to the behavioural change. To improve the individual learning the 
concept of Mentoring System has been introduced. This innovative method permits the 
individual student to clear the doubts that arise during individual learning process. To promote 
self learning, the college library is well-equipped with text books, reference books, journals, 
magazines, internet facility etc. Visual and Auditory learning is achieved through multimedia 
and language laboratory facilities established recently.

Research and Development:

To promote and sustain R&D activities, we have Research and Development Committee 
(RDC) headed by the Principal of the College.  Usually the meetings are convened by the Dean 
of Research (Emeritus Professor) and coordinator of RDC.  The committee consists of senior 
Ph.D. guides with quality publications and projects. 

The R&D policies of our college are as follows: 

 To promote research activities in every discipline of the college.

 To publish every work in reputed national and international journals.

 To concentrate on socially relevant research work mainly focusing on neighbouring 
industries.

 To create MoU with industries and Universities for better and relevant research work.

 To get more projects and funds from various funding agencies all over the country.
 To promote interest for patenting of the best research work.     

The main functions and strategies of the RDC are as follows:

 Facilitates, regulates and monitors all research activities in the college.

 Frames the regulations and guidelines for M.Phil. Program.

 Conducts seminars/workshops/Colloquium for research scholars to elucidate and 
enlighten the importance of research areas, techniques and methodologies.

 Encourages the budding researchers both staff and students to tap funds available from 
the UGC / Central Government / State Government and utilize the same by doing Minor / 
Major Projects.

 Encourages the faculty members with Ph.D. qualifications to apply for Ph.D. guideships.

 Motivates the faculty members to actively involve and increase the number of research 
publications and paper presentations.

 Helps to apply for grant from UGC/ICSSR/CSIR for conducting seminars/ workshops 
etc.

 Persuades the Management to provide incentives for publications and participation in 
research forums.
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Community Engagement: 

Community Engagement is the respectful and genuine collaboration between institutions 
of higher education and their larger communities (local, regional/state, national, global) for the 
mutually beneficial exchange of knowledge and resources in a context of democratic partnership 
and reciprocity.  

The College engages with communities through Academic (teaching, learning, research 
and service) and Administrative (human resource management, financial management and 
finance mobilization) activities. In these activities, communities and College engage as partners 
for the betterment of the community.  Our strategies and functions of community engagement 
through academic and administrative activities are as follows:

Human resource planning and development:

Human Resource Management is the planning and development of an organization’s 
workforce within the institution. It is responsible for the attraction, selection, training, 
assessment and rewarding of employees, while also over seeing organizational leadership and
culture and ensuring compliance with employment and labour laws. Our policy and strategy 
addresses the following components of HRM. 

 Man power planning and recruitment, 
 Training and development, 

 Management of staff relationships and performance.

Strategies adopted for Man power planning and recruitment:

Processes of recruitment of permanent and temporary teaching and nonteaching staff:

 Advertising of faculty requirement through National and Local Newspapers

 Sorting of applications as per the guidelines of the UGC
 Eligible candidates are called for interview

 Interview committee comprises the Principal, the Management representatives and 
subject experts

 Ranking the candidates as per the interview performance

 Issue of appointment orders
 Candidates are appointed only on probation for a period of two years

 Confirmation of the faculty is based on the performance

Process of Man Power Planning:

 The Principal calls for workload of each department

 The Planning Committee scrutinize the workload and available government approved 
posts
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 The recruitments are made as per the above mentioned process
 The Management recruits the temporary faculty if there is delay in sanctioning of the 

Government posts

 Most of the class IV employees are recruited by the Management
 The continuation of all appointments are based on performance

Strategies adopted for Training and development:

 UGC’s policy on promotion linked training programmes like orientation and refresher 
courses.

 Policy to send faculty for various training programme without imposing conditions.
 Conduct of regular training programme to non-teaching staff related to e-governance.

 Establishment of a Centre for Honing Academic Skills for the faculty to acquire 
academic skills.

 Constant persuasion of the faculty to attend subject and quality oriented programmes by 
CDC and RDC.

 Availing all the facilities of the UGC and other funding agencies for FIP for M.Phil. and 
Ph.D. programmes.

 Organization of various internal training programmes like computer literary,                   
e- governance course, N-list programme etc. 

Management of staff relationships and performance

 A clear communication of the Institution’s vision in every action and decision. 
 Regular informal meetings with members of the staff to understand their comfort levels.

 Trust the staff, tap their strengths and understand their weaknesses. 
 Address the staff’s problems directly without following any bureaucratic methods.

 Encourage the staff for voluntary participation in every programme organized by the 
College.

 Pick the smart people and allow them to have their own area of expertise.

 Obtain feedbacks from students and staff for performance analysis.

 Convince the importance of quality bench mark in teaching and research.    

6.2.2 Enunciate the internal organizational structure of the College for decision making 
processes and their effectiveness.  

There are two strong internal organizational structures of the College for any decision 
making processes and their effective implementation namely Academic and Administrative 
bodies whose functions are represented in the form of flow charts. The head of the institution is a 
whole time Officer of the College. He is the Principal Executive and Academic Officer of the 



College. He is a member of the Governing Body, Chairman of the Academic Council and 
Finance Committee, Ex-officio 
Academic and Administrative Committees. 
various faculties, Controller of Examinations and 
activities. Deans support Heads of various departments for policy and strategy decisions and they 
are in turn helped by their teaching and non

All heads of the departments are 
and Academic Council members.  Most of the staff members are members of various Boards of 
Studies. Senior most Ph.D. guides are the members of Research Committee. 
are represented in the Finance Committee and Governing Body of the College. All co
and extra-curricular committees are headed by experienced 
faculty members. Further, the various committees headed by faculty members are given due 
freedom in different policy making process.

Administrative Flow Chart
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College. He is a member of the Governing Body, Chairman of the Academic Council and 
officio Member of the College Committee and heading all other 

ommittees. He is supported by the Vice Principal, Deans of 
various faculties, Controller of Examinations and members of the IQAC. They take care of all 
activities. Deans support Heads of various departments for policy and strategy decisions and they 

d by their teaching and non-teaching colleagues to fall in line. 

All heads of the departments are members of the Curriculum Development C
ouncil members.  Most of the staff members are members of various Boards of 

t Ph.D. guides are the members of Research Committee. Senior Professors 
are represented in the Finance Committee and Governing Body of the College. All co

curricular committees are headed by experienced Professors who are assisted by j
faculty members. Further, the various committees headed by faculty members are given due 
freedom in different policy making process.

Administrative Flow Chart

College. He is a member of the Governing Body, Chairman of the Academic Council and 
College Committee and heading all other 
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activities. Deans support Heads of various departments for policy and strategy decisions and they 

Development Committee 
ouncil members.  Most of the staff members are members of various Boards of 

Senior Professors 
are represented in the Finance Committee and Governing Body of the College. All co-curricular 

who are assisted by junior 
faculty members. Further, the various committees headed by faculty members are given due 
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Academic Flow Chart
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6.2.3 Specify how many planned proposals were initiated / implemented, during the last 
four years. Give details.

List of planned proposals initiated / implanted during the last four years:

2008 – 2009:

 A new research lab was constructed for the Department of Physics and provided with 
research equipments, computers, furniture etc.

 Islamiah College Cricket Academy was established and three net practice pitches were 
constructed.

 Various departments conducted National and State-level workshops / seminars / 
conferences.

 Renovation and repair works were carried out throughout the college.

 Faculty members have published 25 papers in reputed national/international journals

 Remedial Coaching Classes for SC, ST, OBC and Minority students are conducted to 
improve the results in English and it is proposed to extend the programme to cover other 
subjects next year. 

2009 – 2010:

 A Multimedia Hall was constructed for the Department of Computer Science with all 
modern facilities.

 A Power Generator with a capacity of 62.5 KVA was installed to cater to the needs of the 
existing buildings.

 Various departments conducted National and State level workshops / seminars / 
conferences.

 Remedial Coaching Classes for SC, ST, OBC and Minority students were conducted to 
improve the results in English and it is proposed to extend the programme to cover other 
subjects next year. 

2010 – 2011: 

 Core Committee and sub-committees were formed for the NAAC Re-accreditation process.

 Office of the Controller of Examinations was established and renovated with modern 
furniture, photocopying machine, computers, server and examination software.
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 Boards of Studies Meetings (2 sittings), Academic Council Meeting (1 sitting), Finance 
Committee Meetings (3 sittings) and Governing Body Meetings (2 sittings) were held 
during the year 2010-11.

 New Library Block was constructed at a cost of Rs. 35 lakhs and provided with separate 
section for books, journals, internet centre. INFLIBNET software, server and computers 
were also provided.

 College office was modernized with latest computers, network printer, internet facility and 
centralized UPS system.

 IQAC was strengthened and suggestions were received for quality enhancement in 
academic and infrastructure facility.  IQAC conducted course evaluation from students by 
collecting feedbacks.

 Research committee was reconstituted to look into the ongoing major and minor projects 
funded by various agencies.

 UGC-sponsored Career Oriented Programme on e-Commerce and Footwear Technology 
was introduced.

 Nearly 45 research papers and 6 Books were published by the faculty during the year 2010-
2011.

 HOD of department of English went to USA for a faculty training programme organized by 
the US Consulate, Chennai.

 Various departments conducted National and State level workshops / seminars / 
conferences.

 Merit-cum-means scholarships and conveyance allowance were provided to SC/ST, OBC 
and minority students, who are attending the UGC sponsored programmes like entry into 
service and remedial coaching etc.

 NET / SLET coaching class were organized with the UGC funds. Nearly 80 candidates 
from different institutions participated in the programme. Eight teachers were successful in 
their attempt during NET exam conducted during May and December 2010.

 Subsidized Internet connections from BSNL (MHRD sponsored) were obtained and it is 
connected via Intranet to all the departments. 

2011 – 2012:  

 Twenty eight Lecturers in the Aided Stream and Twelve Lecturers in the Self-Finance 
Stream were appointed under the Management Scale of Pay for the academic year 2011-
2012
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 The admission to UG, PG and M.Phil. Courses reached the highest strength of 966 this 
year which shows the students’ faith in our Autonomy and its credibility.

 Fifteen members of staff were deputed to participate in the Orientation and Refresher 
Courses organized by the Academic Staff College of various reputed Universities during 
the year 2011-2012.

 Staff members of the Principal’s Office and that of the Controller of Examinations were 
given one week training programme for Tally, Smart Office and Examination Softwares. 

 Two sittings of the Board of Studies, Academic Council, Finance Committee and 
Governing Body were held during the year 2011-12.

 MoU with KAR polytechnic, Ambur was signed for the UGC-sponsored Certificate Course 
in e-Commerce and Footwear Technology. The Department of Physics and the Department 
of Biochemistry created collaboration with Karpagam University, Coimbatore and 
University of Madras, Chennai respectively.  

 Renovation and repair works were carried out throughout the College and more than Rs. 3 
lakhs were spent from the Autonomous Grant and 2 lakhs from the Management Fund.

 IQAC conducted various quality enhancement programmes for the members of staff and 
students. 

 Research Committee was reconstituted to look into the ongoing Major and Minor Projects 
funded by various agencies. The college has produced 10 Ph.Ds during this academic year.

 Nearly 30 research papers and 6 Books were published by the faculty during the year 
2011-12. Two student poets published poetry books which were released in the Muthamizh 
Vizha (Tamil Function).

 Three departments conducted two-day UGC sponsored National level Seminars / 
Conferences and many departments conducted one day students’ programme and Alumni 
Meet.  

 Merit-cum-means scholarships and conveyance allowance was provided to SC/ST, OBC 
and Minority students who attended the UGC sponsored programmes like Entry into 
Service and Remedial Coaching etc.

 Islamiah College Martial Arts Academy was established and regular training programmes 
were conducted for Karate, Kung Fu, Boxing etc.

 The new Administrative Block is ready for occupation which is provided with Document 
Storage Facility, Reception Counter and separate Students’ Fee Counter etc.  

 Hon’ble Shri SALMAN KHURSHID, Minister for Minority Affairs, Law and Justice, 
Government of India, delivered the Convocation Address and distributed the diplomas to 
the new graduates.
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 District Collector Shri AJAY YADAV participated in the College Day Function.

 The State Government has supplied 564 Laptops for free distribution to the outgoing 
students of our college. 

 Career Guidance and Counselling Centre organized six placement programmes and placed 
more than 30 students in reputed companies this year.

 Remedial coaching classes for SC, ST, OBC and Minority students are conducted to 
improve the results in English and it is proposed to extend the programme to cover other 
subjects next year. 

 Power Generator with a capacity of 50 KVA has been recently commissioned to cater to 
the needs of the new buildings and underground cabling is also provided.

 Library is fully computerised using INFLIBNET Software and digitalization of important 
documents is in progress.  Staff members and Students are enrolled in N-LIST programme.

 A Complete set of Public Address System has been purchased from the UGC Grant at a 
cost of Rs. 4 lakhs was installed.   

6.2.4 Does the College have a formally stated quality policy? How is it designed, driven, 
deployed and reviewed?

Yes, we have designed the quality policy on the basis of our Vision, Mission and 
Tradition of the Institution. 

Quality Policy:

Islamiah College aims to provide quality education in Arts, Science and Management 
studies as per the guidelines of the national policy on higher education to all sections of the 
society in general and Muslims in particular.  It strives to excel in teaching, research, consultancy 
and Extension Activities and to remain accountable in our core and support functions through 
processes of self-evaluation and continuous improvement.

In pursuit of our quality policy, the identified core values of our Institution are to 

 develop human resources as per the local and national needs

 perform teaching as a unifying activity for national building

 nurture integrity, creativity and academic freedom for the growth of the Institution

 ready to work in any new environment and willingness to accept the growth and quality  
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We can achieve the core values by 

 empowering the youth through education by means of creating ideal environment for all 
round growth 

 achieving excellence in teaching and research by providing the required human and 
infrastructure facilities

 implementing the quality system (IQAC) effectively with a provision to review the 
improvements in teaching-learning processes

 networking with leading  universities, business and industrial establishments

 interacting with society through extension services, community and entrepreneurship 
development programmes

6.2.5  How does the College ensure that grievances / complaints are promptly attended to 
and resolved effectively? Is there a mechanism to analyse the nature of grievances 
for promoting better stakeholder-relationship?  

The College has established Mentoring System and Grievance Redressal Cell to deal with 
the students’ grievances / complaints. Formal and informal meetings are conducted by the 
Mentors to receive and solve the complaints and grievances then and there. Boxes for 
suggestions and complaints are installed at key places. Our college website has email facility for 
suggestion and complaints from various stakeholders. The suggestions are periodically analyzed 
and measures are taken by the IQAC.  As per the directives of the UGC and State Government to 
avoid the problems like ragging in the College premises, the College has displayed the contact 
numbers of the Principal and Vice Principal, so that any student or parent can approach them 
formally or informally. In case of a complaint related to examination the Examination 
Grievances Redressal Cell of the Examination Committee takes prompt action regarding the 
same. The IQAC takes the responsibility to coordinate with different grievances committees.  

6.2.6 Does the College have a mechanism for analyzing student feedback on institutional 
performance? If yes, what was the institutional response?  

Yes, the College has a mechanism for analyzing the students’ feedback on curricula and 
teachers. The model questionnaire issued by the NAAC is used for this purpose. The following 
steps are followed to understand and improve the performance of the college.

Students’ evaluation on curricula and institution:

 In the beginning of every semester the questionnaire is supplied to the students through 
their Mentors.
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 Mentors’ duty is to collect the feedbacks and submit the same to their HODs.

 HOD’s review and write the important positive and negative feedbacks of their 
departments and submit it to IQAC  

 The technical support committee of IQAC analyses these information and submit the 
same to the Principal for any policy and strategy revision. 

 The outcome of the evaluation and its analysis are intimated to the individual teachers to 
understand their strengths and weaknesses leading to the improvement in their 
performance.

Institutional evaluation on teachers and students:

 The College evaluates the teachers on their teaching and research as well as extension 
performance based on their Self Appraisal Reports (SAR). This evaluation based on 
SARs helps in ensuring academic accountability of teachers and monitoring of their 
major research projects and other academic activities.

 The evaluation is also done department wise by the Heads of the Departments every year 
and the confidential report is submitted to the College Committee through the Principal.

 The Principal appreciates the teachers who have done reasonably well, and motivate the 
teachers who are in low profile.  

 The teachers evaluate the students and outcome is intimated to the HODs concerned, 
which help them in improving students and staff performance.

 The Management issues a certificate of appreciation for the outstanding faculty members 
who have contributed to innovative teaching, research and publications. The criteria for 
the performance appraisal of the faculty are based on the guidelines of the UGC.

6.2.7 In what way the affiliating University helped the College to identify the 
developmental needs of the College? 

The affiliating University conducts Principals’ Meet regularly which helps the College to 
represent their needs and grievances.     

6.2.8 Does the affiliating university have a functional College Development Council 
(CDC) or Board of College and University Development (BCUD)? If yes, in what 
way College is benefitted. 

Yes, we had a College Development Council, when we were attached to the University of 
Madras.  But immediately after bifurcation and formation of the Thiruvalluvar University, 
Vellore, there is no such council formed by this University so far.  However, many 
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communications related to the UGC and other funding agencies are still supplied by the CDC of 
the University of Madras.     

6.2.9    How does the College get feedback from non-teaching, teaching, parents and alumni 
on its functioning and how it is utilized?

Regular meetings (Twice in a year) of Staff and Management are arranged to obtain 
feedbacks about the functioning of the college.  Group and Panel discussion sessions are 
organized by the IQAC every year to help, identify, understand and modify the functioning of 
the College. Department level Parents and Alumni Meet is also organized once in a year and 
feedback is obtained by the department for upgradation of their activities.  

6.2.10 Does the College encourage autonomy to its academic departments and how does it 
ensure accountability? 

Yes, the College encourages Autonomy to its academic departments. To ensure the 
accountability, all the academic bodies like BOS and Academic Council are represented and 
monitored by University nominees, experts from outside the College, representatives from 
industry and Alumni.  Apart from this, the departments are asked to self-evaluate their syllabi
and programmes every year and the reports are discussed during the panel discussion, conducted 
by the IQAC at every end of the academic year.  

6.2.11 Does the College conduct performance auditing of its various departments?

Yes, the College has an effective administrative and academic auditing system and has appointed 
three Committees for the said purpose during the past two years.

 The Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) ensures that higher standards in quality are 
sustained and enhanced.

 External Academic and Administrative Audit Committee (AAAC) has been functioning 
since 2009-2010 to ensure academic and administrative accountability of all the teaching 
Departments, various Central facilities, and individual teachers involved therein. This 
Committee is headed by Mr. H.M. Shamsuddin, Honorary Secretary and Correspondent,
The New College, Chennai with four external experts, coordinated by internal Member-
Secretary.

 Similarly, an Internal Academic and Administrative Audit Committee headed by a Senior 
Professor with three members is functioning since 2009-2010 to look into the academic 
and administrative accountability of the system as a whole.
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 During 2009-2010, the College constituted a High-Power Committee (Governing Body) 
comprising of four eminent experts, viz., Mr.H.M. Shamsuddin, Hony. Secretary and 
Correspondent of The New College, Chennai, Dr. Major Syed Shahabbudeen, Principal, 
Islamiah Women’s Arts & Science College, Vaniyambadi, Dr. Sheikh Mohamed, Dean 
and Professor, Jamal Institute of Management, Trichy, Dr. M.H. Zawahirullah, Principal, 
Preston International College, Chennai and Mr. G.Pari, Chartered Accountant, 
Vaniyambadi. This team visits various Departments and goes deeper into the 
functionality and achievements of these units. Ultimately, the Committee submits a 
comprehensive report ensuring administrative and academic accountability of the system 
with SWOT analysis and gives suggestions to the College Management to prepare the 
road map for the next 5-10 years. The Planning, Monitoring, and Evaluation Board 
(PMEB) of the Management utilizes such inputs to initiate new programs and also take 
remedial measures to ensure high quality of teaching learning process.

6.3 Faculty Empowerment Strategies  

6.3.1 What efforts are made by the College to enhance the professional development of 
teaching and non teaching staff?

To promote teacher development, the Management has taken efforts to send the eligible 
teachers under FIP for doing M.Phil. and Ph.D. programmes. The College grants them leave to 
pursue their higher qualification and in their places substitutes are appointed. The College 
frequently deputes faculty members by granting special OODs with TA/DA to attend the 
National and International Conferences, Seminars, Workshops etc. The College also deputes the 
in-service faculty members to attend UGC-sponsored Orientation/Refresher courses in Academic 
Staff Colleges of different Indian Universities/Institutions. Further the Management encourages 
various departments to organize State level/National level Seminars as well as Workshops by 
providing financial assistance to encourage their professional development and academic 
excellence.

To enhance the professional development of non-teaching staff, the members are 
encouraged to take up departmental tests.  The Management funds few of them to do PG courses 
in Distance Learning Programme. The College regularly organizes orientation programmes for 
e-governance like Tally, Smart Campus, Examination softwares etc. Computer literacy 
programme are regularly conducted by the Department of Computer Science.  

6.3.2 What is the outcome of the review of the Performance Appraisal Reports? List the 
major decisions.

The College evaluates the teachers on their teaching and research performance based on 
Self Appraisal Reports (SAR) submitted every year and also at the time of promotion. This 
evaluation helps in ensuring academic accountability of teachers and monitoring of their 
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teaching, research and other academic activities. The College Management and the Principal 
send commendation to the teachers who have done well so as to motivate them in teaching, 
research, and extension programs with renewed zeal.

The performance of the non-teaching staffs are appraised by the College based on the 
reports of the Supervising Officers. The non-teaching staffs are encouraged to pursue higher 
studies or to attend advanced administrative training programs. This helps in the upgradation of 
their administrative and technical skills involving ICT enabled methods.

6.3.3   What are the welfare schemes available for teaching and non teaching staff? What 
percentage of staff have availed the benefit of such schemes in the last four years? 

The Vaniyambadi Muslim Educational Society, Vaniyambadi has elaborate welfare 
schemes for the teaching and Non teaching staff of the College.

 Interest free loans for personal purposes
 Arrangement with banks for vehicle loans 

Nearly 60% of the staff members have availed various benefits under the above schemes.

6.3.4 What are the measures taken by the College for attracting and retaining eminent 
faculty?  

To attract and retain talented faculty the following strategies are adopted: 

 Recruitment on merit basis attracts only the talented faculty

 Reputation of the institution retains the faculty
 Democratic environment attracts and retains the faculty

 Encouragement and facilitation for higher learning to improve the quality and retain the 
faculty.

 Incentives and facilities like PF, interest free loans, cash incentives for publications, 
retirement benefits etc. attract and retain the faculties.

6.3.5 Has the College conducted a gender audit during the last four years? If yes, mention 
a few salient findings. 

Yes, the Institution has done a gender related audit for admission to various courses. 
Based on this result the Management has started a sister institution exclusively for women in 
1990. It is also found that only few colleges are offering admission to women in research 
programmes. Based on this fact our College has started admitting women candidates to research 
programmes for the benefit of the community, even though the College is classified as men’s 
college.
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6.3.6 Does the College conduct any gender sensitization programs for its staff?

No, since it is a men’s college the need for conduct of such programme does not arise.

6.3.7 What is the impact of the University’s UGC-Academic Staff College Programmes in 
enhancing competencies of the College faculty?

The Orientation and Refresher programmes conducted by the ASC motivate the new 
entrants and senior faculty towards teaching and research respectively.  It gives exposure to new 
methodology in teaching, create conduct with peer group, provide chance to visit national centres 
and laboratories, offer an opportunity to meet scholars and professors etc.  The ASC act as a 
platform for sharing and dissemination of knowledge and policy distribution point for the UGC 
and the Government.     

6.4 Financial Management and Resource Mobilization

6.4.1 What is the institutional mechanism to monitor effective and efficient use of 
financial resources? 

The Finance Committee regularly meets (Twice / Thrice in a year) to monitor effective 
and efficient use of financial resources. There are separate communities for planning and 
utilization of various funds obtained from different sources.  For example, the UGC’s Merged 
Scheme Committee, Autonomous Funds Committee, Examination Fund Committee, DST 
Scheme Committee etc.

6.4.2 Does the College have a mechanism for internal and external audit? Give details. 

Yes, the College has a mechanism for internal and external audit. The internal audit is 
carried out by the Finance committee of the college and the external audit is carried out by the 
auditors of Joint Director of Collegiate Education of the State Department every year. Audit by 
Accountant General of Tamil Nadu is done once in three years.

6.4.3 Provide audited income and expenditure statement of academic and administrative 
activities of the previous four years.

Annexure - 1

6.4.4 Have the accounts been audited regularly? What are the major audit objections and 
how are they complied with?

Both Internal and Auditors of Joint Director of College Education conduct audit every 
year. There are no objections from the auditors during the period under review. A few minor 
objections raised by the Auditors were resolved immediately.
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6.4.5 Narrate the efforts taken by the College for resource mobilization.

There are three major concepts that set up the framework for resource mobilization: (a) 
organizational development and management (b) communicating and prospecting, and (c) 
relationship building. By taking these concepts into consideration the following sources are 
identified for our resource mobilization. 

Sources Characteristics Examples

Grants Usually 
restricted, project 
based, time bound

Short to medium term funding State and Central

Earned Income Unrestricted, short to long operation,
needing different management skills

Fee for service; Sale of product; 
interest income

Gifts and
Donations

Unrestricted, can lead to endowments, 
medium to long term funding

Individuals and Groups
(Alumni and Philanthropists)

The College Management constantly manage to get Grants from various State, Central 
and Research Funding Agencies. Regarding the earned income sources, many new self-finance 
courses are added and nominal funds are raised. Gifts and donations are accepted from our 
Alumni and from Philanthropists respectively.

6.4.6 Is there any provision for the College to maintain the ‘corpus fund’? If yes, give 
details.

The Vaniyambadi Muslim Educational Society has earmarked a fund exclusively for the 
development of the College.

6.5 Internal Quality Assurance System 

6.5.1 Does the College conduct an academic audit of its departments? If yes, give details.

The IQAC of the College is acting as an internal academic audit unit. It constantly 
monitors all academic programs of the College and suggests and recommends its observation to 
various high level bodies for implementation. Since the IQAC is headed by the Principal and
coordinated with senior faculty members it is easy to carry the information to the Governing 
Body and the College Committee for final execution.

6.5.2 Based on the recommendations of academic audit what specific measures have been 
taken by the College to improve teaching, learning and evaluation? 

The following are the initiatives taken by the institution to improve teaching, learning and 
evaluation. 
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 Introduction of Course Teachers and Mentors

 Decentralization of academic and administrative powers

 Motivating the learners and teachers towards excellence

 Involvement of all stake holders in the process of education

 Planned creation and utilization of funds

 Highly secured and competitive evaluative methods

6.5.3  Is there a central body within the College to continuously review the teaching 
learning process? Give details of its structure, methodologies of operations and 
outcome?

Yes, the IQAC is a central body that continuously reviews the teaching and learning 
process.  However, the quality of the academic program is decided by the Academic Council of 
the College. The Curriculum Development Committee (CDC) and Research Development 
Committee (RDC) guide the Boards of Studies for setting up quality and socially relevant 
curricula, which will be checked by feedback mechanisms available within the system. The 
schematic diagram (6.2) explains the mechanism for quality assurance in academic programmes.

6.5.4 How has IQAC contributed to institutionalizing quality assurance strategies and 
processes?  

Yes, the quality check is done by Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) established 
immediately after the first accreditation process during the year 2003-04. The main objective of 
the IQAC is to probe, suggest, develop and implement quality bench mark / parameters for 
various academic and administrative activities of the College. Every year IQAC recommends its 
suggestions, action plans and its implementation strategies to the stakeholders of the College in 
the form of report. The College has various committees and cells actually involved in the process 
of framing policies, guidelines and suggesting measures for implementation.

6.5.5 Does the IQAC have external members on its committees? If so, mention any 
significant contribution made by such members. 

No, there is no external member in the IQAC.   

6.5.6 Has the IQAC conducted any study on the incremental academic growth of students 
from disadvantaged sections of society? 

The IQAC does take stock of development and academic nourishment of students from 
disadvantaged sections of society. However, there is no academic study as such.
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6.5.7 What policies are in place for the periodic review of administrative and academic 
departments, subject areas, research centres, etc.?

In order to review academic and administrative programmes of the institutions 
periodically, we have decentralized the powers and functions of the departments. 

Functions of various components in quality enhancement of the Academic Program

Level:1 Mentoring System: This offers guidance, counselling, encouragement and support in 
form of pragmatic and objective assistance to the students. Mentors have to get continuous 
feedback of the course and submit a report to IQAC coordinator.

Level:2 IQAC: The objective of the IQAC is to probe, suggest, develop and implement quality 
bench mark / parameters for various academic and administrative activities of the college. IQAC 
recommend the action plan and its implementation strategies to the Stakeholders the college.

Level:3 Board of Studies: It consists of member of the faculty, experts, alumni who suggest the 
required curricula for a course. IQAC coordinator presents his suggestion, modifications 
received from the students, if any, to board of studies. 

Level:4 Curriculum and Research Development Committees: The policy decisions on all 
academic matters are suggested by these high level committees. It works with boards of studies, 
IQAC and office of the Principal for the improvement of the academic standard of the institution. 
Most of the members of these committees are the members of academic council of the College.

Level:5 Academic Council: This is the highest body balances the academic programme of the 
institution based on the local and global need of the society.

Functions of various components in quality enhancement of the Administration

Level1: HODs: The complete administration at the department level is carried out by the heads 
of the department concerned. HODs play vital roles in admission, purchase of books, journals 
and equipments, implementing mentoring system, feedback analysis, maintaining work diaries of 
the staff and students records, conduct of internal examinations, chairman of board of studies and 
policy maker of the department.

Level:2 IQAC: The IQAC’s role is to suggest, develop and implement quality bench mark / 
parameters for various administrative activities of the College. It recommends the action plan 
and its implementation strategies to the Stakeholders the College.

Level 3: Principal and Management: They are the real work force in the administrative process 
of the institution. All administrative policies framed by the governing body are implemented in 
true sense by the Principal and Management. They are the balancing machinery between the 
academic and administrative process of the institution.
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Level 4: Finance Committee and Governing Body: These high level bodies guide all the stake 
holders of the institution. Policy decisions on finance, academic and administrative activities are 
done by these bodies.

Any additional information regarding Governance, Leadership and Management, which the 
institution would like to include.  

The best governance practices available in top educational institutions are replicated in 
our College as well. The leadership can be characterized as visionary, executionary and strategic 
oriented.

The sophisticated Management practises like pipeline leadership, successional planning, 
best motivational methods, state-of-the-art talent management and reputation management are 
followed in our Institution. For example, every faculty member is required to give his career 
aspirations which will be reviewed by an expert committee. The expert committee recommends 
an appropriate position for the incumbent.

CRITERIA VII: INNOVATION AND BEST PRACTICES  

7.1 Environment Consciousness

7.1.1 Does the College conduct a Green Audit of its campus? 

Yes, the Enviro Club of our College is responsible for the conduct of Green Audit in the 
campus. We have developed gardens around the College buildings and we have created litter-
free zone. As a result of the eco- friendly environment, our College is free from pollution   

7.1.2 What are the initiatives taken by the College to make the campus eco-friendly?

 Energy conservation 
 Use of renewable energy 
 Water harvesting 
 Check dam construction 
 Efforts for Carbon neutrality 
 Plantation 
 Hazardous waste management 
 e-waste management 
 any other 

The College has introduced Energy Saving Lightings like Compact Fluorescent Lamp 
(CFL) for all its new constructions and gradually replace energy consuming lights with CFL in 
the existing buildings.
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It is proposed to setup 10KVA Solar-Wind Hybrid Energy Unit with the help of the State 
Government subsidy.  

Water harvesting facilities are available throughout the campus.  Lot of open space and 
natural terrain are highly advantageous for water harvesting.

The Enviro Club maintains the entire campus greenery. The volunteers of NSS and NCC 
regularly plant tree saplings and maintain them.  A team of gardeners are activity involved in this 
task.

Non biodegradable wastes are separated and transported to garbage yards.  Biodegradable 
wastes are fully utilized in the preparation of Vermi Composites.  They are managed and 
maintained by the Enviro Club.  Natural manure is totally utilized for our garden as a fertilizer. 

7.2 Innovations 

7.2.1 Provide details of innovations introduced during the last four years which have 
created a positive impact on the functioning of the College.    

Innovation in Courses: 

Soon after the Accreditation (2003-04) the College administration converted the 
following courses to make the students more employable, socially relevant, and to cater to the 
needs of the community in changing scenario.

List of converted courses

 B.A. Industrial Organization (Leather) converted to B.B.A.

 B.Sc. (Zoology) converted to B.Sc. (Biotechnology)

 B.A. (Economics) converted to B.Com. (Finance and Accounts)

 B.Com. (Corporate Secretaryship) converted to B.Com. (Computer Applications)

In order to increase the academic and research activities, the College administration has 
introduced the following U.G, P.G and Research Programmes.

 2009 – M.Phil. in Biochemistry

 2010 – Ph.D. in Physics

 2010 – B.A. (English Lit.)

 2010 – M.A. (English Lit.)

 2010 – M.Sc. ( Biotechnology)
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 2010 – B.Sc. (Software Computer Science)

 2011– UGC -sponsored Certificate Course in e-Commerce and Footwear Technology 

Innovation in Curricula:

To bring innovations in curricula the College had interacted with every stakeholder 
during the year 2008-09 and got the Autonomous status in the year 2010. As a result of that all 
departments came out with their novel papers.

Department of Urdu and Arabic

One certificate course in Arabic sponsored by National Council for promotion of Urdu 
Language, HRD Ministry, New Delhi

Department of Tamil

1. Basic Tamil

2. Advanced Tamil (for language students)

Department of Hindi

1. Dialogue Writing

2. Technical Terminology

Department of History

1. Introduction to Journalism

2. Tourism  

Department of Mathematics

1. Principles of Operation Research

2. Mathematics for Competitive exams

Department of Physics

1. Fundamentals of Nano Sciences

2. TV Maintenance and Repairing

3. Maintenance of Home Appliances
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Department of Chemistry

1. Applied Chemistry

2. Diary Chemistry

3. Pharmaceutical Chemistry

4. Synthetic Organic Chemistry

Department of Biotechnology 

1. Herbal Technology

2. Vermi Technology

3. Food Processing Technology

4. Protomics, Genomics and Bio-informatics

Department of Biochemistry

1. Clinical Biochemistry

2. Immunology

3. Medical Biochemistry

4. Molecular Biology

Department of Commerce (CA)

1. Islamic Banking and Finance

2. Islamic Economics

Department of Commerce (General)

1. Stock Trading

2. Micro Small Medium Enterprises (MSME) Development

3. Business Project Development

4. e- Commerce 
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Innovation in Teaching, Learning and Evaluation:

Teaching:

All the UG courses in the College use lecture method as a first means to introduce the 
topic, concept elaborations and depth of subjects. In order to promote innovations in teaching 
methods, many teaching aids, software and tools are purchased and used. Faculties are motivated 
to use ICT enabled teaching according to the needs of the topic. The curricula are designed to 
accommodate the novel teaching methods like practical, team project, survey, assignment, case 
study, chart and model preparation, quiz and group discussions etc.

Learning:

Learning includes individual and group learning is the common technique adopted in 
every class room. During this process the faculty use many learning activities like teaching aids, 
questioning, explanations, observations, handling equipments, models, charts, specimens, 
reading, writing and speaking, etc. These ultimately lead to the behavioural change. To improve 
the individual learning the concept of Mentoring System is introduced. This innovative method 
permits the individual student to clear the doubts that arise during individual learning process. To 
promote self learning, the college library is well-equipped with text books, reference books, 
journals, magazines and internet facilities. Audio-visual learning is achieved through multimedia 
and language laboratory facilities established recently.

Evaluation:

The evaluation is a technique of assessing a student’s growth and development. All 
evaluation techniques are student-centric to cater to the psychological needs of the students. This 
process puts more stress on learning than teaching. The Autonomous system permits to employ a 
variety of evaluation techniques such as Continuous Internal Assessment Tests, Problem-solving 
questions, Questions on creativity, Assignments, Seminars, Laboratory Assignment practices, 
Project and field work.

Innovation in Research and Extension:

The College is recognized as a Research Centre for Commerce since 1986. The focus on 
research in science started in the year 2000. New research programmes are designed and the 
departments are encouraged to apply for Major and Minor projects. Due to this reason even some 
UG departments with eligible faculty have got Major and Minor projects. The Department of 
Chemistry got two Major and four Minor projects. This department became DST-FIST 
sponsored department during the year 2005-06 and has set up a modern FIST laboratory with 
computational facility. A centre has been established for Honing Research and Academic Skills 
of faculties of our college. A Research Committee is formed recently which encourages, 
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elucidates, elaborates and exposes various avenues in research and funding facilities to the 
research  scholars.

Innovative Strategies adopted in Governance:

The first strategy adopted in Governance is the setting up of an Internal Quality 
Assurance Cell (IQAC) which monitors the academic and administrative progress of the 
institution and also suggests the required standards. As per the recommendations of the NAAC 
Expert Committee, the College applied and got the Autonomous Status in the year 2010. This 
process modified and strengthened the governance of the College and permits many innovative 
practices like learner-centric syllabus, academic participation of the staff and students, teachers’ 
contribution in administration etc. Autonomy opens a way for e-governance of office 
administration, examination process and other department activities. The transparent and 
democratic administration is the innovative practices adopted in governance of this institution.

7.3 Best Practices 

7.3.1 Give details of any two best practices which have contributed to better academic 
and administrative functioning of the College. 

We have customized the proven best practices of different reputed institutions all over 
India on various issues. For example, the best practices on curricular aspects of the University of 
Madras are simply adopted for our CBCS pattern. The Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) based learning and subjects on Soft Skills of St. Xavier’s Institute of 
Education are taken up as model for setting up of soft skill course and ICT Centre respectively. 
The Departments are encouraged to create research as an integral part of Post Graduate curricula 
and to give an impetus to the student community for a scientific approach similar to Lady Doak 
College, Madurai.

Academic Best practices:

The concept of course teacher /mentor is the novel method adopted and practised for the 
past three years.  Every course teachers has autonomy in designing the syllabi, teaching and 
evaluation process and he also acts as a mentor for the same group of students to whom he taught 
the course.  He is guiding the mentees in every walk of life that create attachment to the students 
in the process of teaching and learning. 

Best practices in administration:

Participatory democracy is the best practice followed for the past one decade and it is 
very effective after the introduction of Autonomy in our Institution.  The e-governance methods 
result in transparency in administration. 
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Evaluative Report of the Department of English

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

Department of English, 1921

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

Foundation English for all the UG Courses of the College under the Aided pattern. 

B.A. English & M.A. English under Unaided pattern.

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

Nil

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

Semester and CBCS pattern

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

 The department teaches Foundation English to all the UG Courses of the College under 

aided pattern.

 The department arranges for teaching bridge course in English to the first year students 

of all the departments as the language skills of the new learners are very poor.

6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 

Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors - -

Asst. Professors 4 Aided + 
3 Unaided

4+3*

* Management staff for teaching self-financing courses as well

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 

Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Mr. S. Shaik Khader Nawaz M.A., M.Phil.  Asst. Prof. 
& HOD

English        
Language 
Teaching

10 -
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Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Mr. K.Nazar Husen M.A., M.Phil.  Asst. Prof. Indian Poetry 07 -

Mr. B. Akbar Alam M.A., M.Phil., 
PGDSE

Asst. Prof. Commonwealth 
Literature

12 -

Mr. S. Abdullah Shah M.A., M.Phil.  Asst. Prof. Creative 
Writing in 

English

07 -

Mr. A.B. Shameel Ahmed M.A., M.Com., 
B.Ed., M.Phil., 

PGDSE,  

Asst. Prof. 20th Century 
English 

Literature

12 -

Mr. S.Mushtaque Ahmed M.A., M.Phil., 
DCA

Asst. Prof. Indian 
Literature  in 

English

10 -

Mr. K. Showkath Ali M.A., M.Phil., 
B.L.I.S.

Asst. Prof. Journalism 02 -

8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 

Regular:

U.G. (I & II Yr) - 33%

Self – Financing: 

B.A. (English) - 41%

M.A. (English) - 20%

9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio

U.G. (I & II Yr) - 70:1

B.A. (English) - 40:1

M.A. (English) - 4:1

10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled

Nil

11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 

agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 

Nil
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12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

Nil

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - Nil

 national recognition - Nil

 international recognition - Nil

14. Publications: 2 Books

 Department of English, Islamiah College (Autonomous), Vaniyambadi, Foundation 

English  (For Degree Courses Semester III) Year of Publication: 2011 : ISBN-978-81-

8465-876-7

 Foundation English (For UG Courses Semester IV) Year of Publication: 2012: 

ISBN-Awaiting

15. Details of patents and income generated  

Nil

16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

Nil

17. Faculty recharging strategies

The Department encourages its faculty members to participate in the UGC Sponsored 

Orientation and Refresher Courses.

The faculty members have been Resource Persons for various Seminars/Symposia/ 

Conferences/Organized by various Colleges/ Universities throughout Tamil Nadu.

18. Student projects 

 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter-departmental 

Nil

 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with industries / institutes 

Nil

19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty - Nil

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows - Nil

 Students - Nil
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20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

i) A Two-Day workshop was held from December 20 to 21, 2008 on Teaching 

English as a Second Language: entitled ‘Innovative and Interactive Teaching 

Techniques’ presented by Ms. Frances A. Westbrook, Senior English Language 

Fellow, USA. The English teachers in and around Vaniyambadi schools and 

colleges attended the workshop and were highly benefitted.

ii) Ms. Padma Ravindran, Resource Person from the US Consulate, Chennai, 

conducted a one-day Workshop on ‘English Language Teaching’ on 26-02-2011. 

The programme focused on Modern Methods of Teaching and to foster Short Class 

Discussions. Techniques like turn to your neighbour, think-pair-share, think-pair-

square-share and line-up. Exercises were given on Reading Process to know the 

concepts, feelings, attitudes, etc. before, after and during their reading. About 33 

teachers from Islamiah Boys Higher Sec. School, Islamiah Girls Higher Sec. School 

and Islamiah Men’s and Women’s Colleges participated.

iii) All the teachers from the Department of English attended a One- Day Workshop on 

“English Access Program” conducted by the Vaniyambadi Muslim Educational 

Society at Islamiah Boys’ Higher Secondary School. Ms. Marry Kay Seales, Senior 

English Language Fellow, Professor of English, University of Washington, a chief 

trainer from the United States, was the resources person. At the end of the forenoon 

session our teachers had informal discussions with Ms. Marry Kay Seales about the 

teaching methodologies in the US.

iv) Ms. Padma Ravindran, Resource Person from the US Consulate, Chennai, 

conducted a One-Day Access Workshop on 14th July 2012. The programme 

focussed on Narrative technique: Using stories for Language teaching, Developing 

vocabulary using the Lexical Approach to Language Teaching and Lesson planning 

and Trouble Shooting. Teachers from Islamiah Boys’ Higher Secondary School, 

Islamiah Girls’ Higher Secondary School and Islamiah Men’s and Women’s 

Colleges participated.
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21. Student profile course-wise:

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

Applications 
received

Selected
Male

Pass percentage 
Male 

B.A. English (2010-2011)* 80 48 The course is in 
progressM.A. English (2011-2012)** 10 4

* Course introduced  in 2010-2011 ** Course Introduced in 2011-2012

22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students 
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
UG (I and II Year) N.A. 100% Nil Nil

B.A. English N.A. 100% Nil Nil

M.A. English N.A. 100% Nil Nil

23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

Data available with UGC-NET/SLET Scheme Coordinator.

24. Student progression

Student progression Percentage against 
enrolled 

UG to PG 50%
PG to M.Phil. Nil
PG to Ph.D.  Nil
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral  Nil
Employed 
 Campus selection 
 Other than campus recruitment 

10%
20%

Entrepreneurs   20%

25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university Nil

from other universities within the State 100%

from other universities from other States Nil
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26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

Nil

27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

The department library has 987 books placed in the general library of the College and 3 

journals of English Literature are also available in the general library. The general 

library also makes use of services of Inter-University Centres like INFLIBNET.  

Various activities of the library like lending/purchase of books, stock-verification, 

book-bank etc., have been computerized. There is a separate reference section with 

proper seating arrangement. There is a proper cataloguing system in the library. 

Reprographic and internet facilities are available in the library.  The General Library is 

equipped with One Printer, One Scanner and One Photocopier.

b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

Internet access is available in the Library. Staff and students can access the internet free 

of cost. They are provided with username and password. A separate internet facility is 

available for the faculty in the Department.

c) Total number of class rooms

Apart from the regular foundation classes, we have five classes for UG&PG English.

d) Class rooms with ICT facility

We make use of the Multimedia Hall and New Seminar Hall for ICT Facility.

e) Students’ laboratories 

Language Lab is also available for the students.

f) Research laboratories 

Not applicable

28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

Almost all the students belonging to SC/ST/ Minorities/ wards of Agricultural labourers 

receive Government Scholarships; Moreover, the College has instituted students’ Aid-

Fund and other proficiency prizes for meritorious students.

29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

While introducing BA English in 2010-2011 and M.A. English in 2011-2012, a complete 

SWOT analysis was undertaken. These courses have been introduced after ascertaining the 

need for the programs.
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30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it?  

Before conducting the Board of Studies meeting the syllabi are given to the faculty, 

subject experts and to the fellow teacher for their suggestions and recommendations.

b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

Apart from the feedback, we do get the opinions of students of all the UG &PG 

regarding the performance of teachers and subjects. Considering their opinions we 

compare the opinions with the previous batch for better understanding of the issues 

involved in teaching learning and evaluation process. The Department responds 

positively for all the suggestions and evaluation.

c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the 

department to the same?

We get suggestion, from the alumni for Foundation English. Ultimately the bottom-

line of any course is employability of the students, The Department consults 

employers regarding the employability of graduates.  Should there be a need for 

change, the Department modifies the syllabi, course structure as well as teaching 

methodology.

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

B.A. English Literature and M.A. English Literature Students have not completed their 

courses so far as the courses have been introduced recently. And, hence, this question does 

not arise.

32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

Mr. A. Salahuddin, Spoken English Trainer, who conduct live programme on some of the 

leading Television Channels like Tamilan TV, Imayam TV, Jaya TV and Jaya Plus TV 

visited our College on 28-3-2011. Students from I B.Com. (General), I B.Com. (F&A), 

I B.B.A. and students from II B.Com. of the IGNOU participated. The programme was 

very useful and interactive. He highlighted some of the terminologies as the vital tips to 

remember the aspects of English grammar. He had an interaction with the students at the 

end of the programme in a very scientific way. He clarified the doubts of the students 

regarding communication skills and proper pronunciation.
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Dr. Revathy, Principal, DKM College for Women, Vellore conducted a program for 

enriching the Language and Literature Skills of the students during January 2011.

33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

 Lecture method 

 Communicative Language Teaching Method (CLT)

 Using Language Lab for improving correct accent of students.

 Audio-video method

 Assignments for improving writing skills

 Motivating students to write letter to the editors, articles in magazines.

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

A thorough analysis of the results as well as the placement records of the students is 

undertaken for ensuring that the objectives of the courses are met.  Learning outcomes are 

monitored from CIA Tests as well as Cycle Tests.

35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

 Special Coaching classes were conducted from 28.02.2009 to 23.03.2009 for the I and 

II year students of the History and Economics departments after the regular classes. 

 Remedial classes were conducted from 28.08.2008 to 09.09.2008 for the students of 

History, who were unsuccessful in their English Paper and were in third year then.

 Spoken Language classes were conducted for the first year undergraduate students from 

02.08.2009 to 20.08.2009. The classes focussed on two important skills - Listening and 

Speaking to develop their communication ability. Listening activities were conducted in 

the Multimedia Hall, where the students were provided questionnaires to fill up as they 

were listening to some of the business contexts by the native speakers. 

 The UGC-sponsored Special Classes for SC/ST students are being conducted in the 

afternoon session since 22.02.2010. General English for Competitive Exams were 

taught by Mr. Nazar Husen and Mr. Mushtaque Ahmed.

 Five boys from II B.A. English participated in a Literary Competition conducted by 

Marudar Kesari Jain College for Women on 29-02-2012. They received First Prize in 

Skit and Third Prize in Advertisement Puzzle respectively on 24-02-2012.

36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

 Students were selected to appear for the English Test – Test of English for International 

Communication (TOEIC) at the USIEF, located inside the American Consulate 

Building premises in Chennai on January 13, 2012. 
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 25 Students visited Chennai to listen  to the speech delivered  by the U.S. Secretary of 

State Ms. Hillary Rodham Clinton on “U.S. – India Relations, India’s role in the Asia 

Pacific Region and Other Regional Issues.” at Chennai on July 20, 2011.

 The Department conducted Oratorical, Essay-writing and Poetry-writing competitions 

for all Undergraduate students and M.A. English students on 15-03-2012.

 Petroleum Conservation Research Association under the Ministry of Petroleum & 

Natural Gas conducted a National & State Level Essay Competition, OGCF’2012 on 

the topic “The Role of Youth in Promoting Oil Conservation”.  Ten handwritten essays 

were forwarded on 31.10.2011.

 Dr. Ambedkar Foundation conducted a National Essay Competition-2011, on the topic                 

“Constitution of India and Social Justice”. Five Handwritten Essays were forwarded to 

the prescribed address on 20-12-2011.

 Mr. S. Mushtaque Ahmed has published two of his Short Stories Online. The website is 

www.storypublisher.com/mushtaqueahmed.

 Besides, he has published 15 of his poems Online. The web site is 

www.poetrypoem.com/poet8966.

 A Syllabus has been framed for the Short Time Course in Spoken and Listening 

English activities.  The syllabus has worked well with the students as it created a real 

zeal in them to speak without inhibition and had a chance to listen to the native 

speakers in different contexts.

37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

Nil

38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

The Department of English holds special status of being the only Department that has 

contact with every student at the Undergraduate level. Eversince the inception of our 

College, the English faculty has been highly respected and admired. The success of the 

Department till date is because of the inspiration from the dedicated and gifted teachers.

Strengths:

 Oldest Department in the College

 MoU with the US Consulate General, Chennai for conducting English Access 

Programme for School students

www.storypublisher.com/mushtaqueahmed.
www.poetrypoem.com/poet8966.
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 Publication of Books, Poems, Short Stories by the faculty

 Motivational levels of the faculty are high

 Works as a team

 On line professional development programme with Universities of Oregon & Taxas

Weakness:

 Being a rural college, students’ language skills are very low at the initial level.

 Addiction of the students to Social Networking Sites

 Students belong to downtrodden sections of the society and therefore limited vision 

 The impact of newly introduced courses are yet to be ascertained.

Opportunities:

 Preparing students for BPOs, KPOs and Call Centre Job opportunities

 Recent tie-up with the US Consulate – for Student Exchange Programme. One student 

was sent to the US.

 English being the Lingua-franca of the world, opportunities exist for enhancing 

employability of the students.

 General employability of the English knowing students is more.

 The reading material available in English is highest when compared to any other 

language in our College Library.

Challenges:

 To prepare and equip language skills of students from socially poor background.

 To improve writing skills of the faculty as well as students 

 To impart different accent skills to cater to the requirements of different markets like 

European, American and emerging economies.

 To develop taste for Classical Poetry

39. Future plans of the department. 

 The Department has started preparing the Text Books for Semester I and Semester II 

for the years 2012-2013 and 2013-2014.

 Upgrading the department into a Research Centre.

 Tailoring the papers in parallel to the real world competence.

 Working to bring in English Certificate Course of six months duration.
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Evaluative Report of the Department of Tamil

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

Tamil - 1921

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

U.G. Foundation Tamil

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

Basic Tamil for Non Tamil students, Advanced Tamil for Tamil students are offered as 

Non Major subjects from 2013-14.

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

Semester, choice based credit system

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

Nil

6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 

Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors - -

Asst. Professors 4 3+2*

* Management staff for teaching self-financing courses as well

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 
Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Exp.

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided

Dr. P. Sivaraji M.A.,M.Phil., B.Ed., 
PGDJ, MC., CRT, 

Ph.D.,

Asst.Professor 
& HOD

Sangam 
Literature

17 -

Mr. M. Mujibur Rahman M.A., M.Phil. Asst. 
Professor

Modern 
Literature

07 -

Mr. G.Vengadakrishnan M.A., M.Phil. Asst. 
Professor

Tamil  
Literature

13 -

Mr. A.Askar M.A., M.Phil. Asst.Professor Journalism 04 -

Mr. K.Mohamed Farook M.A., M.Phil., B.Ed. Asst. 
Professor

History of 
Tamil  

Literature

03 -
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8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 

20% - U.G. Foundation Tamil

20% - U.G. Basic Tamil

9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio

50 : 1

10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled

Not Applicable

11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 

agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 

One - Minor Research Project – Tamil Islamic Research – UGC – Rs. 60,000/-

12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

Not Applicable

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - Nil

 national recognition - Nil

 international recognition - Nil

14. Publications:

 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) - 37

 Monographs - Classical literature in Tamil and Arabic

 Books with ISBN numbers with details of publishers

1. I year U.G. Foundation Tamil I Semester (ISBN No:978-81-234-1897-3) 

NEW CENTURY BOOK HOUSE (P) Ltd., Chennai

2. II year U.G. Foundation Tamil III Semester (ISBN No:978-81-234-1954-1) 

NEW CENTURY BOOK HOUSE (P) Ltd., Chennai

3. Basic Tamil (ISBN No:978-81-234-1959-6)

NEW CENTURY BOOK HOUSE (P) Ltd., Chennai

4. Classical Literature in Tamil and Arabic (ISBN No:978-81-234-1959-6)

NEW CENTURY BOOK HOUSE (P) Ltd., Chennai

15. Details of patents and income generated  

Not Applicable
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16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

Not Applicable

17. Faculty recharging strategies

Orientation & Refresher Courses of the UGC and arranging Seminars/Conferences for 

developing faculty skills.

18. Student projects 

 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter-departmental 

Not Applicable

 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with industries / institutes 

Not Applicable

19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty - Nil

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows - Nil

 Students - Nil

20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

A ten-day workshop on the topic “Sangam Literature” was conducted from 01-01-2009 to 

10-01-2009 by the Department which was funded by the Central Institute of Classical 

Tamil, Chennai.

Guest and participants of honor 

Prof. K.Ramasami, President, CICT, Chennai

Dr. G. Viswanathan, Pro-Chancellor, V.I.T, Vellore

Dr. Silamboli Chellappan, Tamil Scholar

Dr. R.Elankumaran, Tamil Scholar, Trichy

Dr. Kavikko Abdul Rahman, Tamil Scholar, Chennai

Dr. Kavimamani Abdul Kadar, Tamil Scholar, Vaniyambadi

A  National Seminar on the topic “Classical Literature in Tamil Arabic” was conducted 

from 20-01-2009 to 22-01-2009 by the Dept. of Tamil, Islamiah College which was 

funded by the Central Institute of Classical Tamil, Chennai.

Guest and participants of honor

Dr.G. Vengadaraman, Organizer, CICT, Chennai.

Perunkavikko V.M. Sedhuraman, Member, CICT, Chennai. 
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Dr. P. Nisar Ahmed, Retd. HOD of Urdu, Arabic & Persian, University of 

Madras, Chennai

Dr. M. Meeranpillai, Retd. Principal, Trivendrum. 

Dr. M.Mustafa Sherif, Dept. of Arabic, Usmania University, Hyderabad.

A State-level Seminar on the topic “Classical Tamil – past, present & Future” was 

conducted by the Department on 05-03-2011.

Guest and participants of honor

Dr. R.Viveganadagopal, HOD of Tamil, Dravidian University, Kuppam, A.P.

Dr.Vijayalakshmi, HOD of Tamil, D.K.M. College, Vellore.

Dr. Ganesan, Dept. of Tamil, Periyar University, Salem.

A National Seminar on the topic “Thondaimandala Sandrorgal”   was conducted on 

27.02.2012 by the Department, which was funded by the College Management. 

Guest and participants of honor

Dr. M. Muthuvelu, Registrar, CICT, Chennai.

Dr. Oppila Mathivanan, University of Madras, Chennai.

Dr. R.Viveganadagopal, H.O.D of Tamil, Dravidian University, Kuppam, A.P

21. Student profile course-wise:

Not a Major Subject and hence not applicable.

22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students 
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
B.A. N.A. 100% Nil Nil

B.Sc. N.A. 100% Nil Nil

B.Com. N.A. 100% Nil Nil

23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

Data available with UGC – NET, SLET Scheme Coordinator

24. Student progression

Not being a major department and hence not applicable.
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25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university Nil

from other universities within the State 100%

from other universities from other States Nil

26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

Dr. P.Sivaraji was awarded Ph.D. in 2010

27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

Yes. Total no. of books – 306

b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

Yes, available

c) Total number of class rooms

13

d) Class rooms with ICT facility

One

e) Students’ laboratories 

Not Applicable

f) Research laboratories 

Not Applicable

28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

Almost all the students belonging to SC/ST/ Minorities/ wards of Agricultural labourers 

receive Government Scholarships; Moreover, the College has instituted Students’ Aid-

Fund and other proficiency prizes for meritorious students.

29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

Yes, needs of the local community are taken into account.  

30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it?  

Yes, the students provide feedback and the Department used the information for 

improving its performance.
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b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

The students are asked to give performance report of the staff.

c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the 

department to the same?

Alumni meetings are conducted periodically.

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

1) Mr. Durai Murugan, Ex. Minister

2) Mr. V.K. Sundaramurthy, Retd. I.A.S. Officer

3) Mr. Gurumurthy, I.A.S. Officer

4) Mr. Parthiban, I.A.S., Sub-Collector, Kaniyakumari

5) Mr. G. Boopathi, Advocate, Vaniyambadi

6) Mr. K. Anandan, Advocate, Vaniyambadi

7) Mr. Madhivanan, News Editor, Puthiya Thalaimurai

32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

Manavar Kavi Arangam, Workshops, Seminars, Kavirathiri, Pattimandram.

33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

Foundation Tamil, Basic Tamil, Advanced Tamil.

Depending upon the learners ability and knowledge the course is designed.

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

Cycle Tests & Summative evaluation method.

35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

Students participate in Kavi Arangam, Pattimanram and cultural programmes.

36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

To improve poetry writing and language skill, the students are encouraged to write poems 

and monthly Manavar Kavi Arangam being regularly organised.

37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

Not Applicable
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38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

Strengths:

 Famous Department in the State of Tamil Nadu

 Motivational level of the staff and students are high 

 Committed members of staff

 Monitoring the progress of the candidates 

 Contribution to Tamil development by producing literary writings.

Weakness:

 Writing skills of the students are not so sound

 Students continue to speak local Tamil 

 Poetical taste of the students is decreasing 

 Slow learners are more

 Addiction of students to Social Media

Opportunities:

 Majority of students are from rural area and therefore, they can be moulded easily.

 The department writes the best script in the minds of the students

 Exposure to ICT has given added advantage to the students to pick up vocabulary

 Poets can be produced

 Article writers can be produced

Challenges:

 The department is striving to keep purity of Tamil language

 Students are basically from rural area and therefore, the department faces a challenge of 

improving language skill

 Staff need to be motivated to become good writers

 Staff contribution to research has to be improved

 Faculty members’ poetry skills need to be developed

39. Future plans of the department. 

The department of Tamil is planning the following activities in the next five years. Setting 

up of a Language Lab, Setting up of e-library, Introduction of add- on Courses on Creative 

writing, Report writing, Feature writing etc. and also proposes to introduce UG & PG 

programmes and Tamil Software for the students.
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Evaluative Report of the Department of Urdu & Arabic

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

Department of Urdu and Arabic, 1921

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

Foundation course part I language

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

Nil

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

Semester/choice based credit system

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

Nil

6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 

Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors - -

Asst. Professors 2 1+1*

* Management Staff

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 

Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Mr. P. Tanveer Ahmed M.A., M.Phil. Asst. Prof. 
& HOD

Modern Arabic
Literature

12 -

Dr. M. Sayeeduddeen M.A., M.Phil., 
PGDCP, Ph.D.

Asst. Prof. Urdu Short 
Story Writing

10 -

8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 

B.A. & B.Sc.  – 50%
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9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio

B.Com. 40:1 

B.B.A. 30:1

B.Sc. 30:1

10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled

Nil

11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 

agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 

Nil

12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

Nil

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - Nil

 national recognition - Nil

 international recognition - Nil

14. Publications: 

 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) - 2

Research in Short Stories – Problems & Possibilities published in the book “Urdu    

Tahqeeq-e-Daira-e-Kaar, Imkanaat Aur Masail” edited by S.Mohamed Yassir, Asst. 

Professor of Urdu, C. Abdul Hakeem College, Melvisharam, Vellore District, March 

2010, ISBN- 81-7801-296-0.

 Book with ISBN with details of publishers – 1

“Faizan-e-Adab” edited by Dr. K. Habeeb Ahmed, Department of Urdu, University of 

Madras, Chennai, 2013, ISBN 978-81-924202-9-5 published by Applied Books, New 

Delhi.

15. Details of patents and income generated  

Nil

16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

Nil
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17. Faculty recharging strategies

 The Department encourages faculty to participate in Orientation, Refresher Courses of 

the UGC.

 Conferences are arranged annually

18. Student projects 

Nil

19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty - Nil

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows  - Nil

 Students  - Nil

20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

Five Seminars

21. Student profile course-wise:

Not being a Major Department and hence not applicable.

22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students 
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
Urdu Part I Language N.A. 100% Nil Nil

Arabic Part I Language N.A. 100% Nil Nil

23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

Data available with UGC scheme coordinator.

24. Student progression

Not Applicable

25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university -

from other universities within the State 100%

from other universities from other States -
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26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

Dr. M. Sayeeduddeen was awarded Ph.D. degree in March 2013.

27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

In the Department library 250 books are available in Urdu and Arabic. More than 

10,000 books are available in the General Library.

b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

Available in the campus

c) Total number of class rooms

Three

d) Class rooms with ICT facility

One

e) Students’ laboratories 

Nil

f) Research laboratories 

Nil

28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

Almost all the students belonging to SC/ST/ Minorities/ wards of Agricultural labourers 

receive Government Scholarships; Moreover, the College has instituted Students’ Aid-

Fund and other proficiency prizes for meritorious students.

29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

Yes, SWOT analysis is done

30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it?  

Teaching, Learning feedback is obtained by conducting Oral Tests

Through discussions in the Board of Studies Meetings and Departmental Meetings

b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

Deficiencies are rectified and suggestions are implemented
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c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the 

department to the same?

Employers’ suggestions are implemented

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

1. Mr. Syed Akbar Zahid, Resident Editor, Rashtriya Sahara (Daily Urdu Newspaper), 

Bangalore.

2. Dr. K.H. Kaleemullah, Asst. Prof of Urdu, Mazharul Uloom College, Ambur.

3. Dr. P Nisar Ahmed, Retd. HOD of Urdu, Arabic and Persian, University of Madras,

Chennai.   

4. Mr. A.B. Fazlur Rahman, Leather Merchant

5. Mr. Patel Md. Yousuf, Educationist and Managing Director, VANITEC, Vaniyambadi

6. Mr. M. Muneer Ahmed, Industrialist

7. Mr. L.M. Muneer Ahmed, Businessman

8. Mr. Siraj Zaibai, Urdu Poet

9. Mr. P.R. Mohamed Saifullah, HOD of History & Vice-Principal, Islamiah College

10. Mr. V. Rahmathullah. Former HOD of English, Islamiah College, Vaniyambadi

32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

Guest lectures are arranged.

33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

Lecture Method, PPT, Poetry Exercises, Essay- Writing Exercises.

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

By conducting Written Tests And Oral Tests, by taking stock of students’ contribution to 

various Urdu Magazines, Participation in Poets’ Gatherings, etc.

35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

Students are participating in different competitive programs conducted by other colleges 

all over the State.

36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

Students are motivated to write Urdu poetry, essays and articles for various magazines 

including the College Magazine.
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37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

Nil

38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

Strengths 

 Palar valley is Urdu belt 

 More Urdu lovers 

 Area known for Urdu poets

 Majority of the students speak and write Urdu

 Rare Manuscripts are available in the College Library

Weaknesses

 Urdu/Arabic being spoken by microscopic minority in Tamil Nadu

 Reading habits of some students of Urdu are declining

 Employment chances are obscure in Tamil Nadu

 Not being a Major Department, the growth potentials are limited

Opportunities

 Arabic students have a good chance of employment in the Middle East Countries

Challenges

 To popularize Urdu and Arabic inspite of dwindling employment opportunities 

 Translation of other languages to Urdu and vice versa available on the internet.

39. Future plans of the department

Establishment of Language Lab and to upgrade the Department to a Major Department by 

introducing courses like B.A. Urdu, B.Lit., B.A. Arabic. M.A. Urdu, M.A. Arabic, M.Phil. 

and Ph.D. in Urdu and Arabic.
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Evaluative Report of the Department of Hindi

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

Hindi - 1957

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

Part – I language for UG

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

Not Applicable

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

Semester / CBCS

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

Nil.

6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 

Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors 1 1

Asst. Professors - -

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 

Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Dr. Shaik Abdul Wahab M.A., M.Phil.,

Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor & 

HOD

Modern Hindi 
Poetry

23 Nil

8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 

Not Applicable

9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio

20:1
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10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled

Nil

11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 

agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 

Nil

12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

Nil

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - Nil

 national recognition - Nil

 international recognition - Nil

14. Publications: 

 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) - 7

 Edited and Published Books – 3

1. Gadya Mukta (2009), Raka Prakashan, Allahabad ISBN :  978- 8188216-96-8   

2. Gadya Mukur (2010), Raka Prakashan, Aallahabad ISBN :  81-88216-74-7    

3. Raka Hindi Kavya Sangrah (2012), Raka Prakashan, Allahabad 

ISBN :  81-88216-78-X

15. Details of patents and income generated  

Nil

16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

Nil

17. Faculty recharging strategies

The faculty member participates in the UGC Sponsored Orientation and Refresher Courses

and National and International Seminars.

18. Student projects 

Nil

19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty  - Nil

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows  - Nil

 Students  - Nil
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20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

Nil

21. Student profile course-wise:

Not being Major department and hence not applicable.

22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students 
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
UG – Language Hindi Nil 80% 20% Nil

23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

Data available with UGC Scheme Coordinator.

24. Student progression

Not being a Major department and hence not applicable.

25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university Nil

from other universities within the State Nil

from other universities from other States 1 – 100%

26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

Prof. Sheik Abdul Wahab was awarded Ph.D in the year 2008.

27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

Department Library

b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

Available

c) Total number of class rooms

One
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d) Class rooms with ICT facility

Available

e) Students’ laboratories 

Not Applicable

f) Research laboratories 

Not Applicable

28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

Almost all the students belonging to SC/ST/ Minorities/ wards of Agricultural labourers 

receive Government Scholarships; Moreover, the College has instituted Students’ Aid-

Fund and other proficiency prizes for meritorious students.

29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

The Board of Studies Meeting is conducted periodically to assess the syllabi taught to the 

students.

30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it?  

Yes, the department obtain feedbacks from faculties as well as from the students 

through the Mentors, which are discussed in the Board of Studies Meeting and 

necessary recommendations approved by the Board will be incorporated in the 

Curriculum.

b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

The department responds positively to the feedbacks by the students.

c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the 

department to the same?

Not being a major department and hence not applicable.

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

Not being a major department and hence not applicable.

32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

A Special Guest Lecture was arranged on 15.03.2012.  Dr. Jayalakshmi, Asst. Professor of 

Hindi, VIT University, Vellore delivered a special lecture.
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33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

Lecture methods, Poetry writing, Prose writing and PPT presentations.

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

By conducting Tests, by monitoring progress of the students and their contribution to 

Hindi Journals and Periodicals.

35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

The students participate in all the Extension Activities of the Institution.

36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

 The Department has successfully completed the entrusted work of translating materials, 

on Classical Tamil Language and submitted the same to the Thiruvalluvar University, 

Vellore.

 The Faculty (Shaik Abdul Wahab)  participates as Chairman,  Board of Studies in other 

languages at the Thiruvalluvar University, Vellore

 Member, Board of Studies in Humanities, Tamil Nadu Open University, Chennai 

 Examiner in Hindi at DKM college for women, Vellore

 Member of Advisory Editorial Board for Jamal Academic Research, Jamal Mohamed 

College, Trichy

37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

Nil.

38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

Strengths 

 Oldest Department in the College

 Publication of Books, Poems, Short Stories by the faculty

 Motivational level of the faculty is high

Weaknesses

 Being a rural college, students’ language skills are very low at the initial level

 The students have limited vision since they belong to downtrodden sections of the 

society

 Students’ linguistic charisma with the regional language 
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Opportunities

 Hindi being the Lingua-franca of India, opportunities exist for enhancing employability 

of students

 General employability of the Hindi knowing students is more

 The reading materials available in Hindi is the highest when compared to any other 

language in the College library

Challenges

 To make students learn Hindi who have no Hindi background

 To prepare and equip the language skills in Hindi for Tamil students

 To develop taste for Classical Poetry in Hindi

39. Future plans of the department. 

 To introduce a Certificate Course in Hindi

 To introduce Hindi as a Non Major subject in the curriculum
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Evaluative Report of the Department of History

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

History - 1967

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

B.A. History, M.A. History, M.Phil. (Part-Time), Ph.D. (Full-Time)

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

The Department of History offers the following papers in interdisciplinary mode.

Name of the paper Class/ Semester Department
Indian National Movement II B.Com. – III Semester Commerce
Freedom Movement in Tamil Nadu II B.Com. – IV Semester Commerce
Indian Constitution II M.Com. – III Semester Commerce

The students of History study the following papers in the interdisciplinary mode.

Name of the paper Class/ Semester Department
Fundamentals of Economic I II B.A. History – III Semester Commerce (F& A)
Fundamentals of Economic II II B.A. History – IV Semester Commerce (F& A)
Social Ethics II M.A. History – III Semester Commerce

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

Programme Annual/ Semester/ CBCS
B.A. History Semester/CBCS
M.A. History Semester/CBCS
M.Phil. (Part Time) Annual/ CBCS
Ph.D. (Full Time) Annual/ University pattern

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

The Department of History offers the following papers in interdisciplinary mode.

Name of the paper Class/ Semester Department
Indian National Movement II B.Com. – III Semester Commerce
Freedom Movement in Tamil Nadu II B.Com. – IV Semester Commerce
Indian Constitution II M.Com. – III Semester Commerce
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6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 

Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors 3 3

Asst. Professors 4 1+4 Management

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 

Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Dr. Major Syed Shahabuddeen M.A.,M.Phil., 
Ph.D.

Former 
Principal & 

HOD

(Retd. in 
2009)

Community 
Studies  

35 7

Mr. P.R.Md.Saifullah M.A., M.Phil. Associate 
Professor 
and HOD

Islamic 
History

33 -

Mr. M.Md.Suhail M.A., M.Phil. Associate 
Professor

Tourism 32 -

Dr. R.Sheik Hameed M.A.,M.Phil., 
B.Ed.,Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor

History of 
Ancient and 

Medieval  
Tamil Nadu

31 -

Dr. K.Mohanasudaram M.A.,M.Phil., 
Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor 
(Retd. in 

May 2012)

India and Her 
Neighbours

16 -

Mr. D.Abul Fazal M.A.,M.Phil. Assistant

Professor

Modern Indian 
History

08 -

Mr. C.Md Faheem M.A.,M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Indian 
Constitution

07 -

Mr. M.Siddique Ahmed M.A.,M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Indian 
National 

Movement

06 -
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Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Mr. A.Abdul Jameel M.A.,M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

History of 
Tamil Nadu

03 -

Mr. G. Harigaran M.A.,M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

History of 
Tamil Nadu

01 -

8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 

UG – 27%

PG  – 20%

9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio

B.A. - 20:1

M.A. - 3:1

M.Phil. - 1:1

10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled

Nil

11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 

agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 

Nil

12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

Nil

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - Nil

 national recognition - Nil

 international recognition - Nil
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14. Publications: 

 Books with ISBN numbers with details of publishers

Sl. 
No

Name of the Staff Name of the 
Books

Publisher Name ISBN No.

1.

Dr. K. 
Mohanasundaram

(Retd. in 2012)

Human Rights Theories 
And Practices

Concept Publishers, New 
Delhi, 2013

81-8069-937-
4

2. Indo-Sri Lanka Relations 
Since Independence

Submitted for Publication, 
2013

Awaiting

3. Human Rights in its 
Historical Perspective

Text And Study Material for 
M.A. Human Rights, Periyar 
University, Salem, 2008

----

4. Issues of Women, 
Transgender, Children 
and Labour

Text And Study Material For 
M.A. Human Rights, Periyar 
University, Salem, 2010

----

15. Details of patents and income generated  

Nil

16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

Nil

17. Faculty recharging strategies

The faculty are encouraged to attend Orientation and Refresher Courses in order to 

enhance their teaching and professional skills.

18. Student projects 

Nil

19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty - Nil

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows - Nil

 Students - Nil

20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

The Department had Organised a State-Level Seminar in collaboration with The State 

Tourism Department on “Prospects and Potentials in Developing Vellore District as a 

Tourism Centre” on 29-03-2010. Around 250 staff and students from different colleges 

attended the Seminar and presented 30 research papers.
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21. Student profile course-wise:

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

Applications 
received

Selected
Male

Pass percentage 
Male 

U.G 40 32 50%

P.G 11 8 100%

M.Phil. (Part Time) 5 3 100%

Ph.D. (Full Time) - - -

22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students 
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
B.A. History - 100% - -

M.A. History 100% 100% - -

M.Phil. (Part Time) 100% 100% - -

Ph.D. (Full Time) - 100% - -

23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

Name of the Student Name of the Exam / Service Year
M.Siddique Ahmed SLET 2006
Siva Kumar NET 2011
Parthiban CISF 2011
Naraediran Tamil Nadu Police 2010
Gunasekaran Tamil Nadu Fire Service 2010
Sailendran Tamil Nadu Fire Service 2010
A. Jameel Ahmed SET 2013

24. Student progression

Student progression Percentage against 
enrolled 

UG to PG 30%
PG to M.Phil. 20%
PG to Ph.D.  5%
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral  -
Employed 
 Campus selection 
 Other than campus recruitment 

-
60-70%

Entrepreneurs   10%
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25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university 43%

from other universities within the State 57%

from other universities from other States Nil

26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

Dr. R.Sheik Hameed received his Ph.D. in May 2010.

27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

The College General Library has around 5000 History books and is subscribing nearly 

15 National and International Journals. The Departmental library has a collection of 

590 books.

b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

The Department is provided with a computer and net connectivity for staff members. 

Students can also browse in the Department.

c) Total number of class rooms

Five

d) Class rooms with ICT facility

The department staff use Multimedia Hall and ICT equipped Seminar Hall whenever 

required.

e) Students’ laboratories 

Nil

f) Research laboratories 

Nil

28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

A majority of students of the department receive Government Scholarships. The College 

takes due care that the students receive their scholarships promptly. Moreover 10 students 

of the department receive Students’ Aid Fund given by the College Management annually. 

The students are motivated by means of various proficiency prizes instituted by the college 

and distributed on the College Day.
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29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

The Board of Studies meeting takes stock of different programs conducted by the 

department. Any innovation and change in the program is initiated in the Board of Studies 

meeting which is represented by all staff members from the department, expert professors 

from other colleges, industrial expert and an Alumnus. The proposed changes are 

approved by the Academic Council of the College.

30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it?  

Yes, to improve the method of teaching.

b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

The faculty teach the subject according to the needs of the students from their 

feedbacks.

c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the 

department to the same?

The IQAC of the college is collecting feedbacks from different stakeholders of the 

Institution. The IQAC does collect feedbacks from the faculty, students, alumni and 

employers. The IQAC prepares a report based on the feedbacks. The report thus 

generated is discussed by the Principal with the help of the Deans and Heads of the 

Departments for implementation.

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

1. Dr. M. Howdh Mohideen, Principal, Hajee Karutha Rowthar Howdia College, 

Uthamapalayam

2. Dr. S. Md. Yousuff, Principal, M.G.R. Arts and Science College, Arni

3. Dr. Munavar Jan, Associate Prof of History. C.A.H. College, Melvisharam and 

Syndicate Member, Thiruvalluvar University, Vellore

4. Mr. Motoor Tufail Ahmed, Industrialist, Vaniyambadi

5. Mr. C. Elango, Section Officer, IDE, University of Madras, Chennai.

6. Mr. P.M.Sundaramoorthy, Central Government Advocate, Chennai

7. Prof. P.R.Md. Saifullah, HOD of History and Vice Principal, Islamiah College

8. Prof. M.Md.Suhail, Associate Professor of History, Islamiah College
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9. Dr. R.Sheik Hameed, Associate Professor of History, Islamiah College

10. Mr. Nari Md. Nayeem, Social Worker, Vaniyambadi

32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

 A French Numismatics Expert delivered a lecture on the “Importance of Numismatics”
during 2010.

 Dr. Howdh Mohideen, Principal, Hajee Karutha Rowther Howdia College, 

Uthamapalayam, delivered a lecture on “Relevance of History” in 2012.

33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

 Lecture method is the predominant method of teaching

 The staff make use of Power Point presentations

 Motion pictures related to History on Mahatma Gandhi, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, 

Sardar Patel etc. are screened in the Multimedia Hall

 The Department conducts Educational Tours and Field Visits to historical places in and 

around Tamil Nadu.

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

The department conducts regular

1. Internal Tests 

2. Seminars

3. Assignments

4. Class Tests

35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

Students participate in:

1. NCC

2. NSS

3. RRC

4. Environmental Club

5. Rotaract

6. Inter-Collegiate Competitions

36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

 Members of the department are members of various Academic bodies like India History 

Congress, South Indian History Congress and Tamil Nadu History Congress. They 

regularly attend annual session, and present papers.
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 Prof. M. Md. Suhail has been nominated as a member of Tamil Nadu State Urdu 

Academy for 2010-13.

37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

Nil

38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

Strengths 

 Highly reputed Department for organising Seminars and Conferences 

 Highly Motivated and Resourceful Staff 

 Well-equipped with relevant Books and CDs

 Participation, presentation and updating of faculties through Conferences and 

Workshops

 Publication of Books of international standard

Weaknesses

 Students are from Rural background 

 Most of the students come from Tamil Medium background

 Communication skills of the students are lacking

 Poor economic background of the students

 Societal view of the Department as Non Utility

Opportunities

 Staff composition includes experience and youthfulness 

 The close relationship between the Department and various Departments of other 

colleges.

 Regular positive results of students in Competitive Exams.

 Constant upgradation of syllabi

 Job-oriented syllabi

Challenges

 Plans to introduce Job-oriented papers

 Plans to bring a Department Journal

 Establishment of a Museum

 Plans to envisage the study of a Foreign language like Chinese
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39. Future plans of the department. 

 The Department, in continuance of its tradition of organising Seminars and 

Conferences, would continue to organise Seminars, Conferences and Workshops. The 

department is a prospective centre for organising the annual sessions of the Indian 

History Congress, South Indian History Congress and Tamil Nadu History Congress.

 The Department plans to introduce Certificate and Diploma Courses in Tourism, 

Journalism, Hotel Management and Travel Agency Management.

 The Department is actively pursuing efforts to establish a Study Centre and a training 

programme for Civil Service and other Service Exams.

 The Department staff members are actively planning to organise a National Conference 

in collaboration with the Indian Council for Historical Research.

 The Department is planning to bring out a Research Journal.
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Evaluative Report of the Department of Business Administration

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

Department of Business Administration was established in 2005. Previously it was the 

Department of B.A Industrial Organizations (Leather) which was established in the year 

1983.

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

B.B.A.

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

B.Com. (C.A)

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

Semester/ Choice Based Credit System

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

Non-Major Subjects for B.Com. ( Computer Applications)

6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 

Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors 4 4

Asst. Professors - 1*

* Management Staff

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 

Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Mr. M.Abdul Kadar M.Com.,M.B.A.,

M.Phil.

Associate 
Prof. & 
HOD

Human 
Resource

29 -

Mr. M.Athaullah Basha M.Com., M.Phil. Associate
Professor

Management 
Accounting

28 -

Mr. N.Mohamed Nawaz M.Com., M.Phil. Associate
Professor

Marketing 28 -
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Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Mr. K.Manzoor Ahmed M.Com., M.Phil. Associate
Professor

Business Law 28 -

Mr. Habeebur Rahman M.B.A. Assistant
Professor

Entrepreneurship 
Development

1 -

8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 

20%

9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio

25:1

10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled

Nil

11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 

agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 

Nil

12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

Nil

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - Nil

 national recognition - Nil

 international recognition - Nil

14. Publications: 

Nil

15. Details of patents and income generated  

Nil

16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

Nil
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17. Faculty recharging strategies

 All the faculty members are pursuing  Ph.D. under Part-Time Programme.

 Prof. M. Abdul Kadar had undergone Refresher Course for 21 days in Madurai 

Kamaraj University during 2009.

18. Student projects 

 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter-departmental 

Nil

 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with industries / institutes 

100%. Every year Final year students undergo institutional training for thirty days and 

prepare project reports.

19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty - Nil

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows - Nil

 Students - Nil

20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

Nil

21. Student profile course-wise:

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

Applications 
received

Selected
Male

Pass percentage 
Male 

B.B.A. 256 65 92.3%

22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students 
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
B.B.A. - 100% - -

23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

Data available with the UGC-NET/SLET Scheme Coordinator.
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24. Student progression

Student progression Percentage against 
enrolled 

UG to PG 75%
PG to M.Phil. -
PG to Ph.D.  -
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral  -
Employed 
 Campus selection 
 Other than campus recruitment 

-
20%

Entrepreneurs   5%

25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university -

from other universities within the State 100%

from other universities from other States -

26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

Nil

27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

Available

b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

Available

c) Total number of class rooms

Three

d) Class rooms with ICT facility

Yes

e) Students’ laboratories 

Nil

f) Research laboratories 

Nil
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28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

Almost all the students belonging to SC/ST/ Minorities/ wards of Agricultural labourers 

receive Government Scholarships; Moreover, the College has instituted Students’ Aid-

Fund and other proficiency prizes for meritorious students.

29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

Yes, previously the Department of Business Administration was B.A. Industrial 

Organisation (Leather), because of the changing scenario in the industry, a change was 

imminent, hence need assessment was done and the course was converted to B.B.A.

30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it?  

Yes, the Feedbacks of the faculty are discussed in the Board of Studies Meeting and 

useful suggestions are incorporated in the curricula.

b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

Students on staff feedback are received through Mentors’ Report and discussions are 

held with the department staff members and necessary measures are undertaken for 

improvement.

c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the 

department to the same?

Suggestions are invited from the alumini and necessary measures are undertaken to 

improve the curricula.

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

1. Mr. Safeer Ahmed K, Junior Advisor at Ocwane Financial Corporation, Bangalore

2. Mr. Mohamed Isthiaq, Entrepreneur, Chennai

3. Mr. M.L. Sawood Ahmed, Assistant Manager, Nadeem Leatherware Company, 

Vaniyambadi

4. Mr. Zeeshan P, Assistant Accountant, N.M. Hashim & Co., Chennai

5. Mr. Zaheer Ahmed, working in Matrix India (P) Ltd., Chennai

6. Mr. Zeeshan Ahmed K, Entrepreneur, Horizon Leathers, Vaniyambadi

7. Mr. Mohamed Shafaath, T, Assistant Manager, Naser Bali & Co., Vaniyambadi

8. Mr. Ahmed Tufail T, Assistant Manager, Rabiya Leather Exports, Chennai
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32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

Special Guest lectures are organized by the Department every year for the benefit of  our 

students.

33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

Lectures, Discussions, Question and Answer Sessions  and  Power point presentations.

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

CIA Tests and Assignments

35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

N.C.C, N.S.S, Youth Red Cross and Blood Donation camps etc.

36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

Nil

37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

Nil

38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

Strengths 

 Qualified and Experienced Faculty

 Good Infrastructure

 Good Library

 Ours is the only Aided Course throughout the Vellore District

Weaknesses

 Admission of students from rural areas

 Lack of English Communication Skill

 Since  UG department,  research orientation is minimum

Opportunities

 Scope for higher studies especially M.B.A in Tamil Nadu, India and Abroad

 College located in Industrial Belt of Vellore District

 Employment opportunities  are high

39. Future plans of the department. 

Introduction of M.B.A., M.Phil. and Ph.D. Programmes.
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Evaluative Report of the Department of Mathematics

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

Mathematics - 1954

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

B.Sc. (Mathematics), M.Sc. (Mathematics), M.Phil. (Mathematics) & Ph.D. (Mathematics)

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

The Department teachers teach Mathematics to the students of Physics, Chemistry and 

Computer Science.

The Department is engaged in interdisciplinary Research with the faculty of Computer 

Science by offering Ph.D. program.

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

B.Sc., M.Sc. & M.Phil. (Mathematics) – CBCS / Semester pattern

Ph.D. (Mathematics) – University Pattern

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

Participates in teaching Non-Major Subjects for Chemistry students and Allied Subjects 

for Physics students.

6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 

Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors 5 5

Asst. Professors 6 3+3*

* Management Staff

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 

Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Dr. U. Rizwan M.Sc., M.Phil., 
B,Ed., PGDCA, 

Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor & 

HOD

Stochastic 
Processes

26 -
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Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Mr. A. Seribudeen M.Sc., M.Phil. Associate 
Professor

Algebraic 
Topology

32 -

Mr. A. Mohamed Ali M.Sc., M.Phil., 
B.Ed.

Associate 
Professor

Fuzzy 
Mathematics

24 -

Mr. S. Soundararajan M.Sc., M.Phil. Associate 
Professor

Fuzzy 
Topology

20 -

Dr. R. Srinivasan M.Sc., M.Phil., 
B.Ed., Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor

Fuzzy 
Analysis

18 -

Dr. P. Govindaraju M.Sc., M.Phil., 
B.Ed., Ph.D.

Assistant 
Professor

Stochastic 
Processes

19 -

Mr. Syed Tahir Hussainy M.Sc. Assistant 
Professor

Stochastic 
Processes

14 -

Mr. Zahiruddeen M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Stochastic 
Processes

07 -

Mr. V. Chandiran M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Stochastic 
Processes

07 -

Mr. A. Chan Basha M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Stochastic 
Processes

05 -

Mr. B. Towfeeq Ahmed M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Stochastic 
Processes

03 -

8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 

B.Sc. (Mathematics) - 50%

M.Sc. (Mathematics) - Nil

M.Phil (Mathematics) - Nil

Ph.D. (Mathematics) - Nil

9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio

B.Sc.  : 25 : 1

M.Sc. : 18 : 1

M.Phil. : 4 : 1

Ph.D. :  6 : 1

10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled

Nil
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11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 

agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 

Nil

12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

Nil

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - Nil

 national recognition - Nil

 international recognition - Nil

14. Publications: 

 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) - 7

 Chapter(s) in Books – 8

o Dr. U. Rizwan, History of Numbers, Research Craft, Ed. Md. Galib Hussain

o Dr. U. Rizwan, An Extreme Shock Maintenance Model for a multi-state 

Degenerative System – I, Research Methods in Mathematical Sciences, Ed. U. 

Rizwan

o Dr. U. Rizwan, A delta Shock Model for the Maintenance Problem under Quasi 

renewal Process, Research Methods in Mathematical Sciences, Ed. U. Rizwan

o Dr. U. Rizwan, Optimal Replacement Policy for the Repairable Repair Equipment 

of a k-out-of n ( F ) system,  Research Methods in Mathematical 

Sciences, Ed. U. Rizwan

o Mr. A. Mohamed Ali, Research Craft, Ed. Md. Galib Hussain

o Mr. A. Mohamed Ali, Some Properties of L-Fuzzy sub-near rings of a near ring, 

Research Methods in Mathematical Sciences, Ed. U. Rizwan

o Dr. R. Srinivasan, Some Topological Operators on Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets of 

Root Type,  Research Methods in Mathematical Sciences, Ed. U. Rizwan

o Dr. P. Govindaraju, An Extreme Shock Maintenance Model under a bivariate 

replacement policy, Research Methods in Mathematical Sciences, Ed. U. Rizwan

 Editing Books 

U. Rizwan(Ed.) Research Methods in Mathematical Sciences   PBS Book Enterprises, 

Chennai, India  (ISBN Number 8190 930036)
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15. Details of patents and income generated  

Nil

16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

Nil

17. Faculty recharging strategies

 The Department encourages faculty members to participate in the Orientation and 

Refresher courses of the UGC.

 The Department motivates the faculty to present papers in Seminars / Conferences 

organized by the Department as well as other colleges.

18. Student projects 

Nil

19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty - Nil

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows - Nil

 Students - Nil

20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

21. Student profile course-wise:

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

Applications 
received

Selected
Male

Pass percentage 
Male 

B.Sc. 80 66 17%

M.Sc. 45 40 73%

M.Phil. 9 9 100%

22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students 
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
B.Sc. - 100 - -

M.Sc. 60 100 - -

M.Phil. 50 100 - -

Ph.D. - - - -
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23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

Mr. Sukumaran cleared the NET Examinations in June 2011.

Mr. J. Partheeban obtained FIRST RANK (State Topper) in the Group I Examinations 

conducted by the TNPSC in 2011.

24. Student progression

Student progression Percentage against 
enrolled 

UG to PG 60
PG to M.Phil. 50
PG to Ph.D.  10
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral  -
Employed 
 Campus selection 
 Other than campus recruitment 

-
40

Entrepreneurs   30

25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university 12.5

from other universities within the State 87.5

from other universities from other States -

26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

Two - Dr. P. Govindaraju was awarded Ph.D. from University of Madras, April 2010

Dr. R. Srinivasan was awarded Ph.D. from Alagappa University, December 2011.

27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

Central Library

b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

Available

c) Total number of class rooms

Five

d) Class rooms with ICT facility

Available
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e) Students’ laboratories 

Nil

f) Research laboratories 

DST-FIST Lab

28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

207 Students

29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

Yes, SWOT analysis is conducted before the introduction of a program.

Meeting of the Board of Studies is being conducted to discuss the various aspects before 

implementing a new course / program.

30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it?  

Yes, Cycle Tests, CIA Tests. The results are used for improving teaching methods.

b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

Feedback obtained by the Mentors and forwarded to the  IQAC   for taking further 

action.

c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the

department to the same?

The Department tries to implement practical suggestions.

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

 Mr. M. Mohamed Yunus, HOD of Mathematics, Mazharul Uloom College, Ambur

 Dr. S. Chakravarthy, HOD of Mathematics, GTM College, Gudiyattam

 Mr. Arul Senthil, Manager, Coca-Cola Beverages, Salem Division

 Mr. P. Kabeer Ahmed, Manager, Reserve Bank of India, Chennai

 Mr. J. Partheeban, Sub-Collector Trainee, Government of Tamil Nadu

 Mr. N. Dhanasekar, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Higher College of 

Technology, Sultanate of Oman
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32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

 Special Lectures are arranged periodically

 Conferences / Seminars are organized annually

33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

Lecture method , PPT and the Department tries to use  the state of the art technology.

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

By obtaining feedback from the students, alumni and employers.

35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

 Mr. A. Mohamed Ali is the NSS co-ordinator

 Mr. S. Soundararajan is a member of the Career Guidance & Counselling

 The Students are encouraged to participate in NSS, NCC and other social activities.

36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

The Department organizes Seminars / Conferences for the students and faculty.

37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

Nil

38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

Strengths 

 More than half of the staff members are actively engaged in Research

 One third of the staff members hold Doctoral Degrees in Mathematics

 25%  of Staff Members are SLET qualified

 The department is actively engaged in publication of papers, books etc.

 The department conducts the UGC-sponsored Seminars/Conferences very often

Weaknesses

 Students coming from rural schools where training in Maths is weak

 The general tendency of the students  to go for technology instead of Mathematics

 Though elegant subject, does not appeal to emotions 

 Concepts are learnt in Vernacular Languages in schools
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Opportunities

 Interest in Pure Mathematics is developing.

 Interest in Applied Mathematics is on the rise.

 Employment opportunities are increasing in view of the newly started Self-Financing 

Colleges

 The inclination towards research in Mathematics is increasing

 The booming stock market demands students with mathematical bent of mind.

Challenges

 To teach the concepts in English to rural students

 To update the syllabi to meet the requirements of the employers

 To make students employable 

 To contribute to the developing field of mathematical knowledge by way of research 

and theoretical contributions

39. Future plans of the department. 

 Proposed to organize annual Thematic Conferences

 Proposed to organize Refresher Courses

 Proposed to take up the academic expenses of economically poor boys

 Proposed to award cash prizes for the Top Rankers
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Evaluative Report of the Department of Physics

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

Physics - 1981

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

B.Sc. Physics, M.Sc. Physics, M.Phil. Physics (Full time/Part time) & 

Ph.D. Physics (Full Time/Part Time)

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

Ph.D. (Part-Time) with the Department of Chemistry.

The Department teachers teach Physics to the students of Mathematics, Chemistry and 

Computer Science.

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

Choice Based Credit System

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

Physics Non-Major & Allied Subjects taught for Computer Science, Chemistry, 

Mathematics and B.Com. (FA) students.

6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 

Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors 3 3

Asst. Professors 2 2+4*

* Management Staff

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 

Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Dr .K. Prem Nazeer M.Sc., M.Phil., 
Ph.D.

Principal,
Associate

Professor & 
HOD

Thin Film 
Physics, Nano 

and                                                               
Biomaterial   

Physics

26 -
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Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Dr. G. Shakil Muhammad M.Sc., M.Phil., 
Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor

Thin films 22 -

Dr. F. Liakath  Ali Khan M.Sc., M.Phil., 
Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor

Dielectric 
spectroscopy 

and electronics

22 -

Mr. J. Asghar M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Ultrasonics & 
Spectroscopy

15 -

Mr. J. Mohammad Ali M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Electronics and 
Microprocessor

12 -

Mr. A. Md. Sabeelullah Roomy M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Chemical 
Physics

07 -

Mr. P. Muzammil M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Thin films 03 -

Mr. S. Ragavendran M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Thin film and 
Nano Science

02 -

8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 

UG - 26%

PG  - 40%

9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio

UG – 20:1

PG – 15:1

10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled

Technical Staff - 01

Administrative Staff - 02

Sanctioned Filled

Technical Staff 02 01

Administrative Staff - -

11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 

agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 

Nil
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12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

Nil

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - TNSCST

 national recognition - Nil

 international recognition - Nil

14. Publications: 

 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) - 42

15. Details of patents and income generated  

Nil

16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

Nil

17. Faculty recharging strategies

By attending Seminars, Conferences and Workshops and Refresher Courses offered by 

various Universities.

18. Student projects 

 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter-departmental

90%

 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with industries / institutes 

10% - Indian Institute of Astrophysics, Kavalur (Vaina Pappu Observatory)

BHEL, Ranipet

19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty - Nil

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows - Nil

 Students - III B.Sc. Physics students receive I prize and II prize awards continuously 

from 2007 onwards from Maniam Murugappa Trust, Vaniyambadi.

20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

Name of the Conference - National Seminar on Advanced Materials – 2012

Source of funding - UGC & Karpagam University, Coimbatore
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Outstanding Participants -

1. Dr. Vaidyanathan Shivakumar, NIT, Rourkela, Orissa

2. Dr. Jayavel, Director, Centre for Nanoscience, Anna University, Chennai – 25.

3. Dr. Senthil Kumar, Associate Professor of Physics, Karpagam University, Coimbatore

4. Dr. R T Rajendra Kumar, Associate Professor of Physics, Bharathiar University, 

Coimbatore

5. Dr. K. Thiyagarajan, Associate Professor, Jawaharlal University, Andhra Pradesh

6. Dr. J. Kumar, Professor, Crystal Growth Centre, Anna University, Chennai

7. Dr. Subramani, Scientist, CLRI, Adyar, Chennai.

8. Dr. Sathyaswaroop, Asst. Prof. of Physics, VIT, Vellore

21. Student profile course-wise:

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

Applications 
received

Selected
Male

Pass percentage 
Male 

B.Sc. Physics 150 48 50%

M.Sc. Physics 30 26 78%

M.Phil. Physics 30 10 100%

Ph.D. Physics 15 10 -

22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students 
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
B.Sc. Physics - 100% - -

M.Sc. Physics 38% 100% - -

M.Phil. Physics 100% - -

Ph.D. Physics 100% - -

23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

Data available with UGC-NET/SLET Scheme coordinator.
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24. Student progression

Student progression Percentage against 
enrolled 

UG to PG 50%
PG to M.Phil. 50%
PG to Ph.D.  30%
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral  Nil
Employed 
 Campus selection 
 Other than campus recruitment 

10%
10%

Entrepreneurs   10%

25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university Nil

from other universities within the State 100%

from other universities from other States Nil

26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

One – Dr. F. Liakath Ali Khan was awarded Ph.D. Degree in 2009.

27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

The Department Library has Tamil medium books to cater to the needs of students

taking their exams in Tamil. The library is equipped with sufficient research books and 

Journals/Periodicals and books pertaining to skill based subjects.

b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

Available

c) Total number of class rooms

Six

d) Class rooms with ICT facility

One

e) Students’ laboratories 

01 for UG, 01 for PG

f) Research laboratories 

01 for M.Phil. / Ph.D.
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28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

Almost all the students belonging to SC/ST/ Minorities/ wards of Agricultural labourers 

receive Government Scholarships; Moreover, the College has instituted Students’ Aid-

Fund and other proficiency prizes for meritorious students.

29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

Yes, the Board of Studies Meeting is conducted periodically to assess the syllabi taught to 

the students.

30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it?  

Yes, to improve the method of teaching.

b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

We teach the subject according to the needs of the students from their feedbacks.

c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the 

department to the same?

Yes, their suggestions are accepted for updating the syllabi to the current need.

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

1. Dr. Qualid Fareed, Research Professor, University of South Carolina, USA

2. Dr. Guruvenkat, Post Doctoral Fellow, North Dakota University, USA

3. Dr. Sathy Swaroop, Asst. Prof., VIT, Vellore

4. Dr. C. Sudhakar, Asst. Prof., IIT, Chennai

5. Mr. M. Saravanakumar, Asst. Prof., MGA College, Vellore

6. Mr. A. Md. Sabeelullah Roomy, Asst. Prof., Islamiah College, Vaniyambadi

7. Mr. Muzammil P, Asst. Prof.,  Islamiah College, Vaniyambadi

8. Mr. Kannadasan, Asst. Prof.,  Islamiah College, Vaniyambadi

9. Mr. Kubendiran, Asst. Prof., Govt. Arts College, T V Malai

10. Mr. Faziullah and Muzammil – Software Engineers – Wipro Technology, Bengaluru

32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

 Dr. M. Rajagopalan, Professor Emeritus, Crystal Growth Centre, Anna University 

Chennai, delivered a lecture on “Theory on Metals” on 24th January 2010.
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 Dr. Azagar Ramanajum, Retd. Principal, N.G.M College, Pollachi delivered a lecture 

on “New concepts on gravity” on 14th October 2010.

 Dr. R. Balakrishnan and J.F. Rajasekaran, retired Professors of Physics, Madras 

Christian College, Chennai gave a lecture on Physics teaching and learning through 

multimedia on 15-02-2010.  

 A National Seminar on Advance Materials 2012 was conducted by the department in 

association with Karpagam University, Coimbatore. Many eminent speakers addressed 

the gathering.

33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

 Lecture Method

 Group Discussions

 Students’ Seminar

 Power point Presentations

 Guest Lectures

 Demonstrations

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

The students’ performance is constantly monitored by conducting the Class Tests, CIA 

Tests,   Assignments, Group Discussions, Oral Tests etc.

35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

NSS, NCC, Sports, Social Awareness Programs, Blood Donation Camps, etc.

36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

Society for Advancement of Physics conducts inter-collegiate lectures, group discussions, 

End semester model exam and special training programs on maintenance of Home 

Appliances etc.

37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

Nil

38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

Strengths 

 Three staff members are holding Ph.D degrees and other members are to acquire Ph.Ds.

shortly.
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 The Department of Physics is actively involved in research. Three research supervisors 

are guiding 11 research scholars leading to Ph.D. programs. 

 Five Research Guides are guiding 15 students for M.Phil program. 

 The Department has Internet facilities extended to both staff and research students.

 The Department of Physics collaborates with Vainubappu Observatory at Kavalur and 

Anna University, Chennai for carrying out projects to M.Sc. and M.Phil. students.

Weaknesses

 Students from rural background 

 Paucity of funds

Opportunities

 Providing research facilities to the rural students.

 Campus Interview for students’ employment

Challenges

 Making students employable

 To equip the Physics Laboratory with modern research instruments

39. Future plans of the department. 

 To sign MoU with research and funding agencies.

 To conduct Orientation program for school teachers to make effective Science teaching.
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Evaluative Report of the Department of Chemistry

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

Chemistry - 1963

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

B.Sc., M.Sc., M.Phil. & Ph.D.

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

Ph.D. (Part-Time) for Physics department staff

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

B.Sc., M.Sc., and M.Phil. - Choice Based Credit System 

Ph.D. – Annual

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

M.Sc. Chemistry students study Principles of Operation Research offered by the 

Department of Mathematics.

B.Sc. Chemistry students study Allied Physics offered by the Department of Physics, 

Allied Mathematics offered by the Department of Mathematics and Zoology offered by the 

Department of Biotechnology.

6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 

Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors 6 6

Asst. Professors 5 5+1*

* Management Staff

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 

Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Dr. S.Syed Shafi

(On Lien)

M.Sc., M.Phil.,
B.Ed., Ph.D.

Associate

Professor

Synthetic 
Organic 

Chemistry

25 5
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Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Dr. Mansur Ahmed M.Sc., M.Phil.,
Ph.D.

Associate
Professor
& HOD

Organic 
Chemistry and 

Kinetics

25 1

Dr. S.Raja Mohamed Kamil M.Sc., M.Phil.,
B.Ed., Ph.D.

Associate

Professor

Bio Polymers 24 1

Dr. K.Subramani M.Sc., B.Ed.,
Ph.D.

Associate

Professor

Organic 
Synthesis and 

Kinetics

24 4

Dr. K.Anandaratchagan M.Sc., M.Phil.,
B.Ed.

Associate

Professor

Kinetics of 
Organic 

Compounds

17 -

Dr. P.K.Mohamed Imran M.Sc., M.Phil.,
Ph.D.

Associate

Professor

Computational 
Chemistry and 
Drug Design

16 -

Mr. B.Mohamed Nawaz M.Sc., M.Phil.,
M.Ed.

Assistant

Professor

Chemical 
Kinetics

16 -

Dr. M.Aboobucker Sithique M.Sc., M.Phil.,
Ph.D.

Assistant

Professor

Polymer and 
Composites

13 -

Mr. A.Sowkath Ali M.Sc., M.Phil.,
B.Ed.

Assistant

Professor

Polymer 
Chemistry

16 -

Mr. A.Nazim Ahmed M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant

Professor

Chemical 
Kinetics

9 -

Mr. S.Jafer Sathiq M.Sc., M.Phil.. Assistant

Professor

Bio Polymers 5 -

Mr. Moinudeeen M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant

Professor

Chemical 
Kinetics

1 -

8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 

B.Sc. – 10%

9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio

B.Sc. - 20:1

M.Sc. - 10:1

M.Phil. - 2:1

Ph.D. - 8:1
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10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled

Sanctioned Filled

Technical 1 1

Administrative 5 5

11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 

agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 

Dr. S. Syed Shafi – UGC – Major Research Project – Rs. 5,87,067/- 2008-2012

12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

DST-FIST - 32 Lakhs

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - TNSCST Fund

 national recognition - DST- FIST-sponsored lab

 international recognition - Nil

14. Publications: 

 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) - 53

 Chapter(s) in Books - 2

 Impact factor – range / average  - 1

15. Details of patents and income generated  

Nil

16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

The Department provides Consultancy Service to the local leather and shoe industrial units 

in and around Vaniyambadi in the field of effluent treatment and environmental protection. 

It is retained by the VANITEC, Vaniyambadi for addressing effluent treatment issues.

17. Faculty recharging strategies

 Faculty members participate in the Orientation/Refresher/FIP Programs of the UGC

 The department conducts Workshops/Seminars/Conferences for equipping members 

with the recent developments

18. Student projects 

Nil
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19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty - Nil

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows - Nil

 Students - Nil

20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

 Conducted one-day Awareness Programme on preserving and protecting drinking 

water and about disposal of waste plastics in villages.

 Various programmes such as Inter-Collegiate Seminars, Quiz Competitions, Guest 

Lectures, UG & PG Workshops, Debates and Model Examinations have been 

conducted under the auspices of RUSAC (Rural Society for Advancement of 

Chemistry) in which Chemistry students of Vellore, Thiruvannamalai, Cuddalore, and 

Villupuram Districts’ Colleges participated and benefitted. 

 Faculty members are active participants in the UGC Committee, NAAC Core 

Committee, Research Committee and the IQAC of the College.

21. Student profile course-wise:

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

Applications 
received

Selected
Male

Pass percentage 
Male 

B.Sc. 110 50 40%

M.Sc. 40 26 70%

M.Phil. 25 15 100%

Ph.D. 10 8 N.A.

22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
B.Sc. NA 100 - -
M.Sc. 60 100 - -
M.Phil. 70 100 - -
Ph.D. 40 100 - -

23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

Data available with UGC-NET/SLET Scheme Coordinator.
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24. Student progression

Student progression Percentage against 
enrolled 

UG to PG 50%
PG to M.Phil. 42%
PG to Ph.D.  18%
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral  -
Employed 
 Campus selection 
 Other than campus recruitment 

10%
20%

Entrepreneurs   20%

25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university 10%

from other universities within the State 80%

from other universities from other States 10%

26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

Three faculties were awarded Ph.D. Degrees.

27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

The Department Library has 500 titles and subscribes to four journals.

b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

Internet facilities are available for Staff and Students.

c) Total number of class rooms

Seven

d) Class rooms with ICT facility

Multimedia Class-room is available

e) Students’ laboratories 

State of the art five Students’ Laboratories are available

f) Research laboratories 

One of the hallmarks of the Department is the availability of the most modern and the 

sophisticated research laboratory funded by the Department of Science and 

Technology, Government of India under Fund for Improvement of Science and 
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Technology (FIST) provided equipments for this Lab. The total cost of the Lab is 

Rs. 32 Lakhs.

28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

The Department has students belonging to the Minorities, SC/ST, Agricultural families, 

First Graduates who are all eligible for financial assistance from the Government of Tamil 

Nadu. The V.M.E. Society provides financial help to the needy students.    On an average 

around 96 students receive the financial assistance from the College through various 

sources.

29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

The Department conducts survey for ascertaining the need for introduction of any new 

course to find out the feasibility, employability and availability of the course in and around 

Vaniyambadi. Only after satisfying the actual need for introduction, the Department 

introduces the program.

30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it?  

Yes, the Board of Studies meeting is conducted once in a year and the syllabi are 

updated to suit the employment opportunities.

b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

Through IQAC feedback is obtained and corrective measures are undertaken.

c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the 

department to the same?

Alumni and employers give suggestions to improve the curricula.

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

1. Mr. Muneer B. Natamkar, Zam Accounting Limited, Kingsbury, London

2. Dr.B.Nazeeruddeen, Director, Baylor University Medical Centre, Texas, USA

3. Dr. R.Chandrasekaran, Vice President, Dishman Pharmaceutical Industries, 

Ahmedabad

4. Dr. V.Palani, Executive Director, Geene Win Biotech, Hosur

5. Mr. P.R. Abdul Hameed, Analyst, Quality Assurance Dept., Medopharm 

Pharmaceutical Industries, Chennai
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6. Dr. Kaleemullah, APL, Hyderabad

7. Mr. Paneer Selvam, Jubliant Pharma, New Delhi

8. Dr. Arun, Professor, Thiruvannamalai

9. Dr.  Saravanan, R&D Manager, Biocon, Bangalore

10. Mr. Shankarnarayanan, Water Analyst, Kuwait

32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

 Dr. S. Chandrasekaran, Professor Emeritus, IISc, Bangalore delivered a special lecture 

on “Chemistry for Sustainable Development” on 12th February 2012.

 A State level Seminar on “Evolutionary Research in Chemical Sciences” was 

conducted on 16th October 2011. Nearly 200 participants from various colleges 

attended and 34 research papers were presented. The total expenditure was borne by 

the College Management.

33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

 Lectures

 Powerpoint presentations

 Group discussions

 Seminars

 Guest lectures

 Demonstrations

 Industrial visits

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

Conduct of Class Tests, CIA Tests, Assignments, Group Discussions, Oral Tests etc.

35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

NSS, NCC, Blood Donation Camps, Sports, Social Awareness programmes etc.

36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

Inter collegiate lectures, Discussion on the research problems, Expertise help to leather 

industries, Pollution control awareness programme, technical help to small scale 

entrepreneurs.etc.

37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

The sophisticated laboratory of the Chemistry department is sponsored by DST-FIST.
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38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

Strengths 

 Seven of the faculty members are Ph.D. holders and the remaining four members are to 

get Ph.Ds shortly. 

 The Department is an active Research Centre where there are five Research Guides, 10 

M.Phil. Guides, 32 Ph.D. scholars and 15 M.Phil. students involved in research.

 Our staff are the members of various bodies like Ph.D. Doctoral Committee, University 

Board of Studies, University Course Affiliation Committee etc.

 Our Department is equipped with recent instruments like FT-IR, Gas Chromatograph 

and UV-Visible Spectrophotometer.

 Our Department has Networking Laboratory with 12 PCs which is very useful to the 

students of our College and the neighbouring colleges.

Weaknesses

 Shortage of funds

 Rural background

Opportunities

 Generation of funds from DST-FIST

 Providing research facilities to the rural students

 Campus Interview for students` employment

Challenges

 Shaping the students to suit the modern day requirements

 To equip the labs with instruments like NMR, MS, Elemental Analyser etc.

39. Future plans of the department. 

 To expand our Instrumentation Lab with most recent analytical instruments.

 To have MoU with the neighboring industries

 To conduct Refresher and Crash Courses to the teachers of nearby higher secondary 

schools
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Evaluative Report of the Department of Biotechnology

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

B.Sc. Zoology was introduced during the year 1967 and it was converted to 

B.Sc. Biotechnology during the academic year 2006 -2007

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

B.Sc. Biotechnology & M.Sc. Biotechnology

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

Ph.D. (Part-Time) for Biochemistry and Zoology staff members

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

Semester and Choice Based Credit System

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

 Allied Zoology subject is taught to B.Sc. Chemistry and Biochemistry students

 Aquarium Fish Keeping and Vermiculture subjects are taught to B.Sc. Biochemistry 

students as Non-Major subject

 Herbal Technology is taught to M.Sc. Biochemistry students as Non-Major Subject

6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 

Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors 2 2

Asst. Professors 4 4+2*

*  Management Staff

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 

Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years
Dr. G.Md. Hussainus
Zaman

M.Sc., M.Phil., 
Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor & 

HOD

Aquaculture 
Biotechnology

31 -

Dr. H.S.Muthu Mohamed M.Sc. M.Phil., 
Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor

Endocrine 
Biotechnology

19 -
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Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years
Mr. A.Mubarack Ali M.Sc. Assistant 

Professor
Nanotechnology 13 -

Mr. A.Mahaboob Ali M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Environmental 
Biotechnology

14 -

Dr. H.Abdul Jaffar Ali M.Sc., M.Phil., 
B.Ed., Ph.D.

Assistant 
Professor

Marine 
Biotechnology

13 -

Dr.N.P.M. Mohamed Tariq M.Sc., M.Phil., 
Ph.D., PGDCA, 

DQA.

Assistant 
Professor

Herbal 
Biotechnology

13 -

Mr. N. Shabeer Ahmed M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Herbal 
Biochemistry

2 -

Mr. S. Md. Rayees Ifham M.Sc., PGDFT Assistant 
Professor

Fermentation 
Technology

1 -

8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 

M.Sc. Biotechnology – 100%

9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio

B.Sc. – 50:1 

M.Sc. – 26:1

10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled

Sanctioned – 3

Filled – 1 (Management Staff)

11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 

agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 

Nil

12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

Nil

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - Nil

 national recognition - Nil

 international recognition - Nil
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14. Publications: 

 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) - 20

15. Details of patents and income generated  

Nil

16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

Nil

17. Faculty recharging strategies

 M.Phil. & Ph.D. under the FIP

 Orientation and Refresher programmes

 Seminars and Symposia

18. Student projects 

 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter-departmental 

M.Sc. – 100%

 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with industries / institutes - Nil

19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty - Nil

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows - Nil

 Students - Nil

20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

Nil

21. Student profile course-wise:

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

Applications 
received

Selected
Male

Pass percentage 
Male 

B.Sc. Biotechnology 62 47 100%

M.Sc. Biotechnology 16 16 100%

22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students 
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
B.Sc. Biotechnology - 100% - -

M.Sc. Biotechnology 60% 100% - -
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23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

Five students cleared TNPSE Group Examinations

24. Student progression

Student progression Percentage against 
enrolled 

UG to PG 60%
PG to M.Phil. 10%
PG to Ph.D. -
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral  -
Employed 
 Campus selection 
 Other than campus recruitment 

-
60%

Entrepreneurs   25%

25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university 25%

from other universities within the State 75%

from other universities from other States Nil

26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

Nil

27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

4391 Books and 15 Journals

b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

Available

c) Total number of class rooms

Three

d) Class rooms with ICT facility

One

e) Students’ laboratories 

Two

f) Research laboratories 

One
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28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

Almost all the students belonging to SC/ST/ Minorities/ wards of Agricultural labourers 

receive Government Scholarships; Moreover, the College has instituted Students’ Aid-

Fund and other proficiency prizes for meritorious students.

29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

Yes, before offering M.Sc. Biotechnology as a new course, the department assessed

feasibility and future prospective of the course and also submitted a detailed budget of the 

programme with reference to purchasing chemicals, instruments and salary to the staff.

30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it?  

Yes, through the Board of Studies Meeting curriculum evaluation and if needed 

correction are done. In order to explore the industrial skills and job placements the 

syllabi are framed accordingly. Teaching – learning outcomes are monitored by 

getting feedbacks from the students and by conducting written and oral tests.

b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

Through continuous monitoring system. 

- Questionnaires are provided to the students in order to get back their feedback

- Their grievances are addressed through departmental meetings and get rectified

c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the 

department to the same?

Yes, regular Alumni and Employers Meet being held with prominent alumni who are 

in top positions in industries and academia appraise the curricula of the Department.

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

1. Dr. A.Sait Sahul Hameed, Associate Professor & HOD of Biotechnology, C. Abdul 

Hakeem College, Melvisharam

2. Mr. T. Vigneswaran, Assistant Professor of Zoology, Govt. Arts College, T.V.Malai.

3. Mr. R.Venkatesan, Sub Collector, Krishnagiri District

4. Mr. D.Umapathy, Asst. Professor, D.V. College of Education, Vaniyambadi

5. Mr. A.Layak Ali Khan, Head Master, Mazharul Uloom Hr. Sec. School, Ambur

6. Mr. S. Nagendiran, Inspector of Police, Vaniyambadi
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32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

Biotechnology Association Meetings, Symposia and Special Guest Lecture Programmes 

are conducted.

33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

Lecture method, Power Point Presentations, Seminars, Group Discussion and 

Demonstrations.

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

For the past three years some students have secured University ranks and they are placed 

in high positions in industries.

35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

Students are members in various community services like NCC, NSS, YRC, RRC, 

ROTARACT, ENVIRO CLUB etc.

The Department conducted special Extension Activity Programme on Ornamental Fish 

Keeping and Vermiculture Techniques for farmers, general public and students.

36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

Yes, the students are participating in Symposia/Conferences/Seminars/Workshops/ Inter-

collegiate and Inter-university competitions.

The staff of the Department are regularly invited for Guest Lectures and skilled resource 

persons off the campus.

37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

Nil

38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

Strengths 

 High profile faculty 

 Diversity in specialized fields of the faculty

 Biotechnology receives international recognition 

 Laboratory – state of the art

 Recognized research guides for Ph.D. in various Universities
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Weaknesses

 Student input from socio economically backward

 M.Sc. Biotechnology under Self Financing Scheme

 MoU with the industry is in infant stage 

 Lack of separate research laboratory

Opportunities

 Attractive job placement

 Self Employment

 Avenues for Higher Education 

 Entrepreneurship

 Eco Friendly Operation and Practice

Challenges

 Updating Research Knowledge

 Research Projects

 Mobilizing Monetary Assistance 

 Teaching to mediocre students 

 Rural based Institution

39. Future plans of the department. 

 The Department has applied for the introduction of M.Phil. and Ph.D. programmes

 Proposed to have MoU with leading Biotechnology Laboratories

 To convene National and International Seminars, Workshops and Symposia
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Evaluative Report of the Department of Biochemistry

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

Biochemistry - 1985

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

B.Sc. Biochemistry, M.Sc. Biochemistry & M.Phil. Biochemistry.

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

Nil

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

Choice Based Credit System

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

B.Sc. Biotechnology - Non Major (Diagnostic Biochemistry)

M.Sc. Biotechnology - Non Major (Medical Biochemistry)

6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 

Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors 2 2

Asst. Professors 1 6*

* Management Staff

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 
Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Dr. S.K.Hayath Basha M.Sc.,
M.Phil., Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor & 

HOD

Herbal 
Medicine for 

Diabetes

25 -

Dr. A.Liyakath Ali M.Sc., 
M.Phil., Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor

Host-Pathogen 
Interactions

24 -

Dr. A.Gokulakrishnan M.Sc., 
M.Phil., Ph.D.

Assistant
Professor

Clinical 
Toxicology

13 -

Mr. M.P.Ashar Waheed M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Cell Biology 07 -
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Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years
Mr. I.Niyas Ahmed M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 

Professor
Bio-nano 
materials

06 -

Mr. M.Syed Muzammil M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Nano Science 05 -

Mr. V.Magendira Mani M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Molecular 
Clinical 

Toxicology

04 -

Mr. P.Mohammed Kashif M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Animal 
Biochemistry

01 -

8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 

B.Sc. – 50%

M.Sc. – 100%

9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio

B.Sc.  – 21:1

M.Sc. – 9:1

10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled

Sanctioned Lab Assistants - 3

Filled Lab Assistants - Nil

11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 

agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 

Nil

12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

Nil

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - Nil
 national recognition - Nil
 international recognition - Nil

14. Publications: 

 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) - 10

 Impact factor – range 0.86 – 2.8 / average  1.73
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15. Details of patents and income generated  

Nil

16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

Nil

17. Faculty recharging strategies

Attending Refreshers Courses, Seminars and Workshops

18. Student projects 

Nil

19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty - Nil

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows - Nil

 Students - Nil

20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

A UGC-sponsored National Seminar on ‘Recent Advances in Phytotheraphy’ was 

conducted on February 15 & 16, 2012 in collaboration with the Department of 

Biochemistry, University of Madras, Chennai.

21. Student profile course-wise:

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

Applications 
received

Selected
Male

Pass percentage 
Male 

B.Sc. Biochemistry 21 21 86%

M.Sc. Biochemistry 12 12 92%

M.Phil. Biochemistry 10 10 80%

22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students 
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
M.Sc. Biochemistry 27% 73% - -

M.Phil. Biochemistry 100% - - -

23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

Data available with UGC-NET/SLET Scheme Coordinators.
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24. Student progression

Student progression Percentage against 
enrolled 

UG to PG 27%
PG to M.Phil. 100%
PG to Ph.D.  -
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral  -
Employed 
 Campus selection 
 Other than campus recruitment 

-
-

Entrepreneurs   -

25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university 75%

from other universities within the State 25%

from other universities from other States -

26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

Four faculties were awarded Ph.D. during the assessment period

27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

560 books

b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

Available

c) Total number of class rooms

Six

d) Class rooms with ICT facility

One

e) Students’ laboratories 

Two

f) Research laboratories 

One
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28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

Majority of the students who are eligible for Tamil Nadu Govt. Scholarships avail 

financial assistance from various schemes through the College. The V.M.E Society, 

Vaniyambadi also provides financial assistance to the deserving students.

29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

The department conducts need assessment exercises before the introduction of a new 

course and the project is submitted to the Management which scrutinizes it and decision is 

taken for the introduction of the course.

30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it?  

Yes, modification of the syllabi is done as suggested by the Board of Studies

b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

Feedbacks obtained through Mentoring System that helps to evaluate the above 

criteria.  The consolidated reports are sent to the IQAC for further action.

c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the 

department to the same?

Alumni Meet program is conducted every year and their suggestions to the department 

are analyzed and implemented accordingly.

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

1. Dr. S.Ramakrishnan, Ph.D. in Neurological Science, Germany

2. Mr. T.Wajeeth, Production Executive Officer, Natson Catalyst, Namakkal

3. Mr. V.Magendira Mani, Asst. Professor, Islamiah College, Vaniyambadi

4. Mr. Inamul Hassen, Research Scholar, South Korea

32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

A UGC-sponsored National Seminar in “Recent Advances in Phytotheraphy” was 

conducted on February 15 & 16, 2012. Dr. V. Veeraraghavan, Professor, Department of 

Biochemistry, Reva Institute of Science & Management, Bengaluru participated and spoke 

on the topic “Herbs-The Healing Miracles”. Dr. Vijaya Baskar, Group Leader, Cell & 
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Molecular Biology Division, Laila Pharmaceuticals, Vijayawada participated and spoke on 

the topic “Phytotherapy & Prostrate Cancer”.

Special lectures from 2004 – 2011

Academic     
year

Name of the resource person with address Topic

2011-2012

Dr. P. Pugalendhi, M.Sc., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor, Department of 
Biochemistry & Biotechnology
Annamalai University, Chidambaram

“Nanotechnology in breast 
cancer diagnosis and 

treatment”

Mr. R.Subramani, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor,
Department of Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Periyar University, Salem

“The art of communication”

2010-2011
Dr. K.Kannabiran 
Prof. & Division Head, 
Biomolecules & Genetics, School of 
Bioscience & Technology 
VIT University, Vellore

Bright spots in Biochemistry

2009-2010
Dr. A.Mohammed Sadiq 
Principal & HOD of Biochemistry
APCAS, Kalavai

Research outlets of 
Biochemistry

2008-2009
Mr. Medhavi 
Quality Control Manager & Head 
Microtherapeutics Research Lab, Chennai

Role of medical diagnosis in 
human health

2007-2008
Dr. S.Subramanium, Department of 
Biochemistry, University of Madras, Chennai Living with Diabetics

33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

 Class room teaching via Lectures, block board, charts and OHP sheet.

 Multimedia Hall and Seminar Hall are being used for subject-oriented power point 

presentation, VCD, CD, YouTube video programmes.

 Internet facilities of FIST Lab are being used by the students for their research projects.

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

 Classroom Interactions

 Class Tests for every unit

 Assignment to students in the important topics in the syllabi

 Feedbacks obtained through Mentoring System.
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The above said methods are useful to attain objectives of teaching as well as monitoring 

learning outcomes.

35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

 On 4th August 2011 students of III B.Sc. Biochemistry with the department faculties                                    

made an industrial visit to Green Chem industry for Herbal Extracts, Bangalore.

 On 29th January 2012, ‘AIDS AWARENESS PROGRAM’, a Rural Social Extention 

Activity, was conducted by the department at Ramanur Panchayat, Jolarpet, with 

Medical Experts. Screening Tests of HIV, Blood & Urine Glucose Tests were done for 

that village people.

36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

The Department encourages the students

 To do project work in our College and outside the campus

 To participate and present the research papers in Seminars

 To involve social activities conducted by the YRS, NSS, NCC, Sports, Enviro club

37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

Nil

38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

Strengths 

 Dedicated and well qualified teaching staff

 Well equipped laboratory 

 Good library with internet facilities 

 Well placed alumni

Weaknesses

 Students from Rural Background

 Students are poor in English Language

 Inadequate Government approved Teaching and Non-Teaching Staff

Opportunities

 Higher Education & Research

 Can run own Clinical Laboratory 

 Pharmaceutical Industries 
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 Food Industries

 Teaching Field

Challenges

 Bringing rural students to scholarly status is the challenge because they are poor in 

English Language and Communication Skills. Inspite of these drawbacks the 

department could bring out many students go for higher education at National and 

International levels.

39. Future plans of the department. 

 Introduction of Ph.D. Programme

 Establishment of Animal House

 Establishment of Instrumentation Lab with PCR, ELISA, Gel Documentation, HPLC

 Applying for approval of projects from different National Funding Agencies
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Evaluative Report of the Department of Computer Science

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

Computer Science - 1987

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

B.Sc. (Computer Science)

BCA

B.Sc. (Software Computer Science)

M.Sc. (Computer Science)

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

Nil

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

CBCS / Semester pattern

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

Teaching Computer Science for Maths and Physics students as a Non-Major subject.

6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 

Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors 3 3

Asst. Professors 1 1+11*

* Management Staff

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 

Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

H. Faheem Ahmed M.Sc., M.Phil.,

M.Tech., DCE, 
M.I.S.T.E.

Associate 
Professor & 

HOD

Micro 
Processor

28 -

P. Magizhan M.Sc., M.Phil., 
PGDCA

Associate 
Professor

Image 
Processing

23 -
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Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

A.A. Khader Maideen MCA, M.Phil. Associate 
Professor

Data Bases 20 -

N. Syed Siraj Ahmed M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Data Structure 14 -

S. Mohammed Nawaz Basha M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

DBMS 13 -

V.A Afzal Basha M.Sc., M.Phil Assistant 
Professor

Software 
Engineering

7 -

Mohammed Fayaz Patel MCA, B.Ed. Assistant 
Professor

Image 
Processing

3 -

Shuaib Ahmed V M.Sc., B.Ed. Assistant 
Professor

System 
Software

2 -

Zameer C.A M.Sc., M.Ed. Assistant 
Professor

System 
Software

4 -

I. Md. Nabeel M.Sc., M.Phil., 
M.Ed.

Assistant 
Professor

Operation 
Research

2 -

Manikandan R MCA Assistant 
Professor

Data 
Communication

1 -

Ambeth Raj C M.Sc. Assistant 
Professor

Languages 1 -

Vishwanathan H MCA Assistant 
Professor

DBMS 1 -

Nashurllah Basha M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

System 
Software

1 -

S. Arun Kumar M.Sc., M.Phil. 
B.Ed.

Assistant 
Professor

Numerical 
Methods

1 -

8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 

BCA - 95%

B.Sc. (Software Computer Science) - 100%

M.Sc. (Computer Science) - 80%

9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio

B.Sc. Computer Science - 15 :  1

BCA - 5 :  1

B.Sc. (Software Computer Science) - 5 :  1

M.Sc. (Computer Science) - 2 :  1
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10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled

Support Staff (Technical) (Programmer)  Sanctioned :  Nil    Filled  :  1

11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 

agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 

Nil

12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

Nil

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - Nil

 national recognition - UGC

 international recognition - Nil

14. Publications:

 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) - 8

15. Details of patents and income generated  

Nil

16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

Nil

17. Faculty recharging strategies

Refresher Course, National Seminars, M.Phil., Ph.D.

18. Student projects 

 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter-departmental 

100%

 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with industries / institutes 

Nil

19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty - Nil

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows - Nil

 Students - Nil
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20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

One day State-Level Seminar on Web Technologies - 2007

One day Seminar on Network Security - 2009

21. Student profile course-wise:

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

Applications 
received

Selected
Male

Pass percentage 
Male 

B.Sc. (Computer Science) 94 39 75%
BCA 83 47 75%
B.Sc. (Software Computer 
Science)

46 27 56%

M.Sc. (Computer Science) 36 19 75%

22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students 
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
B.Sc. (Computer Science) - 99% 1% -
BCA - 100% - -
B.Sc. (Software Computer 
Science)

- 100% - -

M.Sc. (Computer Science) 25% 100% - -

23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

NET  - 1

24. Student progression

Student progression Percentage against 
enrolled 

UG to PG 60%
PG to M.Phil. 10%
PG to Ph.D.  -
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral  -
Employed 
 Campus selection 
 Other than campus recruitment 

5%
35%

Entrepreneurs   
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25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university -

from other universities within the State 100%

from other universities from other States -

26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

Nil

27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

492 Books & 3 Journals

b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

Broadband with 2 Mbps speed

c) Total number of class rooms

12

d) Class rooms with ICT facility

One

e) Students’ laboratories 

Four

f) Research laboratories 

Nil

28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

95%

29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

Need assessment is made whenever a new course is introduced.

30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it? 

Yes, the Minutes of the Board of Studies are analyzed for quality improvement.
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b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

Yes, the students’ feedbacks are taken into account for updating the syllabi.

c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the 

department to the same?

Yes, the feedbacks are analyzed at the department level and implemented if found 

suitable.

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

1. Mr. Md. Zia - Infosys, Bangalore

2. Mr. Md. Adnan - Index computing, Bangalore

3. Mr. Viswanathan - Thiruvalluvar University, Vellore

4. Mr. Ravichandran - HCL Technologies

5. Mr. Ifthikar Ayub - HCL Technologies

6. Mr. Muzammil - Wipro Technologies

7. Mr. Mohamed Kayub - HCL Technologies

8. Mr. Srinivasan - Index computing, Bangalore

9. Mr. Mohamed Rayan - Infosys, Bangalore

10. Mr. Khizar - Infosys, Bangalore

32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

1. State-level Seminar on ‘Web Technology’

2. State-level Seminar on ‘Network security’

3. Seminar on ‘Animation’

33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

 One-to-one interaction during lab sessions

 Interactive teaching for theory topics

 Illustrative case study implementation for programming concepts

 Group discussions for discrete topics  

 Worksheet handouts

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

 Through Tests and Assignments

 Analysis of pass percentage
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35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

Support NSS, Junior Red Cross, Minority Education Cell of the UGC

36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

 Trained the staff of the Sugarcane industry staff on Computer Literacy

 Assisted the Self Help Groups of nearby villages

37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

Nil

38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

Strengths 

 Experienced Staff

 Well equipped lab

 Better student staff relationship

 Better placement record

 Better student progression

Weaknesses

 Rural area

 Poor communication skills of students

 Less scope for extra curricular activities

Opportunities

 Industry collaboration

 Consultation 

 To reach school drop-outs

 To help Self Help Groups

Challenges

 Finding resource persons

 High cost of software

 Frequent power shut down

 Low socio-economic status

 Generating funds through projects
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39. Future plans of the department. 

 Department Magazine (2013)

 Intra Quality Circle (2013)

 Smart Card Attendance (2013)

 Classrooms with Projector / Smart Boards (2013)

 State level UGC Workshop (2013)

 e-attendance (2013)

 Bar Code System (2013)

 Alumni Club and Database (2013)

 National level UGC Seminar (2014)

 WiFi (2014) 

The Department has uploaded around 20 video lectures in youtube.com which has more than 
1000 views from 150 countries.
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Evaluative Report of the Department of Commerce (C.A)

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

B.A. (Corporate Secretaryship) - 1982-83 converted to B.Com. (Computer Applications) 

2010-2011

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

UG and Ph.D. (Commerce)

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

Yes, the department offers Ph.D. in Commerce.

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

Semester / Choice Based Credit System

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

BBA & B.Sc. (Computer Science) – Services Marketing (Non Major).

6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 
Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors 3 3

Asst. Professors 1 1+3*

* Management Staff

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 

Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Dr. Md. Galib Hussain M.Com., 
M.Phil., Ph.D.

UGC 
Emeritus 
Professor 

and Rector

HR and OB 35 5

Mr. Gundu Aarif Ahmed M.A., M.Com.,
M.Phil.

Associate 
Professor & 

HOD

Economics 32 -

Mr. H.Md.Iqbal M.Com. Associate 
Professor

Management 31
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Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Mr.H.M.Khadeer M.Com., 
M.Phil.

Associate 
Professor

Accounting 30 -

Mr.M.Md Atheeque M.Com. Assistant 
Professor

Computer 
Applications

1 -

Mr. S.Md.Nawaz Basha M.Sc., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

DBMS 12 -

Mr. V. Shuaib Ahmed M.Sc., B.Ed. Assistant 
Professor

System 
Software

3 -

8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 
B.Com. (Computer Applications)  - 44%

9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio
B.Com. (C.A) - 35:1

Ph.D. - 8:1

10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled
Nil

11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 
agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 
Nil

12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

Nil

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - Nil
 national recognition - Nil
 international recognition - Nil

14. Publications: 

 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) - 8

 Chapter(s) in Books - 2

1. Mohammed Galib Hussain, Islamic Research Methodology, Research Craft, Lap 
Publications, Germany,2012, Pages 9-32 (ISBN 978-3-659-00203-8).
2. Mohammed Galib Hussain, Building a World Class Organisation, Organizational 
Values, Vision and Culture, New Delhi: Deep and Deep Publications Pvt.Ltd. 2009 
Pages 29-44 (ISBN 978-81-8450-188-9).
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 Editing Books - 2

1. Mohammed Galib Hussain (ed.) Islamic Banking: Status and Issues, New Delhi: 

Deep and Deep Publications Pvt. Ltd. 2012 (ISBN 978-81-8450-325-8).

2. Mohammed Galib Hussain (ed.), Research Craft, Lap Publications, Germany, 2012

(ISBN 978-3-659-00203-8).

 Books with ISBN numbers with details of publishers - 11

1. Mohammed Galib Hussain and S.Y.A.Sheriff, Islamic Theory of Motivation: 

Insights from the Quran and Sunnah, Lap publications, Germany, 2011 (ISBN 

978-3-8465-5335-0).

2. Mohammed Galib Hussain and M.Akbar Mohideen, Leadership Style and Shura 

System: An Islamic Perspective, New Delhi: Deep and Deep Publications 

Pvt.Ltd.2010(ISBN 978-81-8450-299-2).

3. Mohammed Galib Hussain and M. Sufiyan, Emotional Intelligence: Re-

engineering in Islamic Way, Lap Publications, Germany 2012 (ISBN 978-3-8484-

1787-2). 

4. Mohammed Galib Hussain, Quran of Work Life in Islamic Culture, New Delhi: 

Deep and Deep Publications Pvt.Ltd.2010 (ISBN 978-81-8450-298-5).

5. Mohammed Galib Hussain, Hindu Values and Managerial Behaviour: Exploring 

Spirituality in India Corporates, New Delhi: Deep and Deep Publications Pvt. Ltd.

2010 (ISBN 978-81-8450-326-5).

6. Mohammed Galib Hussain and A. Thirupathy, Dual Theory of Motivation: A 

Replication in India Context, Lap Publications, Germany, 2011 (ISBN 978-3-

8473-0100-4).

7. Mohammed Galib Hussain, Why Do They Quit?: Investigating Attrition of India 

Software Professionals, Lap Publications, Germany, 2011

(ISBN 978-3-8473-116-4).

8. Mohammed Galib Hussain and P. Kavitha, India Concept of Personality and Job 

Stress: Investigating Job Stress & Personality of India Software Professionals, Lap 

Publications, Germany, 2011 (ISBN 978-3-8473-1733-3).

9. Mohammed Galib Hussain and S.A Sajid, Islamic Corporate Culture and 

Management Styles, New Delhi: Deep and Deep Publications Pvt.Ltd.2010.

(ISBN 978-81-8450-297-8).
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10. Mohammed Galib Hussain and T. Afsar Basha, Corporate Culture and 

Organizational Effectiveness, Lap Publications, Germany, 2011

(ISBN 978-3-8465-9434-6).

11. Mohammed Galib Hussain and S.Mohamed Rafique,  Strategic and Traditional 

Human Resource Management: Investigating Practices and Effectiveness in India 

Software Industry, Lap Publications, Germany, 2012 (ISBN 978-3-8473-0815-7).

15. Details of patents and income generated  

Nil

16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

Nil

17. Faculty recharging strategies

 The Department motivates faculty to participate in Refresher Courses and Orientation 

Courses of the UGC.

 The Department motivates faculty to participate in Seminars/Workshops organized by 

the Department and other colleges.

18. Student projects 

 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter-departmental 

Nil

 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with industries / institutes 

100% - Institutional Training

19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty - UGC Professor Emeritus Fellowship to former HOD Dr. Md. Galib Hussain 

in 2011-13 and received a Certificate of Appreciation from the Institute of Objectives 

Studies, New Delhi in 2011 for his outstanding contributions to the knowledge.

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows - Nil

 Students - Nil

20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

Four National Level Seminars were conducted

1. Training Methods for Corporate Executive (March 2008)

2. Corporate Governance & Brand Image India Inc. (March 2009)

3. Equity Banking & Finance in India Concept and Status (March 2010)  

4. Nuances of Company Law Bill 2011 (March 2012)
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21. Student profile course-wise:

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

Applications 
received

Selected
Male

Pass percentage 
Male 

B.Com. (C.A) 150 70 80%
Ph.D.   3 3 100%

22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students 
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
B.Com. (C.A) N.A. 100% - -
Ph.D. 20% 80% - -

23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

Data available with UGC-NET/SLET Scheme Coordinators.

24. Student progression

Student progression Percentage against 
enrolled 

UG to PG 20%
PG to M.Phil. -
PG to Ph.D.  -
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral  -
Employed 
 Campus selection 
 Other than campus recruitment 

10%
60%

Entrepreneurs   10%

25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university -

from other universities within the State 100%

from other universities from other States -

26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

Nil
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27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

476 Books

b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

Yes

c) Total number of class rooms

Three

d) Class rooms with ICT facility

Yes

e) Students’ laboratories 

One

f) Research laboratories 

Nil

28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

Since the Department has the highest number of students from the Minority, SC, ST and 

agricultural families, they get scholarship from the Government of Tamil Nadu. The 

College Management also provides financial assistance to the needy students.

29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

Before starting a program, the department ascertains the demand for the Course.  

Accordingly, in 2010 a need was felt for starting B.Com. (Computer Applications) 

program.

30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it?  

The Department gets feedbacks regarding teaching learning by conducting Tests and 

CIA Exams and feedback is obtained from the faculty by conducting departmental 

meetings for enriching the curricula.

b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

The Department obtains feedbacks from the students on staff and syllabi. By 

conducting tests, the students learning abilities are assessed. The Department responds 

positively for meaningful feedbacks.
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c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the 

department to the same?

The department implements suggestions from the employers as well as Alumni.

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

1. Mr. Asif Ahmed A   - Secretarial Department, Ramachandra Hospital, Chennai

2. Mr. Sabith N   - Secretarial Department, Cameo Corporate Services Ltd.,

Chennai

3. Mr. Nasir Ahmed D Z- Holding Managerial position in Florind Shoes Ltd., Chennai

4. Mr. Md. Faizan O - Manager in TAW Shoes Ltd., Chennai.

5. Mr. Aatif Ahmed H - Holds a managerial position in Floram Shoes Ltd. 

6. Dr. S.Y.Anver Sherief- HOD of Commerce, C.A.Hakeem College, Melvisharam

7. Dr. M.Akber Mohideen- HOD of Commerce (Corporate Secretaryship), 

C.A.Hakeem College, Melvisharam

8. Dr. S.A Sajid - Principal, C A Hakeem College (Self Financing), Melvisharam

9. Dr. Pandu - Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce, 

Pondicherry University, Pondicherry

10. Dr. M.Shamsuddin - Associate Professor of Commerce, C.A.Hakeem College, 

Melvisharam

32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

Guest Lectures, Extension Lectures and Workshops are conducted annually.

33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

 Case studies

 Lecture Method

 PPT

 Institutional Training

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

 By interaction with the employers

 By conducting written and Oral Tests

35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

The students of the department participate in the NCC, NSS, RRC and YRC.
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36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

The department conducts Seminars annually.

37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

Nil

38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

Strengths 

 Experienced Faculty

 Good Infrastructure

 Good Library

 More number of Ph.Ds produced  by the Faculty

 More number of books authored by the Faculty

Weaknesses

 Poor Language Skills of the students

 Rural Background of the students

 Students come from downtrodden sections of the society

 Poor Computer Literacy of the students

Opportunities

 Potentiality of contributing seminal knowledge through publications

 Good placement opportunities for the students

 Growing IT sectors and its employability

 Industry ready employability competency of the graduates

 Local industry gives employment to the students

Challenges

 To improve English language skills of the students

 To update the syllabi to meet the needs of the IT and its Sectors

 To increase the placement rate of the students

 To maintain the tempo of publication spirit

39. Future plans of the department. 

 To introduce M.Com. (Finance & Computer Applications), M.Phil. and Ph.D. 

(Computer Applications) courses

 To update Syllabi as per the needs of the market/society
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Evaluative Report of the Department of Commerce ( F & A)

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

B.A. Economics – 1946 converted to B.Com. (Finance & Accounts) in 2010.

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

B.Com. (F & A)

Ph.D. (Part-time) in Economics

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

Physics, History

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

Choice Based Credit System

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

Non-Major Elective – Fundamentals of Economics to II B.A. History

6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 

Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors 3 3

Asst. Professors 1 1+1*

* Management Staff

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 

Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Dr. M.Basha M.A, M.Phil, 
Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor & 

HOD

Industrial 
Finance

30 -

Dr. C.A.Basheer Ahamad 
Khan

M.A ,M.Phil, 
Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor

Tribal Economy 27 -

Dr. S.Liyahath John M.A, M.Phil, 
Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor

Industrial 
Entrepreneurship

24 -
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Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Mr. M.A.Bilal Ahmed M.A., M.Phil. Assistant 
Professor

Micro Finance 5 -

Mr. K.Jalaludeen M.Com.  Assistant  
Professor

Taxation 1 -

8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 

22%

9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio

20:1

10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled

Nil

11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 

agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 

Nil

12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

Dr. M.Basha – UGC - one Minor Research project completed in 2009 – Rs.45,000

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - Nil

 national recognition - Nil

 international recognition - Nil

14. Publications: 

 number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) – 2

1. Basha M & Jacob Stanely Inbaraj: “Managing Cotton Marketing Through Co-

operative Society - A study with reference to Tirupattur Taluk of Tamil Nadu”,

Asian Journal of Research in Business Economics and Management. ISSN: 2250-

1673, Volume II – Issue VII- July 2012 pp. 39-45.

2. Basheer Ahamad Khan.C.A & Kumaravel M, “Human Rights Violation in India”, 

International Journal of Commerce and Business Management, April – 2011. ISSN 

0974-2646 Vol. IV Issue - I pp. 175 -180.
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 Books with ISBN numbers with details of publishers – 2

1. Udaya Kumar P & Basha M, 2012 Food Inflation, Food Insecurity ed. by Kumar.D, 

Divine Publishers, Trichirapalli. ISBN – 978-81920478-2-9 PP- 667 – 671.

2. Basheer Ahamad Khan C.A and Kumaravel M, 2011. The growth pattern and the 

factors influencing Urbanization Land value – A Micro level study, Lambat Academic 

Publication.

15. Details of patents and income generated  

Nil

16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

Nil

17. Faculty recharging strategies

Attending Orientation & Refresher Courses in Academic Staff Colleges of various 

Universities.

18. Student projects 

Nil

19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty - Nil

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows - Nil

 Students - Nil

20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

Nil

21. Student profile course-wise:

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

Applications 
received

Selected
Male

Pass percentage 
Male 

B.Com. (F & A) 77 67 -

Ph.D. 6 5 -
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22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students 
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
B.Com.(FA) - 100% - -

Ph.D. - 100% - -

23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

Mr. T. Asif Ahmed cleared NET in 2012.

24. Student progression

Student progression Percentage against 
enrolled 

UG to PG 25%
PG to M.Phil. -
PG to Ph.D.  -
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral  -
Employed 
 Campus selection 
 Other than campus recruitment 

2%
10%

Entrepreneurs   1%

25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university 50%

from other universities within the State 75%

from other universities from other States -

26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

Nil

27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

527 Books
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b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

Available

c) Total number of class rooms

Three

d) Class rooms with ICT facility

Available

e) Students’ laboratories 

Nil

f) Research laboratories 

Nil

28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

Students’ Aid Fund to three Students per year. Government Scholarships to all eligible 

SC/ST/MBC/BC students.

29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

Yes, the employment oriented and need based assessment are made before the introduction 

of the program.

30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it?  

The Board of Studies Meeting and the Department Staff Meeting interaction help us in 

teaching learning evaluation.

b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

Satisfied.

c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the 

department to the same?

Trying to improve further more.

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

 Dr. R.Ramesh, Associate Professor of Economics, Presidency College, Chennai

 Dr. Yoganantham, Associate Professor & Post Doctoral Fellow in Economics, 
Presidency College, Chennai

 Mr. Ahmedullah, Physical Director, Mazharuloom Boys Hr. Sec. School, Ambur

 Mr. T.Asif, Assistant Professor in Economics, Mazharuloom College, Ambur
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 Mr.Peshman Kabeer Ahamed, Manager, RBI, Chennai.

 Dr. S.Selvaraj, Assistant Professor of Commerce, SSS College, Ambur

 Mr. M.A.Bilal Ahmed, Asst.Professor in Economic, Islamiah College, Vaniyambadi

 Mr. K. Umar, Advocate, Vaniyambadi

 Mr. Rama Chandran, Sr. Manager, Canara Bank, Vaniyambadi

 Mr. B. Md.Rafee, Lecturer in Economics, Koshya College, Bangalore

32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

“How to face Job Interview” by Dr. J. Udayakumar on 27-03-2012

“Reservation and its Effect on Social Development by Dr. R. Natrajan on 29-03-2012

33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

Conventional Method of teaching and PPT.

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

By conducting the Regular Tests and giving frequent Assignment Works.

35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

All our students are members of Rotaract and Citizens’ Consumer Club and NCC.

36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

Dr. M. Basha, Member, Board of Research Studies, Thiruvalluvar University, Vellore.

Dr. C.A. Basheer Ahamad Khan, Member, Board of Studies (U.G. Economics) 

Thiruvalluvar University, Vellore

Dr. S. Liyahath John, Member, Board of Studies, Jamal Mohamed College, Trichy

37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

Nil

38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

Strengths 

 Well-knit Department

 More than 60 %of the faculty holds Ph.Ds

 Reasonable number of Publications

 Constant contribution to knowledge by writing articles in Magazines

 Complete understanding of the market requirements for the students
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Weaknesses

 Rural Background of the students 

 Students from downtrodden sections of the society get enrolled in our faculty

 Students with poor English communication skills

Opportunities

 This course is the first of its kind  in Tamil Nadu

 Great opportunity for the students to get employed

 Finance is the most developing area in Indian Economy

Challenges

 To update the syllabi as per the requirements of the market

 To keep the tabs on the developmental needs of the Indian Economy

 To keep track of ever-changing knowledge scenario in Finance

39. Future plans of the department. 

 Planning to conduct Seminars and Conferences

 Finance & Accounts are like veins and arteries in an economy. So this Department is to 

be elevated as PG Department specializing in Islamic Finance which in the long run 

may become a Centre for Islamic Financial Studies.
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Evaluative Report of the Department of Commerce (General)

1. Name of the Department & its year of establishment

Commerce - 1946

2. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

B.Com., M.Com., M.Phil. (Commerce), Ph.D. (Commerce)

3. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved

The Department gets inputs from the faculty of History, Tamil as well as Management

Science for its programmes.

4. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system 

B.Com., M.Com., & M.Phil (Commerce) – Semester / CBCS

Ph.D. (Commerce) – University Pattern

5. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

The Department has made arrangements for teaching the students of M.A. (History). The 

department staff Participates in teaching Certificate Course in e-Commerce & Footwear 

Technology.

6. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. 

Professors)

Sanctioned Filled

Professors - -

Associate Professors 5 5

Asst. Professors 6 1+5*

* Management Staff

7. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialisation (D.Sc./D.Litt./ 

Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Mr. V M Md. Anwer Basha M.Com., 
M.Phil.

Associate 
Professor & 

HOD

Marketing 33 -
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Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 
Years 

of
Expe-
rience

No. of 
Ph.D. 

students 
guided in 
the last 4 

years

Dr. H. Nisar Ahmed M.Com., 
M.Phil., Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor

Strategic 
Management

34 -

Dr. A. Noor Mohamed M.Com., 
M.Phil., 

M.B.A., Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor

Organizational 
Behaviour

21 1

Dr. T. Mohamed Ilyas M.Com., 
M.Phil., 

M.B.A., Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor

Entrepreneurship 
Development

21 -

Dr. T. Afsar Basha M.Com., 
M.Phil., Ph.D.

Associate 
Professor

Organizational 
Behaviour

20 -

Mr. V. Valeeullah M.Com., 
M.Phil., 
PGDCA

Assistant 
Professor

Accounting & 
Organizational 

Behavior

11 -

Mr. V. Mahmudul Hasan M.Com., M.A.
M.Phil., 
PGDCA

Assistant 
Professor

Accounting & 
Organizational 

Behaviour

7 -

Mr. M. Srinivasan M.Com., 
M.Phil.

Assistant 
Professor

Marketing 5 -

Mr. T. Mohamed Sayeed M.Com. Assistant 
Professor

Statistics & 
Finance

1 -

Mr. F. Shakir Ahmed M.Com., M.A. Assistant 
Professor

Marketing & 
Law

1 -

Mr. V K. Tanseer Shadab M.Com., 
PGDCA

Assistant 
Professor

Modern 
Business Tactics

1 -

8. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information 

B.Com. - 40%

M.Com. - 40%

9. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio

UG 20 : 1

PG 20 : 1

M.Phil. 3 : 1

Ph.D 8 : 1
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10. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned 

and filled

Nil

11. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding 

agencies and c) Total grants received. Mention names of funding agencies and grants 

received project-wise. 

Nil

12. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; DBT, ICSSR, etc.; total grants received 

Nil

13. Research facility / centre with 

 state recognition - Nil

 national recognition - Nil

 international recognition - Nil

14. Publications: 

 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) - 11

 Chapter(s) in Books – 2

SNo Name of the Book Name of the 
Faculty

ISBN Number Details of 
Publishers

1 Fiscal Policy Issues and 
Challenges Facing India 

in the 21st Century

Dr. T. Afsar 
Basha

978-93-80730-
004

Wisdom 
Publications, New 

Delhi
2 Organisational Values, 

Vision, and Culture 
(New Perspective)

Dr. T. Afsar 
Basha

978-81-8540-
1889

Deep and Deep 
Publications Pvt. 
Ltd., New Delhi

15. Details of patents and income generated  

Nil

16. Areas of consultancy and income generated  

Nil

17. Faculty recharging strategies

 Attending Programmes on Innovative Teaching Method

 Participation in National / State Level Seminars

 Attending Conference and Workshops on recent trends 

 Attending Orientation and Refresher Courses

18. Student projects 

Nil
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19. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by 

 Faculty - Nil

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows - Nil

 Students - Nil

20. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national / 

international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.

Nil

21. Student profile course-wise:

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

Applications 
received

Selected Pass percentage 

B.Com. 205 70 75%
M.Com. 29 22 65%
M.Phil. 9 7 90%
Ph.D. 18 18 -

22. Diversity of students

Name of the Course
(refer question no. 2)

% of 
students 
from the 
College

% of students 
from the State

% of students 
from other 

States

% of 
students 

from 
other 

countries 
B.Com. - 100 - -
M.Com. - 100 - -
M.Phil. - 100 - -
Ph.D. - 100 - -

23. How many students have cleared Civil Services, Defense Services, NET, SLET, 

GATE and any other competitive examinations? 

NET - 6, SLET - 2

24. Student progression

Student progression Percentage against 
enrolled 

UG to PG 30%
PG to M.Phil. 40%
PG to Ph.D.  30%
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral  Nil
Employed 
 Campus selection 
 Other than campus recruitment 

10%
10%

Entrepreneurs   20%
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25. Diversity of staff

Percentage of  faculty who are graduates   

of the same parent university 20%

from other universities within the State 80%

from other universities from other States -

26. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the assessment 

period. 

Four faculty members were awarded Ph.D.

27. Present details about infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

1069 Books

b) Internet facilities for staff and students 

Available

c) Total number of class rooms

Six

d) Class rooms with ICT facility

One

e) Students’ laboratories 

Nil

f) Research laboratories 

Nil

28. Number of students of the department getting financial assistance from College. 

UG – 2, PG – 2

29. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new 

program(s)? If so, give the methodology.  

Yes, the Department carries out demand assessment as well as the needs of the industry 

before introducing any additional course.

30. Does the department obtain feedback from 

a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does 

the department utilize it?  

The faulty members are consulted before making changes in the curricula. The Mentor 

Reports are obtained for judging the outcome of teaching-learning process.
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b. students on staff, curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation and what is 

the response of the department to the same?

The feedback is obtained from the students about the staff members while making 

changes in the curricula.

c. alumni and employers on the programmes and what is the response of the 

department to the same?

Yes, the Alumni feedbacks enable to redefine the programme according to the needs

of higher education and job market.

31. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)

1. Mr. G. Pari, Chartered Accountant, Vaniyambadi

2. Mr. S. Selvaraj, Chartered Accountant, Hosur

3. Mr. Sundararaman, Chartered Accountant, Chennai.

4. Mr. Syed Riyaz Ahmed, Chartered Accountant, Abu Dhabi

5. Dr. P. Aadil Ahmed, Principal, Mazharul Uloom College, Ambur

6. Dr. V. Rajendiran, Principal, S.I.A.S. College, Tiruvannamalai

7. Mr. A.G Naser, Chairman, Naser Bali Gloves  Pvt. Ltd., Vaniyambadi

8. Mr. A. Ameenur Rahman, Chairman, Habeeb Tanning Company, Chennai

9. Mr. V. Gulzar Ahmed, Judge, District Sessions Court, Dharmapuri

10. Mr. Anwer Sadath, Advocate, Madras High Court, Chennai

32. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) 

with external experts.

Program Theme Year External Expert
Workshop Do you want to become 

Chartered Accountant?
2011 - 12 Mr. S. Sundararman FCA

Chartered Accountant
B.B Srinivasan & Associate, 

Chennai
Entrepreneurial  

Development Programme
How to become a 

successful Entrepreneur?
2011 – 12 Mr. Patel Mohamed Yousuf 

Managing Director, VANITEC and
Dr. Akbar Kousar 

Founder & Chief, Kasini Health 
Care, Vaniyambadi

Inter-Collegiate 
Quiz

COMQUIZ -12 2011 - 12 -

Guest Lecture on Research 
Methodology

Research
Methodology In Social 

Sciences

2011 - 12 Dr. N. Kathirvel,
Associate Professor of Commerce

& Management, Karapagam 
University, Coimbatore
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33. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. 

 Lecture Method

 Symposia

 Classroom Seminars

 Team Teaching

 Tutorials

 Workshops

 Books and Articles’ Review

 Group Discussions

 Institutional Visits

34. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and 

learning outcomes monitored?  

 Board of Studies

 Expert Committee

 Academic Audit

 Exam Results and Placement

35. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.

The department student are actively participating in various extension activities such as

 Community Development through Social Service

 Health & Hygiene Awareness Programmes

 Arranging Medical & Blood Donation Camps

 AIDS Awareness Programmes

 Environmental Awareness Programmes

The department faculty are actively participating in various Extension Activities such as

 Resource persons for different programmes

 Coordinators for different committees

 Members in Professional and Academic Bodies

 Conducting Remedial Classes for slow learners

 Guiding and Coaching for various Competitive Examinations like MPSC, UPSC and 

other Competitive Examinations
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36. Give details of “beyond syllabus scholarly activities” of the department.

 Students’ participation in various competitions conducted within the campus

 Guest lectures

 Students’ participation in Inter-collegiate Competitions and Paper Presentations

37. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies. 

Give details. 

Nil

38. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of the 

department 

Strengths 

 Student-oriented Department

 Good Rapport with Students

 Easy Approachable Faculty

 Highly Motivated Staff

Weaknesses

 Rural Background of the students

 Consultancy yet to begin

 Research Projects yet to be taken

 Lack of inter personality skills among students

Opportunities

 Has tremendous opportunities for industrial tie-ups and placements

 High demand for the Course

 Flexibility to revise the Syllabi

 Good Rapport with Organizations

 Facilitates presentation of research papers

Challenges

 Training  the students of various backgrounds to corporate expectations

 Handling the present generation students

 Improving communication skills of the students

 Conducting Remedial Classes for slow learners

 Exposing students to Technical Skills such as Accounting Packages, Statistical 

Packages etc.
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39. Future plans of the department. 

 To strengthen Research Oriented Programmes

 To start Departmental Research Journal/ Magazine/ Newsletter

 To set up Research Cell in the Department

 To build Entrepreneurial Skills

 To expand the Departmental Networking with other Academic Institutions and 

Industrial Organizations 

 To provide Consultancy Services involving both staff and students

 To conduct State-level Conferences

 To strengthen Alumni Network

 To start a Certificate Course of six months duration in Accounting Packages like 

TALLY
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POST-ACCREDITATION INITIATIVES

The quality sustenance and enhancement measures undertaken after the 

accreditation process on various aspects are as follows:

Curricular Aspects

 The Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) established after accreditation is 

actively involved in the analysis of the quality of the programs offered and 

other developmental activities of the College.

 Feedbacks are obtained from stakeholders of the college and accordingly the 

changes are incorporated in the curricula. The suggestions of IQAC are 

implemented thereby.

 The academic bodies of the college, based on the need assessment, plan and 

introduce new courses or restructure some of the existing courses with the aim 

of quality enhancement and sustenance.

 Faculty members are encouraged to undergo Orientation/Refresher courses and 

a number of faculty have obtained Ph.D. degree from reputed Universities on 

FIP.

 Faculty members are encouraged to take several Minor/Major research projects 

funded by various funding agencies.

 Faculty members are encouraged to participate and present papers in national 

and international conferences held in India and abroad.

 The management strongly emphasizes on the development and upgradation of 

the faculty members and programs offered in the institution.

Teaching-Learning and Evaluation

 An air-conditioned classroom with multimedia facilities like LCD Projector, 

audio systems, DVD player and Internet connectivity is provided with a 

capacity to accommodate 75 students has been established
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 A computer lab with 12 computers, 1 Server with Gaussian Software is 

established from the funds of DST to support PG and Research teaching and 

learning process.  

 The Central Library equipped with online journals, e-books and INFLIBNET 

facilities.

 The College has obtained autonomous status in order to design the curriculum 

to the local and global needs.

 The College has introduced the UGC sponsored one year Certificate Course in 

e-Commerce and Footwear Technology for the UG degree students by which 

they could get an additional certificate apart from getting their degrees.

 Continuous Internal Assessment Tests, Home Assignments, Students’ seminar/ 

active participation in class-room activities, transparent evaluative system / 

photocopies of answer sheets issued on demand, Revaluation/ Re-totalling are 

some of the measures taken to improve the quality of evaluation system.

 Examination Grievance Redressal Cell has been setup to monitor the 

grievances of the students with regard to examinations.

Research, Consultancy and Extension

 Faculty is encouraged to apply for minor and major research projects. This has 

reflected in increase in the number of completed and ongoing research projects.

 Through a specially formed research committee students are encouraged to 

participate in “Mini research projects” which are funded by various funding 

agencies.

 College regularly organizes at least one Seminar every year along with at least 

two preparatory Workshops. Students under the guidance of faculty are 

encouraged to take up projects and actively participate in the preparatory 

Workshops and Seminars to present papers.

 Number of journals subscribed in the library has increased.
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 It is a regular phenomenon in many departments to initiate students to take 

research projects and to encourage them to read and discuss recently published 

international and national papers.

 Internet facility is made available in every department and library, free of cost 

to the students and staff.

 Number of computers has increased to 156.

 To encourage consultancy, norms are set up.

 By collaborating with NGOs and eminent personalities from different fields, 

various extension activities are planned and executed effectively.

 Microscholarship English Access Programme of US is introduced. As a result, 

110 students of both Islamiah Boys’ Higher Secondary School and Islamiah 

Girls’ Higher Secondary School are benefitted in improving their 

communicative skills. These classes are conducted by our English faculty 

outside the working hours of the school.

Infrastructure and Learning resources

 The institution has been striving hard to bring in all necessary facilities in the 

laboratories. Almost all the departments have UG and PG laboratories 

equipped with adequate facilities and amenities which are rendered for 

effective teaching and learning process.  

 The Laboratories are upgraded with advanced instruments and equipments with 

other basic amenities like fuel, power back-ups, water etc.

 A new research laboratory is setup for physics students.

 Multimedia and Audio-Visual aids have been optimally used

 Internet facilities for the users in the campus

 The New Library block constructed at a cost of Rs. 40 lakhs and inaugurated in 

the year 2011 is provided with separate sections for books, journals, internet 

centre. SOUL software, server and computers are also provided.  A new 
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research lab is constructed for the Department of Physics and provided with 

research equipments, computers, furniture etc.

 A Power Generator with a capacity of 62.5 KVA is installed to cater the needs 

of the existing buildings. 

 The College office is modernized with latest computers, network printer, 

internet facility and centralized UPS system.   

 During the year 2008 a common Multimedia Hall is established with all ICT 

learning facilities. Another Multimedia Hall is constructed for the Department 

of Computer Science with all modern facilities in the year 2010. 

 For classroom teaching of non-computer science students, a common computer 

laboratory is under construction.  

 The campus is provided with RO water purifier to meet the basic needs of the 

students. 

Student Support and Progression

 As Per the suggestions of the NAAC peer team, the College obtained 

Autonomous Status, which helped us to introduce innovations in various 

academic, administrative, research and other student support services. 

 Class room teaching is given a face lift, a new Multimedia classroom is 

provided. A Seminar Hall is provided with LCD Projector, Display and Power 

back-up.

 Mentoring System has been introduced and Continuous Internal Assessment of 

student is done through periodical conduct of examinations and monitoring is 

introduced.

 A number of new scholarships have been introduced to help the financially 

backward students.

 Students are given life insurance cover of a sum of Rs. 1 lakh each
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 A centralized water purifier is provided to cater to the basic needs of our 

students and faculties.

 Efforts are on to enhance the sports and recreation facilities of students/ 

faculties, a new sophisticated Indoor Stadium and Swimming Pool are under 

construction.  

Organisation and Management

 The College obtained Autonomy Status in the year 2010, the various academic 

and administrative reforms have been carried out and successfully 

implemented.  The college has made many sweeping changes in the fields of 

organization and managerial methods in various spheres of academic, 

administrative and extra-curricular activities to sustain and enhance quality and 

also to seek innovations.  

 The Organizational and Management strategies have been improved to better 

suit the objectives of the institution. Several new committees have been formed 

like Governing Body, Academic Council, Curriculum Development Council, 

Internal Quality Assurance Cell, Research Committee, Centre for Honing 

Academic Skills etc. 

 The IQAC of the college collects feed backs, analyze and suggest various 

parameters for various academic and administrative activities of the college.  

This takes care of academic audit, analyse feedback, developing new norms 

and guidelines etc.   



Declaration by the Head of the Institution

I certify that that the data included in this Self-Study Report (SSR) are true to the best 
of my knowledge. 

This SSR is prepared by the institution after internal discussions, and no part thereof 
has been outsourced. 

I am aware that the Peer team will validate the information provided in this SSR 
during the peer team visit. 

Dr. K. PREM NAZEER
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